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PREFACE.

IN this volume I have brought together the reports of my 
last two tours in Bundelkhand and Rewa, during the 

cold seasons of 1883-84 and 1884-85. During these tours I 
visited many places which had not been reported upon by the 
officers of the Archajological Survey. The most notable of 
these places were the great forts of K&lanjara and Ajaygarh, 
the strongholds of the Chandels of Mahoba, and their religi
ous capital of Khajuralia, which possesses the most famous 
collection of magnificent temples in Upper India. I have 
taken the opportunity of giving a complete account of all the 
Chandel inscriptions at present known. These continue the 
genealogy for several generations after the fall of Mahoba.

On the south bank of the Jumna, a short distance above 
Allahabad, I visited a large ruined temple, which had been 
seen and sketched about 50 years ago by Major Kittoe, who 
calls it the shrine of Karkotak NAg.

At a short distance, on the way towards Allahabad, I visited 
a stone building at Chilla, which is said to have been the dwel
ling-house of the two BanAphar heroes Alha and Udal. It is 
surrounded by a fortified enclosure, and is important as being 
one of the very few old dwelling-houses that now exist.

In Rewa I made the discovery that the whole valley of 
the Tons River had been held by the Kalachuri Rajas of 
Chedi for at least two centuries prior to the advent of the 
BAghel Rajputs. In the previous year my Assistant Mr. 
Garrick had found a short inscription on rock near the northern
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boundary of Rewa giving the name of GAnggeya Deva, the 
Kalachuri Raja of Chedi, in the beginning of the i ith century. 
The name of his son Kama Deva is still remembered by the 
people in connexion with the fort of GArgi Masaun, the old 
capital of the district. Its foundation is attributed to Karan 
Dahariya, or Kama Dahaliya, Dahal being a well-known name 
of Chedi. Raja Kama reigned in the middle of the i ith cen
tury. Another inscription of the Kalachuri kings was found 
by my servants on a slab in one of the northern passes of the 
Rewa territory. It bears the name of RAja Nara Sinha Deya 
D ahaliya, and is dated in the Samvat year 1216 , or A.D. 
1159 . Two later names are preserved on copper-plates be
longing to the large village of Kakareri, also in northern Rewa. 
These are Jaya Sinha Deva in A.D. 1175 , and Vijaya Deva 
in A.D. 1196. I have found no traces of the Kalachuri kings 
of a later date than the last, even in Chedi itself. I conclude, 
therefore, that the BAghel Rajputs, who now hold the country, 
must have obtained possession in the very beginning of the 
13th century. This is rendered absolutely certain by the men
tion of two very curious names as the rulers of the country 
in the middle of the century. These names are given by the 
Muhammadan historians as Dalaki wa Malaki, which I have 
identified with the two contemporary princes of the BAghel 
chronicles called Dalkeswara and Malkeswara.

In Rewa also the waterfalls of the Tons River at Kevati- 
Kund, Chachai, and Jhim a were visited. At the first place an 
old Pali inscription had been found a few years ago by Mr. 
Markham. On my visit a stOpa carved in outline was also 
found, proving that the cave was of Buddhist origin.

The numerous sources of the Ken or Kiyan River were 
next visited, with the expectation that some ancient sites might 
be found. Many old places were discovered, but most of the 
temples were in ruins. One very curious temple was found 
near Ganj in the Ajaygarh territory; the whole of the outer 
faces of the walls being carved to imitate rock-work. At
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Lakhuria, only a short distance, a very important inscription 
was discovered. It bears the name of Raja Prithivi Sena of 
VAkAtaka, in conjunction with that of his tributary VyAghra 
Deva. The former was the father of Rudra Sena of VAkAtaka, 
and the latter was the father of JayanAtha, whose copper-plate 
inscriptions have been found near Uchahara and at KAriTalai. 
As these are dated in the years 174 and 177 of the Gupta era, 
the Lakhuria inscription of his father VyAghra may be referred 
to the year 150 of the Gupta KAj, shortly after the death of 
Skanda Gupta. In fact it may have been the death of the 
great Gupta prince that led to the occupation of this part of 
the country by the king of VAkAtaka.

A still older inscription was afterwards found in a cave 
near the top of the Ginja hill, about 40 miles to the south-west 
of Allahabad. The hill is an isolated peak of the Vindhyan 
range, 1,326 feet in height above the sea, and about 800 or 900 
feet above the plain. The top is a narrow ridge of perpendi
cular sandstone rock about 200 feet in height. On the south 
face the cliff overhangs considerably, forming a large open 
hall, or rock shelter, about too feet long, and from 40 to 50 
feet broad, and varying in height from 20 to 25 feet outside. 
It is closed at the two ends by rough walls, but the whole of 
the front is now open. On the rock at the back there is an ins
cription of two lines in red paint, with several rude drawings 
of men and animals. The characters of the inscription are of 
the earliest Gupta forms; but the opening is worded in the 
well-known style of the shorter Indo-Scythian inscriptions, as 
follows:—

MahArAjasya Sri Bhima Senasya 
Sam (vatsare) 52, Gimlia pakshc 4, 
divasa 12, etaya purvvayam, &c.

"  In the reign of Maharaja Bhima Sena in the year Samvat 52, 
in the 4th fortnight of the hot season, the 12th day. On that date,
& C .'*

I take Bhima Sena to have been the Hindu Raja of Ko- 
sAmbi during the reign of the paramount Indo-Scytliian king
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Huvishka. The date, if referred to the Seleukidan era, corres
ponds with A. D. 140.

At Madanpur, about 50 miles to the north of Saugor, a new 
inscription of Prithvi RAja Chauhan was discovered. It re
cords his conquest of the country of Jej&kabhukti. The same 
spelling of the name I have since found in a Mahoba inscrip
tion. This then was its original form, w’hich soon became 
shortened to Je jd h u ti, as written by Abu RihAn, just as Tira- 
bhukti became Tirahuti and Tirhut. The usual Brahmanical 
derivation of the name of Jajhautiya, from Yajur-hota, is thus 
proved to be erroneous.

The last discovery which was made in the beginning of the 
present year was that of a Buddhist stfipa at RAjApur, about 100 
miles to the south of Gwalior. The stupa is almost intact; but 
it is quite plain, and possesses no railing and no inscriptions.

A. CUNNINGHAM.
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ARCHEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA.

REPORT OF A TOUR IN BUNDELKHAND AND REWA IN
1883-8 4 .

PART I.
! .— KO SAM , OR KAU SAM BI.

IN his account of the famous city of KausAmbi, the Chinese 
pilgrim Hwen Thsang describes two holy places which I 

failed to identify at my previous visits. These were the rock- 
cave of the venomous serpent, and the ancient brick-chamber 
in which the famous Bodhisatwa Vasubandhu composed his 
treatise named the Vuiyd-m dtra-siddhi-shdslra, for the re
futation of the doctrine of the HinayAna.

The first place is thus described by the pilgrim: 1 “  At 8 
or 9 /i,or mile, to the south-west of the town there is a 
rock-cave of a venomous dragon. After overcoming this 
dragon Buddha left his shadow in the cave. But, though this 
fact is recorded in history, there is nothing to be seen at the 
present day.”

At my previous visits 1 had looked for this cave on the 
bank of the Jumna to the west of the city just outside the 
village of PAli. The south-west bearing is quite impassable, 
as the general course of the Jumna above the city is from 
north-west to south-east. Before going to Kosam (which I 
have previously identified with the ancient KausAmbi), I 
visited the hill of PrabhAsa, or Pabhosa, as it is generally 
called, as I had a suspicion that the rock-cave might be 
found in the rocky hill. It is true that the hill of Pabhosa is 
3 miles to the north-west of the great fort of GarhwA, but it

Julicn's Hwen Thsang, Vol. II, p. aS6.
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is not more than 2 miles from the present villages of Kosam 
and PAli, which formed the old city outside the walls of the 
fort.1

On reaching the hill of Pabhosa I found that there was 
not only a cave high up in the face of the hill, but that there 
was also a NAga, or serpent, of which everybody had heard, 
but which no one had seen. The serpent is believed to have 
his head in the Jumna while his tail remains in the cave, 
which is more than a quarter of a mile from the river. The 
NAga is said to be seen once a year at the time of the Diw&li 
festival.

The cave is artificial, and is simply an old quarry with a 
pillar left in front for the support of the roof. In front there 
is a Jain temple, and there are three standing Jain figures cut 
in the rock above. The Jain temple was built by one Hira 
L&l about 40 years ago. The whole face of the hill in front 
is now a mere mass of ddbris, the refuse of the quarry above. 
The room is said to be large enough to hold four bedsteads: 
it has two windows, as well as a door. On an eminence near 
the foot of the hill to the east there is a tank called Deo- 
Kund, with a small temple on its bank.

The Chinese pilgrim mentions that there was a stApa of 
Asoka, about 200 feet high, beside the cave, but no traces 
of such a building could be found. It is very probable, 
however, that the present Jain temple occupies the site 
of some ancient building. The pilgrim also notes that close 
by there was a  site where Buddha used to take exercise, 
and a second stupa containing some of his hair and some 
nail-parings. Sick people used to visit the place, and pray 
for their recovery.

On the faces of the rock at several points there are short 
inscriptions, which may be only records of the quarry-men. 
They are all, however, written in characters of the Gupta 
period. One of them gives the name of Vasu D eva;  a 
second reads Savahdvinse;  while a third gives the name of 
Yasa, and a fourth reads Adah&sisam. The quarries are, there-

I See Plate 11 for the position of the Pabhosa hill.
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fore, as old as the time of the Guptas, from 200 to 400 A.D., 
and the cave and its legendary NAga were, no doubt, in exist
ence at the period of Hwen Thsang’s visit to KausAmbi in 
A.D. 636.

In searching for the brick-chamber of Vasubandhu td the 
south-west of KausAmbi, I was led, by the pilgrim’s descrip
tion of its height being equal to that of a pavilion of two 
storeys, to examine a cave near the villages of Garauli and 
Gopsahsa, both to the south-east of the great fort. The 
cave has been excavated in a huge earthen mound, named 
Tikri, which rises from 45 to 50 feet above the general level 
of the country. Owing to its commanding position, over
looking the Jumna, the mound was used as a survey station, 
and it is probable that a few feet at the top were added by 
the surveyors. The excavation consists of two rooms facing 
the east. The outer room was 1 1 feet long by 8 feet 3 
inches deep, with a doorway, 4 feet wide, leading into the inner 
chamber, which is 11 feet 6 inches broad by 13 feet 3 inches 
deep. This inner chamber has a  long raised seat or couch 
on the south side. Both chambers are now only 4$ to 
6 feet in height. They had been inhabited lately by a fakir.1

On the eastern face, just halfway up the slope, or about 
15 feet above the ground, there is a brick wall, which appears 
to have been the back wall of another chamber. There are 
quantities of broken bricks at the foot of the mound, and in 
the fields close by, where fragments of stone are also found. 
The brick wall 1 take to be the remains of a lower storey, 
which agrees with Hwen Thsang's account of the residence 
of Vasubandhu as an ancient chamber of bricks— "  d’un- 
pavilion h deux 6tages, *’ * I could find no trace of the great 
monaster)’ of kiu-shi-lo, or Gcsirs ha, with its stupa 200 feet 
in height. The name of Gosirsha, or Gosira, appears to be 
preserved in that of the neighbouring village of Gopsahsa; 
but there are no remains of walls now visible, although there 
are numerous fragments of stone and quantities of broken 
bricks scattered about.

• See Plate II for the position of the Tikri mound.
1 Julicn’s Hwen Thsany, Vol. II, p. 286.
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2.— R ITH O RA .

One mile and a half to the north-west of Mhow Ghat, 
and within sight of Kosam, there are two ruined temples, 
of small size, but of fine workmanship. The larger one is 
only io£ feet square outside, with a portico on the north in 
front of the entrance, supported on two nicely carved pillars. 
The temple has fallen backwards, and the enshrined figure is 
lying inside crushed beneath the roof. On the face of the 
door-step there are represented two crocodiles, each carrying 
two women with children in their laps. There is a figure of 
K ili outside, from which it may be inferred that the temple 
was dedicated to the worship of Siva. The pillars are of 
early mediaeval style.

The second temple is similar to the first, and was also 
dedicated to Siva, as it still possesses a group of Hara-Gauri. 
The entrance doorway also is similar to that of the other 
temple ; but the jambs, which are still standing, have figures 
of the Ganges on her crocodile and the Jumna on her 
tortoise.

3.— BAR-D EW AL.

For my knowledge of this fine old temple I am indebted 
to an almost forgotten work of Major Kittoe.1 He calls the 
building a "  Temple of Karkotak NAg,”  but this name is now 
quite unknown. His account of it is so very brief that I may 
give it in full:—

“ The elegant ruin represented in the accompanying plate* is 
situated on the bank of the Jumna, on the Bundelkhand side, a few 
miles below the town of Mhow. It 16 dedicated to Siva under the 
denomination of Karkotak Nag. The work is executed in a most 
exquisite and elaborate style, in hard, close-grained sandstone. The 
greater part, indeed the main body, of the building has long since 
fallen to the ground ; the only portion remaining, and which I have 
faintly attempted to represent, is that still existing of the Nandi Sabha 
(or portico), in which Siva’s bull Nandi is always placed. It is not

1 Illustrations of Indian Architecture, by Markham Kittoe: Calcutta, Thacker 
and Co., 1838, long folio.

* I have given a representation of Kittoe’s view in Plate IV, reduced to two- 
thirds of the original.
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known who erected this truly beautiful specimen of Hindu sculpture 
and architecture. There is a small village close by, the superstitious 
inhabitants of which informed me that a huge black serpent, or nig, 
inhabits the temple, and is occasionally visible.”

This is all that he says regarding the temple, the rest of 
his notice being taken up with an account of the serpent Kar- 
kotak NAg, and the story of Nala and Damayanti.

The temple is situated on the south bank of the Jumna, 
on a high bluff point close to the village of Kutharo. It is 
just 1 1  miles to the east of Mhow GhAt, and 25 miles to the 
west-south-west of Allahabad. Its position is rather inac
cessible, as there is nothing but a pathway ascending and 
descending for 11 miles through the ravine^ -of the Jumna on 
the west, and a similar pathway on the east for 4 miles, from 
the large village of PartAbpur, where the great stone quar
ries are situated.

The Bar-Dewal must have been a magnificent temple. 
Its position on a high projecting point overlooking the Jumna 
is a very fine one, and both in size and in decoration the fane 
was worthy of its site. It is, besides, raised on a  plinth or 
platform of 1 1  feet.1

It  is a lingam shrine of Siva— and the name given to it 
by Kittoe of Karkotak NAg is quite unknown. The entrance 
is to the east, as usual with lingam shrines. It consists of 
the usual sanctum containing the lingam with the entrance 
on the east. The MahA-mandapa, or great hall, is 25 feet 
square, the roof being supported on four magnificent columns, 
each upwards of 14 feet in height. These are placed 8 
feet 8 inches apart on a raised platform 1 foot 3 I inches in 
height. On each of the four sides immediately opposite 
each pillar there is a square pilaster nearly 10 feet high, 
at 5 feet distance ; and between each pair of pilasters there 
are two octagonal pillars of the same pattern as the larger 
columns, and of the same height as the pillars. The archi
traves covering these pillars are massive beams about 2 
feet square in section, and very elaborately ornamented on

1 See Plate III for a plan of the temple.
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each face. Between each pair of pillars there was formerly 
a cusped arch, of which one was still in situ when Kittoe 
sketched the temple.

The central roof of the Mandapa has fallen down ; but a 
portion of the side roof still remains, exactly as it was seen 
by Kittoe. The usual arrangement that I have seen is to 
cover this portion by overlapping stones, projecting one over 
the other from the outer and lower rows of pillars until the 
space between the two rows of pillars is roofed over. But 
in the present example the arrangement is quite different, 
the whole of the surrounding veranda, as it may be called, 
being roofed in by long sloping slabs which are very deeply 
cut with three horizontal recesses, which imitate the courses 
of the overlapping roofs. In these recesses there are rows 
of small seated N&ga kings, with snakes' hoods over their 
heads. On the west side three of these sloping slabs still 
remain in situ, and at the north corner there is a single 
slab of wedge shape, that is, narrow at the top and broad at 
the bottom, showing that the same arrangement of roof was 
continued at the angles.

In the accompanying plan I have attempted to restore 
the temple from the existing remains, either in situ, or lying 
on the ground below.

The dimensions of the platform were obtained from the 
existing angles.

The four great columns of the central hall, C, are still 
standing in their places.

Of the smaller pillars those marked P‘, P*, are still in  
situ, as well as the base of P .  The positions of the others 
marked P. have been fixed on the authority of two small pro
jecting brackets at right angles, on each of which were once 
supported the ornamental cusped arches, similar to those 
between the larger pillars. The presence of these small 
brackets shows decisively that there must have been four 
pillars on each of the three open sides of the hall. Only four 
of these pillars are now lying on the ground— two on the north 
side, and two on the south side; but there are also some short 
architraves which once spanned these spaces, and some
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narrow roofing slabs which could not have formed any part 
of the roof of the great central hall.

With these remains still existing it seems certain that 
there must have been a small porch, or hall, on each side to 
the north and south, and a third on the east ‘side forming 
the entrance. I  could not find any trace of the flight of 
steps, as the whole of the eastern front is now a confused 
mass of large stones.

Externally the view from the east would have presented 
three pyramidal domes in front; the middle one being higher 
than the others, with the tall spire of the sanctum behind.

The people differ as to the meaning of the word Bar. 
Some say it refers to a BharRaja who built it, but others refer 
it to a Bar, or Banyan, tree which grew near it. I think, how
ever, that it was more probably only the Bard Dewal, or 
“ great temple." There is a large village on the bank of the 
Jumna 1 mile to the west called Barha, and this may have 
given its name to the temple.

When Kittoe saw’ the temple just 50 years ago, the light- 
cusped arches between the pillars of the Mandapa were still 
in their places, as shown in his sketch. They fell down some 
years back, and three of them are said to have been taken 
to Allahabad by a Saheb.

There is no inscription now remaining, the only writing 
being a pilgrim’s record of the last century.

There are plenty of large bricks lying about, but they 
could not have belonged to the temple itself, as it is built 
entirely of stone. Perhaps there was a surrounding wall of 
brick, with some subordinate buildings.

4.— R IK H IA N  CA V ES.

In the face of the hill nearly due south from Bar Dewal, 
and about a mile and a half distant, there are tw'o large caves 
known by the name of Rikhian, or the dwellings of the 
Rishis. They are apparently old quarries, partly built up in 
front with dry stone walls to form rooms. Two pillars help 
to support this roof. The larger cave is 34$ feet long by
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1 7 !  feet broad, and 6J high. Inside, against the back wall, 
there is a large collection of statues, which were most pro
bably taken from the Bar Dewal Temple after it had become 
ruinous. The principal statue is a figure of Vishnu with 12 
arms. It is 4 feet high by 24 feet broad. There are also 
figures of KAli and Ganesa, and of 42 goddesses, which 
are most probably a portion of the Chaunsat Joginis, as 
several of them are represented with animals’ heads. Amongst 
them is one with a leonine head and another with a porcine 
bead, &c.

The second cave is 22 feet long by 16 feet broaJ, and 7 
feet high, with one pillar in the middle to support the roof. 
It has a projecting porch in front of the entrance built with 
squared stones. It has also two holes, or small windows, to 
give light. Inside there is a seated figure of a three-headed 
goddess with 16 arms. It is 2 feet 8 inches high, by 1 foot 
9 inches broad, and most probably represents DurgS.

Outside there is a small temple with a sanctum only, 4 
feet to inches square, and a flat roof, 9  ̂ feet high. Two 
other temples in ruins are close by.

There is also a large tank, 600 feet in length, which is 
supplied by a small stream coming over a waterfall.

The place is considered holy, and is visited by numbers 
of pilgrims.

5.— C H ILLA .
Chilla is a pretty, well-wooded village on the south side 

ol the Jumna, 12 miles due east from Bar Dewal, and the 
same distance to the south-west of Allahabad. It is cele
brated for its possession of a large stone dwelling-house, 
which is said to have been the residence of the two famous 
BanAphar heroes, Alha and Udal.

The building stands in the middle of a small fortified 
enclosure called Kot, which has a thick earthen rampart, 
faced with stone both inside and outside, and four towers at 
the corners. It has also a ditch all round, with a stone coun
terscarp.

The house itself is a square of 46 feet, each side divided 
by pillars and walls into 25 small bays, in five rows each way.



To the north is the entrance, with a long slab seat on 
each side, covered by a low roof, supported by short pillars 
The middle compartment is open to the sky, and thus forms a 
small courtyard.1 The five compartments on the south side 
form five separate rooms, each with its own door. The two 
compartments on the north-west are walled in to form a 
separate room with its door to the south. Similarly the two 
others on the north-east form a single room with a door to 
the west. Each of these rooms is lighted by a stout stone 
trellis, and two similar trellises give light to the inner parts of 
the body of the building. Each compartment is between 7 
and 8 feet square, and the total height is 8 feet to j inches.

The roof is flat. Four pillars of the same pattern, but 
less massive, are now used to support some broken slabs of 
the roof. These are said to have been brought from above, 
where they supported a canopy where the inmates used to sit.

With its massive ramparts, which completely covered the 
building from view, the place was capable of being defended 
for some time.

All the doorways are slightly ornamented, but more espe
cially the door sills. The comer rooms and side walls have 
stout stone trellises of a simple pattern. The pillars also are 
slightly decorated. There are no inscriptions, but the letter 
n of an early form was found in two places. From its form 
I should judge that the building must be as old as the 8th 
or 9th century.

This building is of some interest, as so few specimens 
now exist of early Indian domestic architecture. I have given 
in other volumes plans and descriptions of a stone dwelling- 
house at Ranod, and the fine palaces of Man Singh at 
Gwalior; the former belonging to about the 8th century, and 
the latter to the early part of the 16th century A.D. A very 
interesting specimen of an intermediate period has been 
found by Mr. Bcglar in R&jputAna in a palace of the famous 
Prithvi Raja, which, therefore, belongs to the latter half of 
the 12th century A.D.
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Outside the enclosure of Kot there are numerous remains 
of a  large stone temple, in richly carved stones and broken 
statues, which would seem to show that Chilla was once a 
place of some importance.

6.— C H IT R A -K U T A .

The holy hill of Chitra-kuta, or the “  many-hued peak, ”  
is famous as the residence of RAma, SitA, and Lakshman 
during their exile from Ayodhya, and also as the abode of 
the sage VAlmiki, the reputed author of the RAmAyana. It 
is situated on the left, or west, bank of the Paisuni River, 
about 5 miles to the south-west of Karwi, and 50 miles to 
the south-east of Banda. Its praises have been sung by 
VAlmiki himself as the—

*' Auspicious hill! where all day long 
“ The lapwing’s cry, the Koil's song,
"  Make all who listen gay ;—
“  Where all iB fresh and fair to see ;
“  Where elephants and deer roam free. " 1

A paved foot-path, with a continuous belt of small temples, 
encircles the foot of the hill, which is crowded with pilgrims 
at all times of the year. The temples, however, are all 
modem, and there are no inscriptions. Fragments of sculp
ture and pieces of carved stone are found lying about the 
foot of the hill, but there is nothing to show' that the place 
is an old one. KAmtA is the name of the village close by the 
hill, and the hill itself is often called Kdm td. The true name 
is Kdtnadd-giri, or the “  hill of the giver of plenty," or the 
"  desire-giving hill.” The hill itself is still covered with 
jungle, but there are no Rishis, as the Brahmans of the pre
sent day all live in comfortable houses below.

Of late years the small town of Sitapur, situated also on 
the left bank of the Paisuni River, 1 mile to the north of 
KAmtA, has rivalled the fame of the holy Chitra-kuta. Here 
the river Paisuni forms a long straight reach, both broad and 
deep, on the banks of which there are numerous temples
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and bathing ghAts, or flights of steps leading down to the 
water. Some of the temples are said to be old, but they 
are all so smudged with whitewash that it is quite im
possible to judge of their antiquity. The name of SitApur is, 
however, quite modem, as it was given by Charan DAs near 
the beginning of the present century. The old name was 
Jay  singh pur.

I saw many thousands of pilgrims on their way to KAmtA 
and Allahabad from Bhilsa and SAgar. There was also a 
widowed RAni from Rati Am. They came by different routes 
through Hirapur and Panna, as well as by Ajaygarh and 
KAlanjar. There were also many pilgrims from Chattisgarh 
and Raypur in the Central Provinces, who had come by 
Amarkantak and SohAgpur to Rewa, and then by Jetwar and 
MArkandi on the railway, and thence over the hills to RAsin 
and KAmtA.

Whatever age may be assigned to the RAmAyana, it is 
certain that the story of RArna and his exile to the famous 
hill of Chitra-kuta must be still older. We know, indeed, that 
the story is certainly as old as the second century B.C., 
as it is represented amongst the sculptures of the Bharhut 
stupa as an illustration of the Dasaratha jAtaka of the Bud
dhists. In the RAmAyana we read that RAma on his depar
ture from Ayodhya went first to Sringiverapura on the Ganges 
(now Singor), and, after crossing the river, paid a visit to the 
sage BharadwAja, whose hermitage was at the junction of the 
Ganges and lumna. BharadwAja told him to go to the hill 
of Cmtra-Kuta on The MandAkim River. As these two names 
still survive in the holy hill of Chitra-kut and the small river 
MandAkin which joins the Paisuni a little below SitApur, there 
can be little doubt as to the correctness of their identifi
cation. But there is a third name in the immediate vicinity 
which seems to offer a conclusive proof of the Chitra-kuta of 
Bundelkhand being the actual place intended by the poet.1 
This is the hill of Prasravan, which, as it is coupled with the 
MandAkini, can only be another name for Chitra-kuta itself. 
Prasravana means literally “ a cascade or waterfall/' and might,

1 See Griffith's RimAyana, VoL III, p. 298.
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therefore, be applied either to a hill or to a stream. In the pre
sent instance I believe that it may be identified with the Paisuni, 
or Parsaroni, as it is also called. Now, this stream is famous 
for its cascades, and on that account must have received the 
name of the Prasravana Nadi, or “ waterfall river." In the 
same way the hill of Chitra-kuta would be called the hill of 
Prasravana.

Similarly I believe that the God A van stream searched for 
in vain by Lakshman was not the distant GodAvari River 
which rises at Nasik, but the holy Gupt-GodAvari, or “  hid
den GodAvari,”  which rushes forth from a cave in the hill a 
few miles to the south of Chitra-kut. But whatever may be 
thought of this identification of the Gupt GodAvari with the 
GodAvari River, it is certain that the Gupt GodAvari corre
sponds exactly with BharadwAja’s description of the Chitra- 
kuta Hill, whence RAmaand Sita would—

** See the foaming torrent rave 
* Impetuous from the mountain cave.1

The Chitra-kut Hill of Bundelkhand still further corre
sponds with the Chitra-kuta of VAlmiki in the various hues 
of its rocks from which it has derived its name, or, as Mr. 
Griffith has rendered it,—

“  There a silvery sheen is spread,
“  And there, like blood, the rocks are red ;
“  There shows a streak of emerald green,
°  And pink and yellow glow between

I have thought it necessary to give all these small coinci
dences, as Mr. Beglar has brought forward some very plau
sible arguments to prove that the Chitra-kuta of Bundel
khand is not the Chitra-kuta of VAlmiki. His chief objection 
is the want of a torrent issuing from a mountain cave. But 
this I have now supplied in the Gupt GodAvari, which is a 
place of pilgrimage. Mr. Beglar proposes the hill of RAmgarh 
150 miles to the south-east of Rewa and 160 miles to the 
west-south-west of Hazaribagh.* It is true that a torrent 
issues from the Ramgarh Hill, which so far agrees with the

1 Griffith** Ramiyani, Vol. II. p. 206. * Ibid. Vo!. II, p. 375.



Chitra-kuta of Rama. But it is equally true that the RAm- 
garh Hill is 200 miles from Allahabad, and therefore does not 
agree with BharadwAja’s description of Chitra-kuta as being 
only a “  short distance" from the junction of the Ganges and 
Jum na.1 Mr. Griffith says “4 leagues," which I take to be 
yojanas, equal to about 30 miles, instead of 60. But this is 
something very different from the 200 miles direct, or 250 
miles by road of RAmgarh from Allahabad. Then there is a 
very serious difficulty about a chariot getting to RAmgarh, 
which stands in one of the most hilly and inaccessible districts 
in India. I do not think that a poet would take a chariot there 
even in a dream.

There are several claimants for other places connected 
with the wanderings of RAma, as well as with those of the 
five PAndus. Thus, there are three places named BairAt.and 
several named Kundilpur, as well as two districts called Mat* 
sya-desa.

7 — GUPT GODAVARI.
The Gupt GodAvari, or " concealed GodAvari," is a small 

stream which issues from a cave in the hills about 9 miles 
to the south-south-west of Chitra-kuta. The stream is 
one of the objects of pilgrimage. It is from 8 to 10 feet 
broad and 3 feet deep, and falls into the Godai Nala. The 
end of the cave, it is said, has never been reached. There is 
a long Nagari inscription inside, but it is quite modem.

8.— GONDA, o r  GODA.

Gonda is a large flourishing village 1 mile to the south 
of the present high road leading from Karwi to Banda. It is 
13  miles from Karwi, and stands on the old road going to 
KAlanjar on the south-west and to Banda on the north-west.

To the east of the village, where an embankment has been 
thrown across the valley between two ranges of hills to form 
a tank, there is a pair of old temples standing together on the 
same platform. They are simply known as Chandeli Man- 
dar, or the “ Chandeli Temples," as all old buildings are
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designated throughout Bundelkhand. By some they are attri
buted to Alha and l/dal, and kingParmAl. But the attribution 
is very doubtful, the only certainty about them being their 
Chandel origin. Both temples have the river goddesses 
GangA and YamunA at the bottom of their door jambs, but 
they are not standing on their symbolic animals, the crocodile 
and tortoise. The animals, however, are present, but are 
made very small, and are mere accessories at the feet of the 
figures.

The larger temple is built on the usual plan of an entrance 
hall, a central hall, and a sanctum with the door to the east. 
It is 55 feet long by 48 feet 9 inches broad, and is still about 
40 feet in height above the plain, but not more than 30 feet 
above its own terrace. It was originally dedicated to Vishnu, 
as there is a figure of that god over the middle of the en
trance doorway. On each of the two sides there was a pil
lared portico, to which on the south side was attached a 
small temple 13 feet square outside, with the entrance on the 
north leading into the mandapa of the larger temple. This 
small fane was dedicated to Lakshmi, as shown by her figure 
over the centre of the entrance door. But at some later 
date both temples were appropriated by the Saivas, who 
placed lingarns inside, which are still in  situ.

The spire of the smaller temple is now gone, but nearly 
the whole height of the spire of the larger one is still stand
ing, saving only the kalas, or pinnacle. The lower part is 
perpendicular, but the upper part is sloping with a very 
slight curve. On the perpendicular sides there are two rows 
of figures, each 2 feet in height. Amongst these are—

7 figures of Siva.
1 figure of KAIi, skeleton goddess.
1 „  of Ganesa.
6 figures of Vishnu.
1 figure of Brahma.
1 standing male figure not recognised.
1 figure broken.
4 figures losL

TOTAL 22 the full number.



In the upper part of the spire the angles only were orna
mented, all the middle spaces being left quite plain.

The roof of the mandapa of the great temple is altoge
ther gone, and the stones now cover the floor, and prevent 
accurate measurements being taken.

I searched in vain for inscriptions. There are a few pil
grims’ records; but as none of them are dated, they are of 
little value. Such as they are, I have given them in the plate 
below the plan of the temple.1

A. On le f t  jam b o f  Vishnu Temple.
♦ tasAla *dasala.

B. Inside Vishnu Temple.
1. Krita Sri RAwat Totai Vinikoti patithA.
2. Ma **  sara Deva miti.

C. Inside Lakshmi Temple.
Vasu Dcvaii Bhasara.

D. On le ft  jam b o f entrance.
Arjuna Deva.

9 — r A s i n , or r A j a v A s i n i .

The old town of Rasin, or RAsin, is situated on the high 
road leading from Banda to KAlanjar, and just midway be
tween Karwi and KAlanjar. It is 29 miles distant from Banda. 
It lies at the foot of a granite hill, and its numerous mounds, 
ruined temples, and broken sculptures, all show that it must 
once have been a place of considerable consequence. In the 
time of Akbar it was one of the mahals of SirkAr KAlanjar 
of the Suba of Allahabad. There are also many finq old 
tanks, of which I obtained the following names, but the list is' 
said to be very incomplete :—

' 1 . Adhika.
2. AmarAdci, on the-hill.
3. BahubAri, on the hill.
4. Bathkhor.
5. Chachai.
6. ChandA-Maheswari, on the hill.

. 7. Chandi Talao.

.  * 1 See Plate VI. both Temple and Inscriptions.
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8. Chungwa Bhungwa.
9. Dhamsara.

10. Dudkhhari.
n .  Godika.
12. KariyA.
13. Khalukhal.
14. Kuthli.
15. Falti Pokhara.
16. Pothra.
17. Puraniya.
18. Rasandai, on the hill.
19. SarwA KanvA.

Four of these tanks are shown in the accompanying map 
of RAsin.1 The Adhika Tal is a very fine sheet of water; 
but nothing is known regarding any of the makers of the 
tanks. The name of RAsin is said to be only a contraction 
of RAjbansi, but from one of the inscriptions it would appear 
that the old name was RAjav&sini., or the Royal Residence, 
which would naturally be shortened to RajAsin and RAsin.

The positions of the antiquities of RAsin are all marked 
in the accompanying map by the letters A, B, C, D, E, F.

A. — On the side of the road, at the foot of the hill and to 
the north of the town, there are several Sati pillars, with a 
large standing female figure holding a child in her left arm, 
and several fragments, including a four-bracket capital, with 
human figures on the faces, and smaller figures in the angles.

B. — Is a small mound on the cast side of the road faced 
with squared stones. On the top are several statues, of 
which the most prominent is a figure of Ganesa. The plat
form was certainly the site of a temple, and it is accordingly 
now called St’vdla, or the “ Temple of Siva," and sometimes 
also Ganesa from the principal figure. But amongst the 
broken sculptures I found many fragments of a colossal figure, 
which after some trouble I succeeded in fitting together as a 
colossal figure of the skeleton goddess Kali, 8 feet high and 
4 feet broad. The figure'has 24 arms, and is surrounded by 
a number of small skeleton females of the same kind, both 
sitting and standing. The goddess herself is represented

• Sec Plate VII.



standing on the back of a prostrate male figure. She has a 
deeply sunken stomach with a very long-tailed scorpion be
tween the ribs.

On the mound there are several other sculptures, such as 
the goddess Devi (DurgA) with ten arms, a Mahesasuri Devi, 
and two Nandis, a large figure of HanumAn, 6 feet high, and 
the upper half of a statue of the Narasinha, or man-lion, of life- 
size. But the principal figure is the colossus of KAli, which 
must certainly have been the statue enshrined inside, and 
which would therefore have given its name to the temple.

C— The principal object in this group of ruins is the 
entrance doorway of a temple, which is still standing appa
rently in  situ , with some fragments built into a piece of rough 
wall on each side. The site is accbrdingly known simply as 
D arwdja, or “  the Door.”  Amongst the stones collected here 
there is a complete pilaster, 5 feet 2 inches in height, and a 
piece of a twelve-sided pillar. There is also a ten-armed 
figure of DurgA, and several Sati stones, of which one bears a 
nearly obliterated inscription.

D— Is a SivAla built of old materials.
E— Is a temple of RatannAth, built on the top of the hill 

overhanging the town. It is not very old, and bears no 
inscription.

F— Is the famous temple of ChandA Maheswari, which is 
situated in a dense jungle on the top of the hill, about 1 
mile to the east of the town in a direct line, but nearly 2 
miles by the winding pathway. The building is much smaller 
than the Gonda temple, and has no figures on the outside, 
but only simple mouldings. The sanctum is only 12 feet 
outside, and 8 by 7} feet inside, with a niche in the back 
wall, and a lingam in the middle. The mandapa, or hall, in 
front is slightly oblong, being 18 feet 8 inches by 17 feet 7 
inches. The hall is open at the sides, with two broad seats, 
34 feet wide, backed by sloping parapets. There is a small 
portico in front, 9 feet wide by 6 feet deep. The enshrined 
statue of the goddess has four arms, and is 2 feet in height. 
Close by there is a tank hewn out of the rock 80 feet by 
50 feet.

BU N D El.KH AND  AND REWA IN 1883-84. 1 7
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There are two inscriptions on the temple : i st, an old 
record of the Chandeli period in two long lines, without date 
The beginning is lost, and there is no King's name; and, a 
record of seven short lines, dated in Samvat 1466 (A.D. 1409), 
which I read as follows :—

1. Siddhih !—Samvat
2. 1466 varshe Chaitra
3. Sudi 7 sane—RAjA
4. dAsah Sri RAjavAsinya
5. ParamArddi Mahipatch-
6. tasya bhrityosti jai PAlah,
7. Samogha Sura PAlajah.

" In  the Samvat year 1466, on Saturday, the 7th day of the waxing 
moon of Chaitra (Saturday, 23rd March 1409 A.D.), the king’s slave 
in RAja-vAsini (the royal residence of ParamArdi, lord of the earth, 
whose servant was Jai PAla Samogha, the son of Sura PAIa).1 ”

I take the name of ParamArdi to refer to the Chandel 
king of two centuries earlier than the date o f the inscription. 
RAja-vAsini I suppose to have been his royal residence, and 
perhaps to have been founded by him. It is, however, quite 
possible that there was a second ParamArdi at the date of 
this inscription in A.D. 1409, although no certain records of 
the Chandel Princes have yet been found of a later date than 
Samvat 1372, or A.D. 13 15 , of Vira Varmma II.

10.— M ARPH A.

The great fort of Marpha is but little known, although it 
is as large and as lofty as either KAlanjar or Ajaygarh. It is 
situated on a high projecting hill, just 4 miles to the south of 
RAsin, and 12 miles to the north-east of KAlanjar.2 I passed 
under the fort and within a mile of its walls on my way to 
visit Bilhariya temple, which is just 2 miles to the south of 
the fort. I did not visit the place myself, as it had been 
previously explored by both of my Assistants, Mr. Beglar 
and Mr. Carlleyle. The inscriptions spoken of by Pogson*

1 Sec Plate X IV  for a fa c  sim ile of this inscription.
8 See the map in Plate I far the position of Marpha.
* Pngson's Bundclas. page 135.



are not old, and are of very little value. There is one long 
inscription of three lines, dated in Samvat 1404, or A.D. 
1347. It records a dedication. Two others in small letters 
are Jain records of the Mula Sangha, dated in Samvat 1407 
and 1408. They contain no kings' names, and are confined 
to the names of the donors of the statues dedicated, and of 
the high priest at the time of dedication. I can find no 
mention of Marpha in any of the Muhammadan historians, 
and I am inclined to think that it was not occupied as a fort 
until KAlanjar had fallen.

The missionary Tieffenthaler, who visited Marpha in the 
middle of the last century, states that it was also called 
Mandefa. But I suspect that both the names are only 
corruptions of the original, which, from the inscription of 
Samvat 1404 mentioned above, would appear to have been 
Madharppa.

This inscription is dated in Samvat 1404, K drttika S u d i 
14  Gurau, in the Sidhitungar&jye, or during the reign of 
Sidhitunga. There is nothing like this name either amongst 
the BAghel chiefs of Rewa or the Chandel princes of 
KAlanjar.

The fort is now nearly deserted, and is overrun with jungle, 
in which both tigers and leopards find cover.

1 1 .— B ILH A R IY A .

Ten miles to the south of RAsin, in the midst of the 
valley, overlooked by the great fort of Marpha, there is a 
small stone temple on the top of a rocky hill called B ilh ariya  
M ath, or the Bilhariya temple. It is about 18 miles from the 
Majgowa station of the Jabalpur Railway, but the road lies 
over an uninhabited hill tract, and is now very rarely used.

The hill is 70 feet high. On the lower terrace towards 
the south there are the remains of two other temples, which 
have been dismantled to furnish materials for a small fort, at 
a short distance to the north, near the village of Bhagalan- 
purwa. Its walls are built entirely of squared stones, amongst 
which I recognized door jambs, pillars, amalaka fruit pinna
cles, mouldings of many kinds, and several roofing slabs.
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The temple on the hill is a small one, but it is highly 
ornamented, and is otherwise remarkable for its picturesque 
situation. It consists of a sanctum, n j  feet outside and 
4 i  feet inside, with a portico in front, 9 feet square. The 
spire is still standing with the lower amalaka fruit in situ, 
but the upper part of the pinnacle is gone. On the outside 
there are two rows of figures, of which the lower ones are 
19 inches in height. I recognized the following:—

(
Lakshrai, four-armed, seated, being anointed by two ele

phants.

Siva and PAryati, standing.
Nearly naked female, exposing her person.
Siva standing with Nandi. 

r  Siva with trident.
West . •< Vishnu.

(.Siva naked, with sword and skull, 
f  ArdhanAri, half male, half female figure.

South .<  Naked female.
vSaraswati, four-armed.

The temple was dedicated to Vishnu, who is represented 
over the centre of the entrance with BrahmA on his right and 
Siva on his left, and the Navagraha, or nine planets, arranged 
between them.

13.— k A l a n j a r  f o r t .

The fort of KAlanjar is one of the most famous places in 
India. In A.D. 1023 it withstood the army of Mahmud of 
Ghazni, but was shortly surrendered, and the Raja was 
received into favour on presenting some highly complimentary 
verses to the great conqueror.1 In 1545 it held out against 
the redoubtable Sher Shah, and was not captured until the 
besiegers had been roused to fury when their king had been 
mortally wounded by the bursting of a shell in the trenches.
In 18 12  it repulsed the assault of a British force under Colo
nel Martindell, but the fort was surrendered on the following 
morning, as the Raja doubted whether he would be able to

1 B r ig g 's  F e r is h ta , V o l.  I , p . 6 7 .
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withstand a second assault. The terms were very favourable, 
as he received an estate of equal value in the plain.1

KAlanjar is situated 90 miles to the west-south-west of 
Allahabad, and 60 miles to the north-west of Rewa. The fort 
stands on an isolated flat-topped hill of the Vindhya range, 
which here rises to a height of 800 feet above the plain. 
The lower part of the ascent is tolerably easy, but the middle 
portion is very steep, while the upper part is nearly perpen
dicular and quite inaccessible. The main body of the fort, 
which lies from east to west, is oblong in form, being nearly 
a mile in length by half a mile in breadth. At the north 
angle there is a large projecting spur nearly a quarter of a 
mile square, which overhangs the town ; and on the middle of 
the southern face there is another projection of about the same 
size, but triangular in shape. The distance between the 
extreme points of these two projections is nearly 1 mile. 
The whole area is therefore considerably less than 1 square 
mile, while the parapet walls are nearly 4 miles in length.3

KAlanjar is often compared with Gwalior, under the belief 
that the two forts are about the same size. But Gwalior 
is i f  mile in length by half a mile in breadth, with a parapet 
of rather more than 5 miles in extent. KAlanjar, however, 
has the advantage of Gwralior in height, being upwards of 
800 feet above the plain, while Gwalior is under 400 feet. 
But the wrater-supply of Gwalior is permanent and good, 
while that of KAlanjar is uncertain, and has failed on several 
important occasions.

KAlanjar has been occupied from the most remote times. 
According to Wilson, it is mentioned in the Vedas as one of 
the tapasyasthdnas, or “ spots adopted to practices of 
austere devotion.” * In the MahAbhArata it is stated that who
ever bathes in the lake of the gods in KAlanjar acquires the 
same merit as if he had made a gift of 1,000 cows.* In 
the Padma PurAna it is named as one of the nine holy places 
in Northern India.

* Poison’s Bundclas, p. 14*•
* Sec Plate V III for a map ol the fort.
* San>krit Dictionary, in voce.
* AlWin-von. C.a/ctlecr of Bundelkhand, Art.
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“  Renuka, Sukara, Kasi, KAli, KAla, BateswarAh, KAlan
jara, MahAkAlA, Ukhala nava KirttnAh,”— that is, “  Renuka 
(near Agra), Sukara (Soron on the Ganges), KAsi (Benares), 
KAli, KAlA (or Karra on the Ganges), Bateswara (two of the 
name), KAlanjara, MahAkAla (or Ujain), are the nine famous 
Ukhalas."

But all these notices refer solely to the sanctity of the 
hill as the resort of tapaswis% or holy ascetics. The over
hanging rocks afforded shelter to the Rishis, and the rain 
water percolating through the rocks from above gave them 
drink. The hills of Asirgarh and GwAlior were similarly 
occupied by holy ascetics before they were made into for
tresses. At the former the famous saint AswathAma gave his 
name to AswathAmagiri, and at the latter place the holy her
mit GwAlipA gave his name to Gwali-Awar. But the name of 
KAlanjarAdri, or the hill of KAlanjara, is said to have been 
derived from Siva himself, who, as K dla , or “  Time,”  causes 
all things to decay { ja r ) , and who is therefore the destroyer 
of all things, and the god of death. Tapaswis, or ascetics, 
of KAlanjara were therefore devoted to the worship of Siva.

The oldest historical mention of KAlanjara as a fortress is 
in A.D. 1023, when the place was besieged by Mahmud of 
Ghazni during the reign of the Chandel Raja Ganda1 * * * * Deva. 
Its erection as a fortress is universally attributed to Chandra 
Varmma, the traditional founder of the Chandela family. 
But the inscriptions are silent as to Chandra Varmma, and 
give Nannuka as the founder of the family. There is, besides, 
good evidence to show that KAlanjara was a famous fortress 
even before the rise of the Chandelas. The Kalachuris of 
Southern India claim descent from a son of Siva, named 
Krishna, by a BrAhmani mother, who slew the king of KAlan- 
jarapura, and afterwards took possession of the "  nine-lakh 
country of Ddhala Mandala ”  (or Chedi).9 Now the Chedis,

1 T h e  R a ja  is ca lled  N a n d a  b y  th e  M u h a m m a d a n  h isto ria n s , b u t h is  true
n am e w a s  G a n d a , a s  reco rd ed  in  a ll th e in scrip tio n s. In  P e r s ia n  le tte rs , G  m igh t
e a s ily  b e  c h a n g e d  to  N  b y  th e su b stitu tio n  of a  po in t fo r  th e - m a r k a x "
" G i f . ”

* Rice's Mysore Inscriptions, p. <4.
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or Kalachuris, had possession of DAhala Mandala (Tipurra or 
Tewar on the Narbada) as early as the 6th century, when 
they came into contact with Mangalisa Chalukya. Their 
occupation of KAlanjara must, therefore, have occurred some 
time earlier. I have already suggested that this event may 
have given rise to the Chedi or Kalachuri era, which, as I 
have shown, dates from A.D. 249. But the fort of KAlan- 
jara must already have existed for some time before it 
attracted the notice of the Kalachuri chief Krishna. It 
seems highly probable, therefore, that the fortress may have 
been founded at least as early as the beginning of the Chris
tian era.

The actual history of KAlanjara begins in A.D. 1019, when 
Mahmud of Ghazni advanced to the frontier of the KAlanjara 
Raja’s dominions. The Raja collected a large army of 
36,ocx3 horse, 105,000 foot, and 640 elephants to oppose 
him. The result is thus related by the historian NizAm-ud-din 
Ahmad1 :—

“  When the SuItAn approached his camp, he first sent an ambas
sador, calling upon him to acknowledge fealty and embrace the 
Muhammadan faith. Nanda refused these conditions, and prepared 
to fight. Upon this the Sultdn reconnoitred Nanda's army from an 
eminence, and observing its vast numbers, he regretted his having 
come thither. Prostrating himself before God, he prayed for success 
and victory. When night came on, great fear and alarm entered the 
mind of Nanda, and he fled with some of his personal attendants, 
leaving all his baggage and equipments. The next day the SuItAn, 
being apprized of this, rode out on horseback without any escort, 
and carefully examined the ground. When he was satisfied that there 
was no ambush and strategical device, he stretched out his hands for 
plunder and devastation. Immense booty fell into the hands of 
the MusalmAns, and 580 of Nanda's elephants, which were in the 
neighbouring woods, were taken. The SuItAn, loaded with vic
tory and success, returned to Ghazni.”

No reason is given by the historian for Mahmud's retire
ment. Ferishta, however, suggests that Mahmud must have 
been apprehensive about what might occur in the PunjAb and 
other countries in his rear, and was satisfied with what he

• Elliot's Muhammadan Historians, by Douson, Vol. 11. p. 4bj.
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had done that year. It seems more probable, however, that 
Mahmud retired because he was doubtful of the result, and, 
like a prudent general, he went back to Ghazni to return with 
a large force.

Accordingly in A.H. 4 13  (A.D. 1022, or according to 
Ferishta one year later), Mahmud again undertook an expe
dition against the territory of Nanda (Ganda Deva).1

*' Having reached the fort of GwAlior, he besieged it. Four days 
after, the chief of the place sent messengers promising 35 elephants, 
and solicited protection. The SultAn agreed to the terms, and 
from thence proceeded to KAlanjar. This is a fort unparalleled 
in the whole country of HindustAn for its strength. He invested this 
fort also, and after a while, Nanda, its chief, presented 300 elephants, 
and sued for peace. As these animals were sent out of the fort with
out riders, the SultAn ordered the Turks to seize and mount them. 
The enemy perceiving this was much surprised, and Nanda sent 
a copy of Hindi verses in praise of the SultAn, who gave it to the 
learned men of Hind and other poets who were at his court, who 
all bestowed their admiration upon them. He was much pleased 
with the compliment, and in return conferred on him the government 
of 15 forts, besides some other presents. Nanda acknowledged this 
favour by sending immense riches and jewels to the SultAn, who 
then victoriously and triumphantly returned to Ghazni.”

KAlanjar is not mentioned again until after the occupa
tion of Delhi by the Muhammadans, when Kutb-ud-din Aibak 
advanced to besiege it. According to the historian Hasan 
NizAmi*

11 The accursed ParmAr, the Rai of KAlanjar, fled into the fort 
after a desperate resistance in the field, and afterwards surrendered 
himself, and ‘ placed the collar of subjection’ round his neck, and 
on his promise of allegiance, was admitted to the same favours as his 
ancestor had experienced from Mahmud Subuktigtn, and engaged to 
make a payment of tribute and elephants, but he died a natural death 
before he could execute any of his engagements. His Dew An, or 
Mahtea, by name Aj Deo, was not disposed to surrender so easily 
as his master, and gave his enemies much trouble, until he was com
pelled to capitulate, in consequence of severe drought havingdried up 
all the reservoirs of water in the forts.

1 T a b a k it - i - A k b a r i ,  in H. M . E llio t 's  M u h a m m a d a n  H isto r ia n s , V o l.  I I .  

P -467-
•  T i j- u l- M a a s ir ,  in  H . M . E llio t t 's  M u h a m m a d a n  H is to r ia n s , V o l. I I ,  p . 9 3 1 .



11 On Monday, the 20th of Rajab, the garrison, in an extreme 
state of weakness and distraction, came out of the fort, and by compul
sion left their native place empty, and the fort of Kilanjar, which 
was celebrated throughout the world for being as strong as the wall 
of Alexander, was taken. The temples were converted into mosques 
and abodes of goodness, and the ejaculations of the bead-counters 
and the voices of the summoners to prayer ascended to the highest 
heaven, and the very name of idolatry was annihilated. Fifty-thou
sand men came under the collar of slavery, and the plain became 
black as pitch with Hindus. Elephants and cattle, and countless 
arms, also became the spoil of the victors."

The full name of this Raja was Param drddi Deva, but be 
is usually known even to this day as P am idl Raja, and to 
him the downfall of the Chandel dynasty is universally 
ascribed. According to Ferishta the Raja was assassinated 
by his minister, who again hoisted the Hindu flag on the 
fort.1 But the place was soon reduced by the failure of the 
spring which supplied the garrison with water.

The government of K&lanjar was entrusted to Hazabbar- 
ud-din Hasan Amal, and the fort thus became a part of the 
Muhammadan kingdom of Delhi. But it soon fell into the 
hands of the Hindus, probably during the weak reign of 
Aram Shah in A.H. 607, as it is related by Minh&j that 
lltitmish sent a force against KAlanjar in A.H. 631, when 
the Raja fled.* The army returned with much plunder, but 
the fort remained in the possession of the Hindus.

Again, in A.H. 645 (A.D. 1247) Minh&j gives an account 
of a Raja with the mysterious name of Dalaki-Malaki, who 
occupied a hill fort to the south of the Jumna, who 
managed to escape from his fort while his women and children 
fell into the hands of the Muhammadans.

Four years later in A.H. 649 (A.D. 1251) the Muham
madan troops from BayAna, SultAnkot, Kanauj, and Gwalior 
were sent to ravage the territories of KAlanjar.

Again,*in A.H. 653 (A.D. 1255) Malik Kutlugh Khan, 
who had married the king's mother, rebelled, and being 
obliged to fly, took refuge in K&lanjar.

• H rig g ’s  F e rish ta , V o !. ! .  p . 19 7 .
* R a v c r tv ’ s T a b a k i f i - A k b a r i .  p . 733 .
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During all this time the fort was in the hands of the 
Hindus, and so it most probably remained for nearly three 
centuries more until it was taken by Sher Shah in A.D. 1545. 
During the strong reign of Ala-ud-din Khilji it might, no doubt, 
have been taken easily, but that king was too intent upon the 
plunder of the rich states of Southern India to care for the 
capture of a fort which had already been plundered by his 
predecessors. The shortness of Tughlak’s reign alone pre
vented the annexation of Gwalior, Kdlanjar, and other similar 
places. From the time of Muhammad Tughiak, wThen the 
Muhammadan dominions began to break up into a number of 
small states, KAlanjar remained in the quiet possession of 
the Hindus under the descendants of their old Chandela 
Rajas.

In A.H. 937 (A.D. 1530), a few months after his accession, 
Humdyun invested K&lanjar, but gave up the siege on the 
R aja expressing his fealty.1

In A.H. 952 (A.D. 1545) Sher Shah laid seige to KAlan- 
jar. According to Ahmad Y&dg&r his reason for attacking 
the place was because the Raja refused to give up Bir Singh 
Deo Bundela, who had sought refuge wTith him.1 On Friday, 
the 9th of the 1st Rabia, while standing in the trenches, the 
king was badly wounded by a shell or rocket, which rebounded 
from the wall of the fort. On being carried to his tent he 
gave orders for an immediate assault. The historian Albas 
Khan1 says—

“  Men came and swarmed out instantly on every side like ants and 
locusts, and by the time of afternoon prayers captured the fort, putting 
every one to the sword, and sending all the infidels to hell. About the 
hour of evening prayers the intelligence of the victory reached Sher 
Shah, and marks of joy and pleasure appeared on his countenance. 
Raja Kirat Singh, with 70 men, remained in a house. Kutb Khan 
the whole night long watched the house in person lest *the Raja 
should escape. Sher Shah said to bis sons that none of his nobles 
need watch the house, so that the Raja escaped out of the house, and 
the labour and trouble of this long watching was lost The next day 
at sunrise, however, they took the Raja alive.

1 E llio tt ’ s  M u h a m m a d a n  H is to r ia n s , V o !.  V ,  p . 189 .
* D o w so n ’ s N o te  in  E llio t t ’s  M u h a m m a d a n  H is to r ia n s , V o !.  IV , p . 40 7.
1  TArikl’ i'Sh cr Shah in Elliott, Vol.* IV , p. 409.
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u On the 10th Rabi-ul-awal, 952 A.H. (May 1545), Sher Shah went 
from the hostel of this world to rest in the mansion of happiness, 
and ascended peacefully from the abode of this world to the lofty 
heavens. The date was discovered in the words azdlash murd, * He 
died from fire.'"

When Isl4m Shah reached the camp at KAlanjar his first 
act was to order the R aja ’s execution.

In the early part of Akbar’s reign the fort of KAlanjar 
came into the hands of the BAghel chief of Rewa, Raja RAm- 
chandar, who in A.H. 977 (or A.D. 1569) made it over to 
Akbar. After that it remained for upwards of 120 years in 
the undisturbed possession of the Mughal kings of Delhi. 
Towards the end of the reign of Aurangzeb the fort was 
captured by the bold Bundela chief Chhatr SAl. Apparently 
no attempt was made to recover it, and on the accession of 
Bahadur Shah in A.D. 1707, the Emperor confirmed Chhatr 
Sal in all his conquests.

On the death of the Bundela chief his dominions were 
divided between his sons, and the fort of KAlanjar became part 
of the state of Panna, under the rule of Raja Hardeo Shah. 
At the beginning of the present century the fort still belonged 
nominally to Panna, but was actually in the possession of 
a  family of BrAhman brothers named Daryau Singh, GangA- 
dhar, and others. Daryau Singh and GangAdhar were con
firmed in their possession by the British Government. But 
as Daryau presuming on the strength of the fortress, gave 
shelter to bands of plunderers, and openly defied the British 
authority it was determined to take KAlanjar from him, and 
thus to reduce his power of doing mischief. KAlanjar was 
accordingly invested by Colonel Martindell in 1812, and, 
though his assault was repulsed, yet the chiefs were so 
doubtful of making a successful resistance that they surren
dered the fortress the next day on the condition of receiving 
an estate of equal value in the plain below.1 Since then 
KAlanjar has remained in the hands of the British Govern
ment. At first it was held by a regular garrison, but since

1 P o g s o n 's  B u n d c la s , a n d  G a z e tte e r  o f B u n d e lk h an d .
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the mutiny the walls have been dismantled, and the fort is 
now held by a party of police.

The antiquities of KAlanjar were first noticed by Pogson, 
but they have since been very fully and ably described by 
Lieutenant Maisey (now General) in an interesting paper 
accompanied by numerous illustrations. I can add but little 
to his account of the antiquities of the place, but I have been 
fortunate in obtaining several inscriptions, and more especially 
some early ones, which escaped his notice.

There are two entrances to the fort of KAlanjar, of which 
the principal is on the north side towards the town, and the 
other at the south-east angle leading towards Panna. This 
latter, which is still called the Panna Gate, is now closed. 
The other entrance is guarded by seven different gates, which, 
beginning from below, are named as follows:—

1— Alam, or Alamgiri, Gate.
2— Ganes Gate.
3— Chandi, or Chau-burji, Gate.
4— Budh-bhadr Gate.
5—  HanumAn Gate.
6— LAI DarwAza.
7— BarA DarwAza.

The number of seven gates suggested to Colonel Pogson 
that KAlanjar must have been the “  seat of solar worship" 
which he supposed to be confirmed by the name of Ravi* 
chitra, “  the former word signifying the sun, and the latter a 
holy place.” But Rava*chitra simply means “ sun-spotted 
and it is further unfortunate for the solar theory that during 
the Hindu rule there were only six gates, the lowest gate 
named the Alam DarwAza, having been added during the 
reign of the Emperor Aurangzeb Alamgir.

There is an ascent of about 200 feet up to the lowest 
gate, which is a battlemented building in the modem Muham
madan style. Over the archway outside there is a rhyming 
Persian inscription of three lines, recording the constructing 
of the gate by Muhammad MurAd, during the reign of the 
Emperor Aurangzeb, when it was made as strong as the “  wall
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of Alexander.” The following is the text of this inscription, 
as given by Lieutenant M aisey:—

* *  » -* » ;*  * l L i  

^ cXvX m<| iX -  tUx 1

The date is given in the numerical value of the letters in 
the words ju., which represent—

60 +  4 +  70 +  900+ 10 +  4 0 =  1084A.M.,
or A.D. 1673, in the 15th year of the reign of Aurangzeb 

Alamgir, after whom the gate received its name of Alam 
DarwAza.

Above this there is a steep ascent, chiefly by steps, to the 
second gate called the Canes Darwdsa.

At a short distance higher up in the bend of the road 
stands the third gate, named the Chandi DarwAza. As noted 
by Lieutenant Maisey, there is, in fact, a double gate, with four 
towers, on which account it is also known as the Chau-burji 
DarwAza, or “  gate of the Four Towers.”  At this gateway 
there are several pilgrims' records of various dates, as given 
by Lieutenant Maisey, with the following dates: Sam vat 1199, 
157a, *580, and 1600. The latest of these, Samvat 1600, or
A.D. 1543, records the final capture of the fort by Sher Shah 
a mistake of two years. On the rock close by there is a much 
older inscription of fifteen lines, of the later Gupta period, 
which appears to have escaped the notice of Lieutenant 
Maisey. It is very nearly complete, but not in very good 
order. I can find neither date nor king’s name in it.

The fourth gate, named Budha-bhadra DarwAza, is the gate 
of the “ auspicious planet Mars (Budha).”  It is also named 
the Swarga-rohana, or “  Heaven-ascending Gate,” owing to 
the stiff climb required to reach it. It possesses only one in
scription of a pilgrim, dated in Samvat 1580, or A.D. 1523.

The fifth gate, or HanumAn DarwAza, is so named after a 
figure of the monkey-god carved on a slab resting against th«-
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rock. There is also a reservoir called HanumAn-kund. 
There are, besides, numerous rock sculptures, which are very 
much weather-worn. Many, however, are still quite recogniza
ble, such as MahAdeva and PArvati, Ganesa, the Bull Nandi, 
and the Lingara. Two inscriptions of pilgrims were noticed 
by Lieutenant Maisey, dated in Samvat 1530 and Samvat 
1580. On the ascent beyond there are many weather-worn 
figures carved on the rock representing KAli, Chandika, and 
the Lingam. There is also a small cave, or niche, containing 
a broken figure of HonumAn. There are several short inscrip
tions of pilgrims, with the dates of Samvat 1560 and 1600.

The sixth gate, called the LAI DarwAza, from its red colour, 
stands near the top of the ascent To the west of this gate, 
in the Raoni, or faussebraie, immediately above the Bhairava- 
kund, there is a colossal figure of Bhairava cut in the rock. 
Here also are two figures of pilgrims represented carrying 
water in the usual manner in two vessels fixed to the end of 
a Banghi pole. Near one of them there is the following in
scription in well-shaped Gupta characters

Samddhigata pancha-mah&sabda-Sdmanta S r i Vasanta.

"  The illustrious SAmanta Vasanta (the possessor of the title of) 
pancha-mahasabdha."

The expression of Sam ddhigata pancha-mahasabda is 
commonly applied to Sdmantas, or petty chiefs, as I am in
formed by Pandit BhagwAn LAI Indraji. I take the figure of 
the water-carrier to represent the SAmanta himself.

Carved on the rock outside the LAI DarwAza there is a 
long inscription of sixteen lines, which is unfortunately too much 
obliterated to be readable. In the fourth line I see the name 
of K dlartjarddri, or the 0 Hill of KAIanjara.”

A  short ascent leads to the seventh, or uppermost gate, 
called Bara D arwdsa, or the “  Main Gate.”  As it stands 
now, it is undoubtedly modem, and its late date is confirmed 
by the only inscription attached to it of Samvat 1691, or A.D. 
1 6 3 4 -

Inside the fort on the north face are four places of note 
named Sitakund, Sitasej, PAtAl GangA, and PAndu-kund.



Sitasej is a small cave, or recess, containing a stone bed 
and pillow for the use of a hermit.

The PAtAl GangA is a large deep well, or reservoir, cut in 
the rock. The water is deep, and is constantly dripping and 
trickling from the roof and sides. The oldest inscription found 
here is of Samvat 1339, or* A.D. 1282. The next is of Sam- 
vat 1500, or A.D. 1443; anc* a ° f  Samvat 1540, or A.D. 
1483. Next comes a record of the Emperor HumAyun in 
Persian, dated in the year A.H. 936, or A.D. 1529-30. The 
latest is of Samvat 1640, or A.D. 1583, during the reign of 
Akbar.

The PAndu-kund is a "shallow circular basin, about 12 feet 
in diameter,”  into which the water is constantly trickling from 
the crevices in the horizontal strata of rock. This kund is 
undoubtedly old, as it possesses a short inscription in Gupta 
characters reading “  Manor at ha •  *

Near the middle of the east face there i§ a natural hollow, 
in the bottom of which has been excavated in the rock a small 
reservoir with steps all round. This is called the B udJii, or 
Burhyia Tdl. Its waters are believed to possess very great 
healing powers, as the leprous RAja Kirat Brim, or Kirtti 
Varmma, after having bathed in the tank, found himself 
healed. This Raja is commonly called Krim Koth, or "  Krim, 
the leper.”

At the south-east angle is situated the Panna, or BansAkar 
Gate, which is now closed. The latter is the old name, the 
former having been given since the British occupation. It is 
covered by a small outwork. There are three gates. There 
are some pilgrims’ records of Samvat 1550 and 1600, and near 
the Bhairon-ka-Jhirka, or Bhairava’s well, there is an old re
cord of Samvat 1195, or A.D. 1138 , and a single sculpture of 
a pilgrim canying two water vessels on a banghi-pole. Above 
the kund there is a colossal figure of Bhairava carved in 
the rock. The oldest pilgrim’s record is Samvat 1194, or 
A.D. 113 7 . Amongst other figures there is a second water- 
carrier.

Near the middle of the south face is the M rig-dhdra, 
or "  Antelope's Spring,”  a small pool in an inner chamber
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of the rampart into which water is constantly trickling. It 
is no doubt supplied, as suggested by Lieutenant Maisey, 
from the great reservoir of Kot-Tirth on the high ground 
close by.

Kot-Tirth is a large reservoir, nearly too yards in length, 
with several flights of steps and many remains of sculpture. 
Kot-Tirth, or the *' Fort-Holy Place,”  is the chief object of 
pilgrimage in KAlanjar. In the south-east comer there is 
said to be a  deep hole, and this was probably the original holy 
pool of the place, which was eventually enlarged to its pre
sent size. The BrAhmans declare that it is fed by springs; 
but as it occupies the highest ground in the fort, and there 
are no higher hills in the neigbourhood, its only feeders must 
be the springs of heaven during the rainy season. The name 
is also written Koti-Tirth, or the “  ten million places of Pil
grimage,”  and Koth-tirth, or “  the “ Leprosy place of pilgrim
age,”  where lepers are cured by bathing.

The great lingam of Nilakantha is situated in an outwork 
in the middle of the west face of the fort. The upper gate, 
leading into the outwork, is attributed to Raja ParmAl, or 
ParamArdi Deva, who reigned from A.D. 116 7  to 1203. 
There are several inscriptions, but all of the 16th century of 
the Sam vat, being dated respectively in Samvat 1540, 1547, 
1557, and 1574. A second gate, which leads into the court
yard of the temple, has no inscription. But on the rock on 
the right hand of the descent there are numerous small caves 
and niches, with many statues and several inscriptions which 
will be noticed presently.

The actual shrine of the Nilakantha lingam is a small 
cave with the remains of a fine mandapa, or hall in front. 
The facade of the cave has been very rich, but it is now much 
broken and hidden by numerous coats of whitewash. On the 
jambs of the door there are figures of Siva and PArvati with 
the Ganges and Jumna Rivers. These are of the Gupta 
period. The pillars of the hall are later, and belong to the 
time of the Chandels. The roof of the Mandapa is now gone, 
but most of the pillars and pilasters still remain, forming a 
square with four on each side, and four in the middle. In
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roofing, the comers were cut off to form an octagon, as shown 
in Lieutenant Maisey's plan.1 * The lingam is made of a dark- 
blue stone, 4$ feet high, and has silver ‘eyes. It is at present 
the chief object of worship at KAlanjar, and, to judge by the 
pilgrims’ records, it has been equally popular for many cen
turies.

Just outside the Mandapa of Nilakantha there is a deep 
kund, or rock-cut reservoir, called Swarga Rohina; and to the 
right of the kund in a rock recess, or niche, there is a colossal 
figure of KAl Bhairav, 24 feet in height, standing in 2 feet of 
water. The sculpture is 17 feet broad. It is mentioned by 
Abul Fazl as being 18 cubits in height.5 The figure has 18 
arms, and is ornamented with the usual garland of skulls, with 
snake earrings and snake armlets, and a serpent twined round 
the neck. In the hands are various objects, of which the 
most prominent are a sword, a bowl of blood, &c. Beside 
this statue there is a figure of the skeleton goddess KAIL 
4 feet in height, which is now standing in water upwards of 
a foot in depth. The water trickles from above and falls on 
these figures. Beyond this sculpture there is a closed post
ern in the wall of the outwork, above which, on the outside, 
there is an inaccessible cave.

13.— k A l a n j a r  i n s c r i p t i o n s .

In arranging the KAlanjar inscriptions I have begun with 
those inside the fort, which have dates. There are several 
older records both inside and outside, but as it is difficult to 
arrange them chronologically, I have placed them at the end 
of the account. Two of these belong to the Gupta period.

The earliest dated inscriptions at KAlanjar are found in 
the temple and on the rock of the Nilkanth outwork. They 
are limited to a period of 72 years during the reigns of 
Madana Varmma and his son ParamArddi Deva, immediately 
prior to the Muhammadan conquest in A.D. 1203. The

1 B e n g a l A s ia t ic  S o c ie ty ’s  Jo u rn a l, 1847, p . 19 3 .
* A in - i-A k b a r i . V o l. I I ,  p 29
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latest is in fact dated in the preceding year, Samvat 1258, or 
A .D . 1201-02. These inscriptions are the following:—

A.—P la te X .—P illa r  in Nilkanth Temple.
Deva (?) Sri Nilakantha 
ma (?) nityam pranamiti.

Aum! Sam 1186 MahArAja Sri 
Madana Varmma Deva |j mahA 
pratihAra SangrAma Sinha||
MahA NAchani PadmAvati|| 

lAnshuh Auji.
Adoration to Nilakantha

-was made * * * * * *  
Aum ! In the Samvat year 1186 (A.D. 1129) during the reign of 
the fortunate king Madana Varmma Deva, the chief door-keeper, 
SangrAma Sinha, (and) the chief dancing-girl, PadmAvati—written by 
Auji."

The inscribers were, no doubt, two of the permanent at
tendants attached to the Nilakantha shrine, one being the 
chief door-keeper and the other the chief of the dancing-girls.

The last words Idnshuh A u ji I have given as explained 
by a  Brahman.

B .—P late X .—Piece o f  Broken P illa r }
Aum ! Samvat 1187 Jyeshtha Sudi 9 
Sri mad Madana Varmma Deva||
KAlanjarAdri Sri Tri 
-salka *  rdi ArA *  na Sri (end)

(Incomplete).
“ Aum! In the Samvat year 1187 (A.D. 1130), on the9th day of 

the waxing moon of Jyeshta, during the reign of the fortunate 
Madana Varmma Deva, on the hill of KAlanjara, Sri Trisalka"* *

This inscription is incomplete, as it ends abruptly with the 
word Sri in the 4th line.

C.—P late X .— Rock near N ilakantha.

This inscription is engraved on the rock to the left, or 
north, side of the temple of Nilakantha. It was copied by 
Lieutenant Maisey, but the text and translation afterwards pub-

* Now lying at the police station in the town; and said to have been brought from 
the temple o< Nilakantha.
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lishetl by the editors of the Bengal Asiatic Society’s Journal 
(1848, p. 32 1)  contain so many errors that I have no hesita
tion in giving a fresh reading of the text—

1. Aum Swasti! parama bhattAraka MahArAjadlvraja parames-
wara parama-ma

2. heswara Sri KAlanjarAdhipati Sri Man Madana Varmma
Deva eharanambu

3. jArAdhan tatparo dhimftn dharmmaparAyana MahArajapu
4. -tra Sri Solhana suta mahA Sahanika maha selaita Kuma
5. rakula Kamalahdu MahirAjaputra Sri Vachha RAjah|| Deva

Sri
6. Kavidyanka Achhoda RAut Sri Udanah|| Deva Sri'Ni
7. lakanthasya SutradhAra Sri RAma suta RupakAra Sri

Laha
8. da tad Babri RupakAra Sri Lakshmi-dhara sAntyo murtti

rfcshi
9. teti|| Samvat 1 188 KArttika Sudi 8 Sanai||.

11 Aum-Swasti. During the reign of the supreme lord, the king of 
kings, the mighty sovereign, the chief of KAlanjara, the fortunate 
Madana Varmma Deva, then Maha Selaita, the MahA Sahanika, son 
of the king's son Solhana, together with Sri Vatsa Raja Deva, the 
son of Prince Kamalandu * *  *  and the RAut Sri
Udanah, set up this image of Nilakantha.

“  Sculptors Sri LAhada, son of the architect Sri RAma and Sri 
Lakshmidhara.

“ The Samvat year 1188 (=A .D . 113 1)  on the 8th day of the 
waxing moon of Karttika, on Saturday.

D.— Plate X  on Rock near N ilakantha beside a figure  o f Narasinha.

1. Aum ! Dikshita Sri Prithvidhara sutah Thakkura Sri
Sa

2. lhana Pabhuvatasya tanayena 7$akkur Sri Nri Sin
3. hena Deva Sri Nri Sinhasya Murttiriyam KArjpi
4. teti|| Samvat 1192 Jycstba sudi 9 Ravan.

This is No. 5 of Lieutenant Maisey's inscriptions, but the 
editors of the Bengal Asiatic Society’s Journal have misread 
the well-known title of Tkakkur as Sarkkdra} Immediately 
below it there is a second inscription to the same purpose,

1 Bengal Asiatic Society’s journal. 1848. page 33a
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but with the name of RAlhaga, instead of Salhana. It reads 
as follows:—

Lower h a lf o f D.
t, Aum ! Dikshita Sri Frithivi-dhara Su
2. -tah RAlhana ; tat Sutena Sri
3. Nri Sinhena Nri Sinha Mfli
4. -rttih Karapiteyam.

*' Aum! This image of Nrisinha was caused to be made by Thak- 
kur Sri Nrisinha Deva, son of Thakkur Sri Salhana Pabhuvata, son 
of Dikshita Sri Prithivi-dhara, Samvat 1192, Sunday, 9th day of the 
waxing moon of Jyeshtha (A.D. 1135).

“  Aum ! This image of the Nrisinha was caused to be made by 
Sri Nrisinha, son of RAlhana, son of Dikshita Sri Prithivi dhara."

E .—In a kotri or cell to the north -of Nilakantha.
This inscription of 7 lines is in good order, but unfortu

nately it conveys no information of any interest. It opens 
with a dedication to Siva, and closes with the date of Samvat 
119 4 1 Chaitra badi 5  Budhau. It is simply a  record of two 
Brahmans (1dwija) of the BharadwAja gotra. The date is 
equivalent to A.D. 113 7 , Wednesday, 23rd February.

F .—Broken Inscription on Rock to north o f Nilakantha.
This inscription is unfortunately broken on both sides 

and rather more than one-half of the lower part on the right 
is gone. There are 2o\ lines of the small letters, and 7  ̂
lines of much larger letters. At first I ’ thought that there 
were two distinct records; and this is quite possible, but as 
the latter part is joined to the former in the middle of a line, 
it looks more like a continuation. As the words Mahesa 
m u rtti occur in the 6th line, I conclude that the record most 
probably refers to the great lingam of Mahesa, or Nilakan
tha. In the 1 3th line I see the name of KAlanjarAdri, or 
"  hill of KAlanjara,”  and in the last line there is the date of 
Samvat 1195 , or A.D. 1138 , in the middle of the reign of 
Madana Varmma.

G .—On Pavement o f N ilakantha Temple.
1. Samvat 1222 Kshatravansodbhava Sri Lakshrnana Suta VAsu

Deva nityam pranamati.
2 . Pamela suta Sri Vara || Hara Deva suta VAsabhu nityam

prapamati.
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These two lines simply record the visits of pilgrims to the 

shrine of Nilakantha in S . 1222, or A.D. 1165. The first 
line gives the name of VAsu Deva, the son of Sri Lakshmana, of 
the exalted Kshatra race. The second line gives the names 
of Pamena’s son Sri Vara, and Hara Deva’s son VAsabhu.

H .— On a large black stone, inside the Temple.

This is No. 1 of Lieutenant Maisey's inscriptions.1 It 
consists of 32 lines. The date has been wrongly read by the 
translator as Samvat 1298, or A .D .1241, instead of 1258, or 
A.D. 1201, which it actually is, and which it certainly ought 
to be, as ParamArddi Deva, the chief object of the record, died 
soon after the capture of the fort on 27th April 1203 A.D. 
The translator has not given any version of the first 24 lines, 
as they contain only a eulogistic and glowing address to Siva 
and PArvati.

The remainder of the inscription is given as follows : —
25. 11 He, the greatest of kings, having drunk, like draughts of 

honey and curds, the shining fame of the kings, his enemies, intro
duced a rule for collecting the land revenue without resistance from 
any foe (or he became the husband of the earth, which without resist
ance completed the ceremony of marriage).

26. 11 Some having been easily made pnsoners and kept in his 
own house, were afterwards released. In a moment he caused some 
of them to wander from house to house ; some he made to enjoy 
happiness; some, the fathers and children, with unceasing compas
sion for them, were seeking safety for their life within the walls (of 
some castle). Of the long arm of this king his enemies were afraid 
as of their fa ta l enemy.

“  27. The king of Das îArna, like the wind of the Malaya mountain, 
kisses sportively the lips of the maidens, red like the pomegranate, 
seizes them by their beautiful tresses, removes the garments that 
shine brightly on the high bosoms of the maidens, and easily dries 
the perspirations occasioned by sport from the brows of the fair.

"28 . By whom was not the king ParamArdi Deva esteemed? 
He was the god with the uneven arrows upon the earth, like a spiri
tual guide in the mysteries of love. Hundreds of maidens who 
approached his bed, and hundreds of foes who fell at his feet, were 
rejected by him.

* Bengal Asiatic Society'* Journal. 1848, page 313
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*' Thou firmament move on, and ye quarters of the world, proceed ; 
and thou earth enlarge! Ye who have witnessed the widespread fame 
of former kings, now behold the rising glory of the fame of king 
ParamSrdi, which, like a pomegranate bursting by the swelling of its 
seeds, extends over the world. Seeing the gifts of this king, who 
gives even more than is requested, and hearts of the Divine Jewel 
( Vishnu's Chintdmoni) and the heavenly cow (Kamadhcnu, who 
grants all wishes) would have burst with shame if the former were 
not a stone, and the latter an animal.

“ The king ParamArdi, having conquered his enemies, himself 
composed with his innate faith this eulogy of Purlri (Siva).

“  Oh, yc venerable ones I although my liberality is great, still my 
high qualities will not be remembered by vicious persons ; meditate 
therefore on such works as may satisfy your minds.

“  The able Padma, the favourite of the valiant king Paramirdi, 
the grandson of an eminent artist, the son of Anrina, and superior 
to all artists, has, in company with Deoka, his younger brother, com
posed and inscribed this praise of the husband of G i r i j a •

°  'As long as the earth, clad in the garment of the atmosphere, 
which is adorned with the garland of stars, joining, like two resplend
ent breasts, the eastern and western mountains ; as long as the earth 
rests upon the bed of the hood of the serpent-king, so long let this 
work of the king ParamArdi endure.’ "

“  Dated Monday; the loth of KArtika Sudi, Samvat 1298. Mav 
prosperity and success attend ! 1 ”

It is curious to remember that just 18 months after this 
bombastic record was composed, king Paramardi gave up 
his fort to Kutb-ud-din Aibak. The inscription is dated 
Monday on the 28th October A.D. 120 1, and the surrender 
took place on Saturday the 27th April A.D. 1203.

J .— Sandstone S lab in Nilakantha.

This inscription is also given by Lieutenant Maisey. It is 
carved on a soft yellow slab, and is in a very imperfect state, 
all the right half being missing, so that the translator was 
not able to make out very much of it. It mentions several 
of the Chandel kings by name, ending with Vira Varmma, who 
was the son of Trilokya Varmma, and the grandson of Para- 
mdrdi Deva. Its date must therefore be close to A.D. 1250—

* Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal, 1848, pp. 316 and 317.
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during the period when the Hindus had recovered possession 
of the fort. The following translation is copied from the 
Journal of the Bengal Asiatic Society 1 :—

“  (The meaning of the first six lines is ambiguous.)
“  7. Was born BijayapAla. From him sprang BhumipAla, who, 

with his sharp sword, destroyed many kings.
"8 . His son made low the kings, as Agastya made low the 

mountain (the Vindhya Mountain). Having conquered the southern 
country, he speedily defeated the immense army of Kama.

“ 9. *  # *  *  which was watered by the flood of
tears of the gazelle-eyed females of the king of MAlwa *  *  *

“  10. His son Jaya Varmma Deva, who was devoted to the worship 
of NArayana (unintelligible).

“ 1 1 .  Being wearied of government the king made it over to 
*  *  Varmma, and proceeded to wash away his sins to the

divine river *  *
“ 12. They departed their lives, and obtained all their desires in 

the next world.
“  13. After him Madana Varmma assumed the reins of govern

ment *  * *  (unintelligible).
“  14. He in an instant defeated the king of Gurjara, as Krishna in 

former times defeated Kansa. He undertook an expedition to con
quer the world *  *  *  *

“  15. The younger brother of king Madana was Prat&pa Varmma 
who was most powerful.

u 16. He was concerned for those * * * * * *  
who were sick, and who were distressed; *  *  *  *
who were lame and weak.

“  17. *  *  *  He had double mouths and double eyes (?).
He, the Lord, ever endowed with the eminent qualities of a hero. 
(The rest unintelligible and obliterated.)

18. He made the eyes of the women of * *  warm (with
passion) and confounded the hearts of his enemies # *  Kam-
ala (Lakshmi) who was against *  *  in the field of battle,

*
“ 19.

•
* *

*
"  20.

*
* *

11 2 1. * *
“  22. * *

he looks as a hero (unintelligible)

(unintelligible).
(unintelligible).
He who delighted the hearts of all the learned

1 Bengal Asiatic Society’s Journal, 1884. pp.319 and 310.
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Vira Varmma, disdaining pleasure, subduing all his desires.
" 2 3 .  *  *  (unintelligible).
“ 24. *  *  (unintelligible).
"  25. *  *  he caused various temples, gardens, ponds and

tanks to be made at places *  *
“  26. *  *  who was a patron of archers *  *  *

who, like thousands of Sumeru, bestowed gold in Tula *  *  *
“ 27. Who established the images of Siva, Kamala, and KAli in 

splendid houses *  *  *
"28 . *  *  (unintelligible).
« 29 *  *  *  they, being tired, followed his steps in the

order of their ranks. This eulogy was *  *  *  by a person
named Valluki Vira."

K .— P late IX .— In  a cell near N ilakantha.
This inscription is older than any of the preceding, but 

unfortunately the beginning of the first line is lost, and I  can 
find neither date nor king’s name. It records the setting up 
of a symbol of Maheswara. The characters may belong to 
the 8th century.

L.— P late IX .— Near the Canes Gate.

This is a fine inscription of 15 lines. I see the name of 
Bhava N dga in the loth line, and in the 1st line there is 
mention of the Pdnduvdnam -kula. The characters belong to 
the later Gupta period. It is the oldest long inscription yet 
found at KAlanjara.

Af.— Outside the I A l  Darwdsa.

This is a long inscription of 16 lines, but it is so much 
injured that very little is readable. I can see K d lan jard d ri, 
or the 11 hill of KAlanjara”  in the 4th line,and something like 
Samvat 1226 at the beginning of the last line.

In the fort there are many other short records of pilgrims 
who paid their devotions at the shrine of Nilakantha and 
other places. I got 27 of these records, of which—

1 was dated in Samvat 1366
» ,> » «4*3

18 between 1500 and 1600
7 between 1600 and 1700

40
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Two of them were found near the north gate, one in the 
Bhairon cave, two on the pillars of the Nilakantha temple, 
and twenty on the steps of the Kot SAgar, or Kot Tirath 
tank.

Outside the walls of the fort on the north face, and about 
halfway up the hill, there is a small isolated rock some 
15 feet long by 10 feet in height. On this rock there is 
sculptured a famous lingam named Balkandeswara, and, 
beside it, the figure of a pilgrim carrying Ganges water at the 
two ends of a banghi-pole. Over the head of this figure 
there is an old inscription of one line of Gupta characters,
1 inch high,[which reads as follows:—  (See Plate IX— P.)

Samddhi gaici fancha-m ahdsabda S  dm ant a S r i Vasantah.

There is a similar figure with the same inscription down 
in the plain below, which will be noticed presently. See Q.

On the back of the rock there is a figure of Mahesasuri 
Devi.

On the north face of the hill, and about 60 or 70 feet 
above the plain, there is a fine stone-walled tank called Gangd 
Sdgar, 160 feet in length by 120 feet in breadth. It has a 
continuous flight of steps on three sides, and only a narrow 
flight in the middle of the fourth side. A long flight of steps 
leads to the top of the embankment. The whole of the steps 
and walls are formed of cut stones, including numerous carved 
pillars, bracket-capitals, and broken statues. On this site 
there has once been a very fine temple, as shown not only by 
these remains, but by a colossal figure of Vishnu, 13 feet in 
length, reclining on the serpent Ananta. There is also a 
head of a colossal boar, or figure of VarAha, built into the 
walls. There are no inscriptions ; but it seems highly prob
able that the inscribed figure of a water-carrier, now fixed in 
a shed a short distance below, must have been taken from 
this site.

The figure of the water-carrier called Sarvan  Bdbd, is 
6$ feet high by 3 feet broad. I suppose that the original 
name may have been Saravdha, or the “  water-carrier/’ but 
the people are unanimous in calling it Sarwan, which was the
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name of the son of Raja Dasaratha’s sister. The story is 
similar to that of the Raja of Benares, as told in the Buddhist 
legend of the SAma-jAtaka. The name Sarwan is well known 
in Northern India, and there are several popular songs 
founded on his story. His father and mother were blind,and 
were entirely dependent on him for their food. He is said 
to have carried them about in a banghi; hence the identi
fication of the water-carrier as Sarwan was very natural. 
The Brahmanical account is found in the MahAbhArata, where 
it must certainly be an interpolation. The abstract of it, as 
given by Wheeler, is as follows1 :—

11 There is a curious episode in the original, in which Dasaratha 
declared that all his misfortunes had arisen from his having been 
cursed by a pious recluse whose son he had accidentally slain. The 
story is told at considerable length; but the main points are com
prised in the following extract from the AdhyAtma RAmAyana:—

“  * Being in his younger days fond of hunting, the MahAraja went 
one night to the side of a pond, w here the sage Sarwan was procur
ing water. Sarwan attended on his father and mother with the 
purest affection. Both parents were blind, and Sarwan was in the 
habit of placing each of them in a separate basket, and slinging them 
across his shoulders; and in this fashion he conveyed them to all the 
places of worship then existing in the world. On the present occasion 
his parents had complained of thirst, and Sarwan had slung the baskets 
over the branch of a tree and gone down to the pond with a vessel to 
procure water. The Maharaja, hearing the footsteps, thought it must 
be a deer, and shootingan arrow in the darkness towards the sound, it 
pierced the breast of Sarwan, who thereupon fell to the ground. 
The MahAraja, perceiving he had shot a man, hurried to the spot, and 
was at once thrown into the deepest affliction. Sarwan, however, 
said:—1 Be not distressed, O MahAraja! 1 am a Vaisya, and not a 
Brahman, so that the heinous sin of the murder of a Brahman will 
not fall upon thy head. My parents, however, have performed 
sundry rctigious observances, and should their anger be raised 
against thee, they would reduce thee to ashes. Give them first a 
little water to allay their thirst, and then address them with humility 
and respect.' The MahAraja then drew' out the arrow, and Sarwan 
expired. The MahAraja then did as he was directed, and ex
plained the circumstances to the bereaved parents, and expressed 
his deep contrition. At the request of the parents he then collected

1 Sec Wheeler’s Rimiynna. Note, page 159.
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wood for the funeral pile, and they then sat upon it, and directing 
the Afah&raja to 6rc it, were consumed with their son. Before this 
was accomplished, however, the old man uttered the malediction that 
he, like them, would die out of sorrow for the loss of a son.”

The popular account, which is current amongst the people 
at the present day, is much fuller than Wheeler's abstract. 
Shortly after his parents became blind, Sarwan married a girl 
named SAnwal, who is said to have been of an evil disposition. 
She had a cooking-pot made with two divisions, in one of 
which she cooked the rice with milk, making khirt and in the 
other she cooked the rice with curd (or chhdch), making 
mdheri. The former she kept for her husband and herself, 
and the latter she gave to her husband’s parents. After 
some time the old man complained that ever since his son’s 
marriage their food had become very bad. Sarwan then 
managed to change plates with his father, and dipping his 
finger in the coarse food he became aware of his wife's du
plicity. Ashamed of his wife’s conduct he got a kdmvar, or 
bAnghi-pole with two baskets, and placing his parents in 
them, he put the bAnghi on his shoulder and started off on a 
pilgrimage. After passing through several places they reached 
Ayodhya. As the old people were thirsty, Sarwan hung up 
the bAnghi on a mango tree, and took a vessel to fetch some 
water. On reaching a tank, surrounded by deer, he stooped 
down to fill the vessel, when he was suddenly wounded in the 
side with an arrow, shot by Raja Dasaratha, who mistook him 
for an antelope. As he fell, Sarwan called out M RAm I RAm!,” 
which attracted Dasaratha’s attention. Then Sarwan begged 
the Raja to take some water to his parents, who were in the 
bAnghi hanging on the mango tree near at hand. Dasaratha 
took a lota of water to the blind couple, who, hearing a 
strange voice, demanded who he was. The Raja then told 
the whole story, and the bereaved parents at once cursed him, 
saying—

Jas kind turn Sarwan sold,
Tas hui be turn RAm birogA.

“  Like as you have caused grief through Sarwan,"
"S o  shall you suffer grief through RAm."
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Then the two blind people died, asking the Raja to have their 
bodies burned along with that of their son.

After a time when RAma was about to leave Ayodhya on 
his 1 2 years’ exile, the curse of the blind parents came to 
Dasaratha’s mind, and he told the whole story to his wife 
Kausalya—

TApas Andh SAp sudhi At,
KausalA hi sab kathA sun At.

The legend is undoubtedly an old one, as it forms the 
subject of one of the Buddhist jAtakas. It is not found 
amongst the existing sculptures of Bharhut; but it is repre
sented on the back of the western gateway of the SAnchi 
stApa,and on the eighth step of the staircase of the JamAlgarhi 
stApa.1 In neither of these representations is there any trace 
of the banghi. On the contrary, the two blind parents are 
represented seated in the former sculpture in front of their 
pansals, or leaf-roofed huts, and in the latter in a sort of 
arbour, where they are receiving the pot of water from the 
hands of the king. In these Buddhist sculptures, however, 
the king is not Dasaratha, Raja of Ayodhya, but Peliyaka, 
Raja of Benares. This story, as related by Spence Hardy, 
is as follows *:—

"  When Gotama Bodhisat was born in a former age, as SAma, 
son of the hermit Dukhula, he rendered every assistance to his 
parents, who had become blind when he was sixteen years of age.
It happened that, as he one day went for water to the river, the king 
of Benaras, Peliyaka, entered the forest to hunt, and as SAma, after 
ascending from the river, was, as usual, surrounded by deer, the king 
let fly an arrow, which struck SAma just as he was placing the vessel 
to his shoulder. Feeling that he was wounded, he turned his face 
towards the spot where his parents dwelt, and said, 1 1 have no 
enemy in this forest; I bear no enmity to any one; '  though, at the 
same time, he vomited blood from his mouth. Thus he reflected, ‘ I 
have omitted the exercise of m aitri-bhawana, and some one has 
sent against me an arrow; for what reason it can be I cannot tell, 
as my flesh is of no use, neither my skin ; I must therefore make 
enquiry.’ After saying this to himself, he called out, ‘ Who is it that

1 S e e  F e rg u s so n ’j  T r e e  a n d  S e rp e n t W o rsh ip . P la te  3 6 , f ig . 1 ,  a n d  the 8th 

ste p  o f  th e sta irca se , which is  now  in  th e B ritish  M useu m .
1  E a ste rn  M o n ach iso n . p. * 75 .
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has shot me ?’ and when he learnt that it was the king, he related 
his history to the monarch, and said that his greatest grief arose 
from the thought that his blind parents would now have no one to 
support them, and would perish. But when the king perceived the 
intensity of his grief, he promised that he would resign his kingdom, 
and himself become the slave of his parents, rendering unto them 
all needful assistance in the stead of their son. Soon afterwards 
SAma fell down senseless from the loss of blood; but a dewi, who 
in the seventh birth previous to the present, was his mother, having 
perceived that if she went to the spot important consequences would 
ensue from her interposition, left the dewa-loka, and remaining in 
the air near the king without being visible, entreated him to go to 
the pansal and minister to the wants of the blind parents of SAma. 
The king was obedient, and went to the place, where he informed 
the hermit and his wife that their son was slain. On hearing of his 
death, they uttered loud lamentations, and requested to be taken to 
the place where he had fallen. They were, therefore, brought to it, 
when the mother, in placing her hand upon his breast, perceived 
that it was warm; at which she rejoiced greatly, as she knew by this 
token that be was not dead. She therefore resolved upon repeating 
a sacha-kiriya for his restoration, and said, • If this SAma has in any 
previous period obtained kusuia, by the power of this virtue {sacha) 
may the consequences of this calamity be removed I if from the time 
of his birth until now he has been continent and true, supported his 
parents, and excelled in the acquisition of merit; if I have loved him 
more than my own life; if we, his parents, possess any merit what
ever ; by the power of these virtues (sacha) may the poison pass 
away from the body of SAma, as the darkness vanishes at the rising 
of the sun ! '  On the utterance of these words, SAma revived, and 
sat up; after which the devi also said, * If I have loved SAma more 
than any other being, by the power of this sacha may the poison or 
this arrow be destroyed! '  Then by the united sacha-kirt'yas of the 
devi and his parents, SAma was restored to perfect health. The 
parents also received their sight, and the devi repeated the ten virtues 
of a king to Peliyaka, by attending to which he was enabled to reign 
in righteousness, and was afterwards born in the deva-loka, as SAma 
and his parents were in the Brahma-luka."

Here, again, in this Buddhist version there is no trace of 
the Banghi story. At the present day the Banghi is an es
sential part of the legend; and forms a pictorial frontispiece 
to the lithographed copies of the “  SAngit Raja SarwannAlh."
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14.— A JA Y G A R H  FO R T.

The fortress of Ajaygarh is situated just 20 miles by 
road to the south-west of KAlanjar. It stands on a lofty, 
flat-topped spur of the Vindhya Hills, within sight of the River 
KiyAn, or Ken, which is only 8 miles distant. It is of about 
the same height as KAlanjar, or between 700 and 800 feet 
above the plain. The lower part of the hill, which is of 
granite, is not very steep, but the upper part, which consists 
of a reddish sandstone, is very abrupt and quite inaccessi
ble. The size of the fort has been very much under-estima
ted, as being only about 1 mile in circuit, whereas it is only 
a very little smaller than KAlanjar, as may be seen at once 
by a comparison of their plans.1 The fort is very nearly 
1 mile in length from north to south, and only a little less 
from west to east. It is nearly triangular in shape, and the 
circuit of its walls is just 3 miles, that of KAlanjar being 
under 4 miles.

The foundation of Ajaygarh is referred to an unknown 
raja, Ajay PAl. But the name of Ajaygarh is not found in 
any of the inscriptions, the name being invariably given as 
Jayapura-dlirgga, or the "  Fortress of Jayapura.1 ”

The forthas two gates ; one to thenorth being simply called 
DarwAza ; and the other to the south-east, called the Tarhaoni 
Gate, as it leads directly upon the village of Tarhowan, at the 
foot of the hill. In the inscriptions I find mention of the KAlan- 
jara-dwAra, or Kalanjar Gate, and this must be the 11 DarwAza " 
on thenorth, as it leads directly towards KAlanjar.

Near the northern gate there are two tanks excavated in 
the rock, which are known by the name of GangA-JamnA. 
Almost exactly in the middle of the fort there is a large tank 
cut in the rock called Ajay-PAl-ka-Talao. It is evidently old; 
but the black stone figure on its bank, which is called Ajay 
PAl, is clearly a statue of the four-armed Vishnu.

Near the southern end of the fort there is another tank 
called ParmAl TAl, or the Reservoir of Raja ParamArd.

1 S e e  P la te s  V I I I  a n d  X I ,  w h ich  a r e  d ra w n  o n  th e  s a m e  sca le .
:  B e n g a l A s ia t ic  S o c ie ty ’ s  Jo u r n a l ,  18 3 7 , p . 887.
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Close by there is a ruined temple of the Chandel times, 
which is also attributed to Raja ParmAl; and at a short 
distance there are two other temples standing together, which 
are simply known as Chandeli Mahal. All these temples 
are in ruins.

The largest of the three temples is 60 feet long by 40 feet 
broad, with its entrance to the west. The northern portion 
has fallen down. The walls of the standing portion are very 
richly ornamented.

The second temple, of the same size, also faces the west. 
This also was very highly decorated. But all the numerous 
figures which once adorned its walls are now gone, except 
that of a single four-armed female.

The third temple near Parm&l's tank is slightly smaller 
than the others, its dimensions being 54 by 36 feet. The 
angles of the sanctum seem to have been laid out on the 
circumference of a circle.

On the rock at the Tarhaoni Gate there is a row of eight 
goddesses (the Ashta-sakti), of whom seven are sitting and 
one standing. They are each 3 feet high and 3 feet 10 inches 
broad, in separate frames. They are roughly executed. 
Their names are written below them, amongst which I could 
read Srt-C handi, Sri-Cham undd, S r i Kalikd, and also the 
name of Jayapura-ddrgga. Both Durgl and KAli are 
amongst the figures.

Close by there is a long inscription cut in the rock, 7 feet 
by 2 feet 4 inches. It contains several names of the 
Chandel Rajas, beginning with Kirti Varmma and ending 
with Bhoja Varmma. The characters are of the square form 
called Chitra-varna, or “  Ornamented letters.”  There are 
also several rows of small Jain figures sitting with their hands 
in their laps. Near these there is a cow and calf, and a four- 
armed goddess sitting with a child in her lap, and with five pigs 
above one another on her right side, and eight pigs in pairs 
above one another on her left hand. This is evidently the 
figure of Shashti, the goddess of fecundity.

There is no mention of Ajaygarh by name in any of the 
Muhammadan histories. I once thought that it might be
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the stronghold of the mysterious Daliti-Tca-Mallti, which 
was captured by Ulugh Khan, the Wazir of Naseruddin 
Mahmud, in A.H. 644, or A.D. 1246. The fort was cer
tainly in existence some time before, as it is mentioned in the 
earliest of the Ajaygarh inscriptions as Jayapura-ddrgga, in 
Samvat 1208, or A.D. 1 14 1 ,  during the reign of Madana 
Varmma. Now we learn from another Ajaygarh inscription, 
dated in Samvat 1345, or A.D. 1288, that Nana, the grand
son of Malika, was the minister of the Chandratreya kings, 
that is, of the Chandel Rajas. We learn also that he was a 
contemporary of Raja Bhoja Varmma, the grandson of Raja 
Trailokya Varmma, who was therefore a contemporary of 
Malika. I thought, therefore, that the strange combination of 
names in Tiloka wa-Malika might represent the joint names 
of Tilaki (Trailokya) and his minister Malika. It is true that 
only one raja is spoken o f; but the conjunction wa “ and"  
would seem to show that there must be two distinct names. 
That Trailokya Varmma actually possessed Ajaygarh we 
learn from another inscription dated in Samvat 1269, or A.D. 
1212,  which was found outside the tank of PAtAI Sar inside 
the fort.

The position of the stronghold of Dalaki wa-Malaki is 
described by MinhAj as being “  in the vicinity of the Jumna 
between KAlanjar and Karra." But in the position here in
dicated there are no defiles, and no mountains and no jungles, 
as described by MinhAj, and I have accordingly given up 
this identification in favour of another, wnich will be discussed 
in my account of BAghelkhand.

15.— A JA Y G A R H  IN SC R IP T IO N S.

The inscriptions found in Ajaygarh belong chiefly to the later 
period of Chandel history after the occupation of Mahoba 
and KAlanjar by the Muhammadans. The latest historical 
records at KAlanjar belong to the reign of ParamArddi Deva ; 
but at Ajaygarh we have the series continued from Madana 
Varmma by one inscription of Trailokya Varmma, the son of 
ParamArddi, followed by three of his grandson Vira Varmma f, 
two of his great-grandson Bhoja Varmma. and one of his



grandson's grandson Vira Vanmma II. The following is 
a brief account of these inscriptions:—

A .—P late X II .— On Jamb o f  Upper Cate. 
t. Aum ! Saravat 1208, MArg-ga badi 15
2. Sanau || Jayapura durggiye sa-
3. mast lokAnAm RAut Sri Ve-
4. da Kshatriya-JAtiya Kortia
5. grfimiya RAut—Sri Jauna PA-
6. la putra annena kl dA bhudye Si-
7. rothaycna pralipfidanam atam
8. Bhadranantam Sri Sri Karanika
9. Thakkur Sri Ghal *  era, Thakkur Sri

10. JAlhanam | Thakkur Sri Mahidhara Tha-
11 .  kkur Sri Pasala | varetha lahadanda bhrA |
12. tiyana 13 , Sankali Ajan 52
13. Patairena diya vettakara 1 Sri Soma
14. marAjasya gramohoddhi *  ta ni grA-
15. miya bhAga pAthA WidyArddah Sana
16. sa Ks^iechAsya dranAh || RAjycna Sri,
17. man Madana Varmmanah || ThA-Sri-
18. SutradhAra Suprata-

41 In the Sam vat year 1208, on Saturday, the 15th day of the 
waxing moon of MArgga [Saturday, 10th November 1x51 A D .]( 
in the fort of Jayapura, Jor the use of all people, the RAut Sri Vcda^ 
a Kshatriya by caste, of the village of KortiA, the son of RAut Jauna 
PAla, built a (Siretha F)

. . . . .Sri Sri Karanika, ThAkkura
Sri Ghala—bera | Thakkur Sri JAlhana Thakkura
Sri Mahidhara | Thakkura P A s a l a ..........................................

“ during the reign of Sriman Madana Varmma, Sculptor, Suprata.

B .— Plate X II .— On Jam b o f  Upper Gate Sam vat 123J.
1. Samvat 1237 AshAdba
2. Suddhi 2 Some-Jayapura-dfirgi-
3. ya Samast lokAnam RAiit
4. Sri Virena Tejlaputra Kshatri-
5. yam Kotia grAmiyam anenu
6. DurbhikshenaiyA pAdanam mArgga da
7. sutri dhAna drcsavo suta prabhriti pra-
8. tipadanakshatam 1 todanamta rava
9. Sri Sri Karana varetho 13 — (? varcgi)

10. Samkala A 12, patairasya
11 .  nauli cha

BUNDELKH AN D AND REW A IN 188384- 49
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“  In the Samvat year 1237 (A.D. 1180), on Monday, the second 
day of the waxing moon of AshAdha, in the fort of Jayapura, for 
the use of all people, by the RAut Sri Vera, the son of Tejla, a 
Kshatriya. of the village of KotiA, during a time of famine, a bauli 
(well) was built on the road. May his successor preserve it."

{The remainder has not been made out.)

As the week day of AshAdha Sudi 2 was not Monday, but 
Wednesday, I conclude that Some, or Monday, was a mistake 
of the writer for Saumye or Wednesday.

C.— Plate X II .— On jam b o f  Upper Gate.

1. Samvat 1243 Jyeshtha Sudi || Budhe
2. Jayapura-durggiye Samast lokA-
3. nAm RAut Sri Sihada, RAut SAn-
4. tana putra, Kshatriya JAtiye, ko-
5. tiA grAmiya anena chautre ni-
6. vAraria Sri pratipAdanam kritam ta-
7. danAntaramba Sri Sri Karana varc-
8. Ma 103 Samkali A 53-swasti.

“ In the Samvat year 1243, on Wednesday, the nth day of the 
waxing moon of Jyeshtha, for all people the RAut Sri Sinhada, son 
of the RAut SAntana, of the Kshatriya race, of the village of Kotia, 
established a Chautra.”

The week day should be Sunday, 1st June A.D. 1186, 
and it is probable that it should be read Pave, or Sunday 
instead of Budhe.

D.— Plate X II .— Outside Tank o f  Patal-Sar.
1. Aum! Samvat 1369, PhAlguna badi (?) Sanaw; Raja Sri Trai-

lokya Va-
2. rmma Devav ijaya rAjye.....................................................  .......

(The remainder o f  this inscription has not been read.)
It is said by a Simla Pandit not to be Sanskrit, but 

some vernacular dialect. It is the only record yet found of 
Trailokya's own reign. The day of the month is obliterated, 
but as the week-day is certain, the date must be either the 
and or the 9th of PhAlguna badi, equivalent to either Satur
day the 9th, or Saturday the 16th February, A.D. 1 2 1 3  His 
father ParamArddi was assassinated in A.D. 1203. This is

(The remainder has not been made out.)

•Ac*'
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the only inscription of Trailokya that has yet been found. 
But his name occurs in several of the Ajaygarh inscriptions 
as the son and successor of ParamArddi and the father of 
Vira Varmma I.

E.—Plate X II I .— Rock Inscription .— / j  lines.
Eight lines to left of crack in rock ; seven lines to right of crack.

This long inscription is engraved on the rock, with a 
crack dividing it into two portions. The left-hand portion of 
seven lines is bounded by the crack, and the record is continued 
by eight more lines on the right hand. The following abstract 
gives the substance of the inscription, as read by a Simla 
Pandit:—

'* From Chandra sprang the Chandravansa race, in which was 
bom Raja Kirtti Varmma, whose songs the learned still sing for his 
glory. His son was Sulakshana Varmma, who conquered Malwa. 
To him was born Jaya Varmma, whose son was Prithvi Varmma, 
whose son was Madana Varmma. Next came Trailokya Varmma, the 
destroyer of his enemies, whose sons were Yaso Varmma and Vira 
Varmma. The latter became Raja, and married the daughter of 
Raja Govinda, the lord of the earth (kshitipati), named KalyAni 
Devi, who was equal to PArvati. For the increase of her own merit 
she presented to the Brahmans the A nrita-Kupa, o r"  Pool of Amrita" 
(now called the GangA JumnA Tank), and also a temple. The 
record was composed by Ratna PAla, the son of Hari PAIa. In the 
year of Vikrama (Vikrama Vatsara) . . (date in words, apparently
Samvat 1312) . . .  in the reign of Sri Mad Vira Varmma, on
Thursday, the 13th of the waxing moon of VaisAkha (Thursday, 32nd 
April 1255 A.D.)”

I have failed in tracing the Govinda Raja mentioned in 
this inscription. He may, perhaps, have been the Raja of 
Nalapura, or Narwar, the predecessor of the famous ChAhada 
Deva, the gallant opponent of the Muhammadans.

F.— P la te  X IV .— On wall o f  Temple.
1. Aum 1 Aswavaidya Tha: Bhojakasya putra A-
2. bhaya Deva Iswara nityam pranamati Vl-
3. RA V a r m m a  rAje, Samvat 1325, Vasta gotrah (? Vatsa).

"  Abhaya Deva, son of Thakkur Bhojaka, of the Vatsa gotra, 
offered his adoration to Iswara during tbe_ reign of Vira Varmma in 
the Samvat year 1325 (A.D. 126S.)'

8 f o 8 i
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C.— P late X IV .—On Rock near figure o f  Canes.

This inscription gives the genealogy of the Chandela 
Rajas from Kirtti Varmma down to Vira Varmma I. It 
is doubly dated, first in words in lines 19 and 20, as 
follows:—

“  Sagardnala-vedendu y u k te  Samvatsare varshe Mdghamdsi site 
pakshe trayadasyarn Vidho-dinc."

Here Sdgara, the Ocean, stands for 7, or the seven 
se as ; ana la, or fire, stands for 3 ; Veda stands also for 3 ; 
and Indu, the moon, for 1. The whole date is therefore 1337, 
by joining together the oceans with f ir e , the Vedas, and the 
moon, in the white half of the month of MAgha, on the 13th 
Monday (Vidho-dine). The date is then repeated more con
cisely in figures, as “  Samvat 1337, MAgha Sudi 13 Some, or 
Monday, the 13th of the waxing moon of MAgha, in the Sam 
vat year 1337 (Monday, 3rd February, A.D. 1281).

This inscription, as explained by a Simla Pandit, records 
the setting up of a statue of VinAyaka (Ganesa) by Ganapati, 
the minister of Vira Varmma.

/ / . — Slab in Indian Museum, Calcutta.

The slab bearing this long inscription is now in the Indian 
Museum in Calcutta. The text, with a specimen of the 
letters, and a translation, was published in the Journal of the 
Asiatic Society in 1837.' It  records the genealogy of NAna, 
one of the ministers of the Raja Bhoja Varmma in Samvat 
*345, or A.D. 1288. (See verse 24, where he is called 
“  Minister of the ChandrAtreya race.” He set up an image of 
Hari (or Vishnu) in the port of Jayapura (Jayapura-ddrgge) 
in honour of his forefathers.

The inscription was composed by Amarapati and written 
in Chitravarn&m , or “  ornamental letters," which, we thus 
learn, was the name given to the peculiar square characters 
in common use throughout the Chandel dominions and the 
neighbouring countries from about 1 1 1 5  to 1400 A.D . The 
inscription is itself of little value. *

* Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal, Vol. VI of 1837, p. 885.
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/•— Two long lines, 7\ fe e t ,  large letters.

1. Aum namah Sri Kcdaraya Kayastha VAstavya
. . Kata jayapura-durggaya Thakkut Sri Vidana tatputra
. .Sri.ja Thakkura S r i ................ devcn&sansta, Sri

K eddra,P irvati, Vrishabha, Krishna Sri * KAtA.
2. KAyastha vAstavya.

y . — Plate X V .— A t the Tirhawan Gate.

This inscription of 15 lines in very large letters is caned 
on the rock near the Ashta Sakti. It has not yet been trans
lated, but I have noted the following names:—

Line 4.—Sri Kirtti Varmma.
„ 5.— ParamArddi.
„  13.—Sri Bhoja Varmma.
„  14.—Sri Mad Bhoja Mahi Mahcndra.

I cannot find any date in it, but, as we have an inscription 
of himself, dated in Samvat 1345, or A.D. 1288, and another 
of his son, dated in Samvat 1372, or A.D. 13 15 , the inscrip
tion may be assigned to about A.D. 1300.

K .— N ear a fem a le  figure— / /  lines.
1. Samvat 1346 samaye.
2..........................................Jayapura-dArgge.
3. . . MahArAja Sri Bho-Varmma De-

This inscription is too much injured to be readable. Sev
eral of the letters are quite clear, but they are all isolated, ex
cept towards the end, where I can read p&la and tasya. The 

j a  of Bhoja is omitted in the original.

L.— Over a fem a le  figure.
1. Samvat 1349 1| Jyeshtha badi 14 Sukre dine
2. Sadhu|| Mana Suta ama Dcva putra Arjuna tasya bbAriyA-
3. GAngo || nityam damaya . . ha Iswara pranamati|| Sri.||

“  In the year 349 (A.D. 1292,) on Friday, the 14th of the waxing 
moon of Jyeshtha, GAngo, the wife of Arjuna, son of Ama Deva, the 
son of Manu, performed adoration to Iswara.

M .— On upper round step o f  Temple.
1. Phulahe Raushahne putra Jyarti
2. tranamati . cha|| Sam. 1371
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I cannot satisfactorily read the name of the pilgrim who 
made this record of his visit to Ajaygarh in Samvat 137 1, or 
A.D. 1314 . It looks like Jyaitu, the son of the flower man 
Raushan.

N .— To west o f  gateway outside.

This long inscription of 12 lines is too much injured to be 
easily read. It belongs to the reign of Vira Varmma II, as 
it is dated in Samvat 1372, or A.D. 13 15 . It has been so 
repeatedly whitewashed over that the letters are now filled 
up.

O.— P late X IV .— On p illa r  o f  gate.

1. Aum ! Ganapataye naniah|| . . . Jayapurwa, &c. &c.
I can make out nothing of this inscription, and a Pandit 

to whom it has been shown declares that it is not Sanskrit. 
The name of Vira Nripa occurs in the 12th line, and the date 
is in the last two lines— “  Samvat 1372 Paush badi 10 Sanau,” 
or Saturday, the 22nd November 13 15 .

P .— On rock outside gate—4 lines.

In 4th line name of Kirtti Varmma.

16.— BACHON, o r  BACHAUND.

Bachaund, or Bachon, as it is commonly pronounced, is a 
large village situated under a hill on the left bank of the 
KiyAn, or Ken River, 15 miles to the west of Ajaygarh, to 
which state it now belongs. It contains about 500 houses, 
and upwards of 2,500 inhabitants. There is a  fine large tank 
called the Bilhariya TAl, faced with Aoulder stones, and to the 
north of the village there are many broken sculptures and 
other remains, which show that Bachon was formerly a place 
of considerable importance. Amongst these there was—

1 figure of the V&man Avatir.
1 group of Hara Gauri.
1 figure of Vishnu.
2 lingams.

Several old carved pillais of small size
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1 broken slab with the following inscription in 1 2 lines—
1. (Swas) ti Samvat 143 (3)
2. SAke 1298 . .
3. . . nibhi NAga
4. sahum jatto so rAmo.
5 Bhilama Deva rAjo.||
6. Vachhiuni-SthAno
7. . Sri GopAla Devahya.
8. . namo.

( The rest not made out.)

The name of the place is most probably given in the 6th 
line as Vaehkiuni-Sthdna, or Bachhiun. The Raja Bhilama 
Deva, mentioned in the 5th line, must be one of the later 
Chandels. Unfortunately we do not possess the genealogy 
of the later Princes, so that it is impossible to identify him. 
The date of Sake 1298, or A.D. 1376, lies in the middle of 
the reign of Firoz Shah Tughlak, when the Delhi empire was 
weak, at which time both KAlanjar and Ajaygarh were in 
the possession of the Chandel Rajas.

17.— k h a j u r A h a .

I have already given a long account of KhajurAha, with a 
detailed description of its principal buildings, which form by 
far the finest group of Hindu temples now existing in North
ern India.*

KhajurAha, or Kharjurpura, is first mentioned by name by 
Abu RihAn in A.D. 1031, who calls it the capital of JajAhuti.* 
There are no traces of fortifications, but it is probable that 
KhajurAha may once have been a walled town, as the people 
refer the name to a pair of gold khajur trees (date-palms), 
which, they say, were fixed on one of the city gates. A more 
natural derivation would have been from the khajur trees, 
amongst which the towm was originally situated. At present, 
however, there are not many of these trees in the neighbour
hood.

' See Archaeological Survey, Vol. II, p. 412, and Vol. X, p. 16.
* Reinand’s Fragments p. 85, Text, and p. 106, Translator. Srr  aba 

Elliott's Muhammadan Historians by Dowson, Vol. I, p. 57.
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The name of the place is found in the inscription of Ganda 
Deva, dated in Samvat 1056, or A.D. 999. It comes imme
diately after the date u Sri Kharjurav& tika R&ja Dhanga 
Deva r d j y e which has been entirely misread by Sutherland 
as “  S r i  P rith vi-p ati R&ja S r i Banga Deva rdjye,’*1 K h ar- 

ju ravdtika  would thus appear to have been the original form 
of the name, which was shortened by dropping the v, thus 
making Khajurdtika and Khajurdha.

The place is afterwards mentioned by Ibu Batuta, who calls 
it K haju rd, “ at which there is a lake about a mile in length, 
and round this are temples in which there are idols. At this 
place resides a tribe of Jogis with long and clotted hair. Their 
colour inclines to yellow, which arises from their fasting. 
Many of the Moslems of these parts attend on them, and 
learn (magic) from them.”  As I bn Batuta visited the place 
about A.D. 1335, I infer from the tolerance of the Hindu 
ascetics that KhajurAha was still in the possession of the 
Chandel Princes, while the Moslems were in occupation of 
Kdlanjar and Mahoba. It is almost certain that the Hindus 
still held Ajaygarh, as there are at least two inscriptions in 
that fort, dated in Samvat 1372, or A.D. 1315 , during the 
reign of Vira Varmma II.

At the present day Khajur&ha is only a small village. In 
1852 it was said to contain only 162 houses, which would 
give a population of less than 1,000 persons. But in 1874 I 
was told that there were 350 inhabited houses, which would 
give a population of about 2,000 persons. The Brahmans, 
who form one-sixth, are of two classes, Kanaujiy&and JajhotiA. 
There are a few Chandel thakurs, or zamindars.

I searched diligently for other ruins, in the hope that 
some older remains would be found. The oldest was a tri
angular fragment of a large inscription in Kutila characters, 
bearing the names of Harsha Deva and Sri Kshiti PAla Deva 
Nripati. If it belongs to the time of Harsha Deva, the father 
of Yaso Varmma, and the grandfather of Dhanga Raja, its 
date must be about A.D. 900.

• Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal, Vol. VIII, p. 175.
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The oldest building now standing at KhajurAha is, no doubt, 
the oblong hypsethral temple of Chaunsat Jogini, or the 
“  sixty-four female goblins,”  who drink the blood of the slain. 
As I have described this curious building in a former report, 
I need only mention here that it is an oblong quadrangle, 
102^ feet by 59} feet, situated on a low rocky hill, 25 feet 
above the level of the plain. It contains 64 small cells dis
tributed round the sides, and one large cell in the middle of 
the back wall. It is built entirely of granite, and is therefore, 
no doubt, older than all the other temples of KhajurAha, which 
are built of sandstone. In my Report I ventured to assign 
its age as prior to A.D. 900, and this assignment I am now 
prepared to verify by two short inscriptions which 1 found on 
the pedestals of two small statues of the enshrined Joginis. 
The cells are small, being only 2 feet 4$ inches broad by 
3 feet 9 inches deep. The figures are therefore small. I 
found only three of them now remaining, the largest of which 
was 3 feet in height, and the others 2 feet 3 inches in height. 
The largest with eight arms represents the goddess Bhainsa- 
suri Devi, killing the buffalo demon. On the pedestal is in
scribed the name of H inghaldj. On one of the others I 
found the name of Maheswari. As the characters of these 
records appear to be older than those of the dated KhajurAha 
inscriptions, with the single exception of those on the statue 
of HanumAn, which bears a date in three figures only, I con
clude therefore that the Chaunsat Jogini Temple must be 
older than any of the other temples at KhajurAha, of which 
one at least dates as far back as Samvat io n ,  or A.D. 954.
1 think therefore that the Chaunsat Jogini may date from the 
very foundation of the Chandel rule, or from the early part of 
the 9th century. The temple at RAhilya, near Mahoba, 
which was built by RAhila Varmma, about A.D. 900, is of sand
stone; and I believe that all the granite temples must be 
older.

The next oldest building is most probably the small square 
temple of BrahmA on the bank of the lake. It is built partly 
of granite and partly of sandstone, and is therefore most pro
bably older than all the remaining temples, which are of sand
stone only.
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Khajur&ha is described by Abu RihAn as the capital of the 
kingdom of Ja jd h u ti—a name which recalls the Chi-chi-to 
of the Chinese pilgrim Hwen Thsang. According to him 
Chi-chi-to was situated at 1,000 it , or 167 inches, to the 
north-east of Ujain, which is considerably under the real 
distance of about 250 miles. If, however, Hwen Thsang 
recorded his distances according to the number of kos be
tween the two places, he must have allowed only 2 miles to 
each of the chaurasi, or 84 kos, distance between the two 
places. But as the kos of Bundelkhand and Malwa varies 
from 3 to 4 miles, the real distance would have been about 
250 miles, which agrees almost exactly with the relative 
positions of Ujain and KhajurAha.

I have found the name of the province in two different 
inscriptions, one of the time of Kirtti Varma, and the other 
of the time of ParamArddi. In the former one, which I 
discovered at Mahoba, the name is written Jejd k h ya  and 
Jejabh u kti. The latter form at once recalls the name of 
Tirabhukti, which has long ago been shortened to Tirhutt 
and Tirhut. In the same way Jc jakabku ti would have be
come Jejahuti, exactly as it is written by Abu RihAn. In 
the second inscription the name is given as Jejakasukhti- 
desoyam, which, by the common change of s to /, would have 
become Je jd k a h u ti and J e j d h u t as before.

It is not impossible that the name of the province may 
be hidden in Ptolemy’s Sandrabatis or San da bat is, and that 
KhajurAha or Khajurpur may be hidden in his K uraporina , 
one of the towns of the district of Sandrabatis. The other 
towns of Empelathra and Nadu-bandagar might then be 
identified with Mahoba and Narwaror Nalapura, and perhaps 
Tam asii, by a slight change to Tapasis, might represent the 
hill of KAlanjar, the favourite resort of the Tapaswis, or 
ascetics. KAlanjar is said by Wilson to be “  enumerated in 
the Vedas amongst the Tapasiasthdnas, or spots adapted 
to practices of austere devotion.”  The name of Tapasis 
was therefore peculiarly appropriate to KAlanjar.

All the great temples now existing at KAhajuraha and 
other Chandel places would appear to have been built during

5 8
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the most flourishing period of the Chandel rule, that is, in 
the three centuries between the accession of R&hila Varmma 
about A.D. 900, and the conquest of KAlanjar by the Muham
madans in A.D. 1203, just before the death of Param&rddi 
Deva.

In my first Report on KhajurAha (Vol. II, Archaeological 
Survey) I gave a list of 24 temples which were still 
standing at KhajurAha, with a map showing their positions. 
During my late visit I sought for traces of other temples. 
I am afraid that most of the materials have been used up 
in the steps of the palace and tank built during the present 
century. The entrance to the Raja's garden is formed of 
the doorway of an old temple of large size, the clear 
opening being 7 feet 6 inches in height by 4 feet 8 inches 
in width. On the lintel there is a figure of the A rdhandri, or 
Androgyne Siva, standing in the middle, with a figure of 
Siva over one jamb, and of Vishnu over the other jamb. 
At a short distance there is an eight-bracket capital, 2 feet 
4^ inches in diameter, and close by there is a colossal statue 
of Siva. On comparing the size of this bracket capital with 
those of the largest standing temples, it would appear that 
some much larger temple must once have stood near the 
site of the garden. The following are the dimensions of 
these capitals:—

Loose bracket capital 
KhandAriya capital 
Ghantai capital 
Chaturbhuj

ft. ins.
. 2 4  diameter.1 
.  1 10  „
. 1 8
. * 5

The missing temple was probably an old one, as there 
are figures of the Ganges and Jumna with their symbols, 
the crocodile and the tortoise, on the jambs.

For the purpose of obtaining approximate dates for the 
existing temples I copied all the masons’ marks and pil
grims' records on the walls and pillars. The former are pre
sumably of the same dates as the temples themselves, while 
the latter must be later, although not necessarily much later.

1 The fellow of this large capital »  now lvinjj in the court of the Jain temple.
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I take the single names which are found on many of the 
stones to be those of the masons who prepared them. In 
a few instances this is absolutely certain, as the names are 
upside down. Inside the Lakshmanji temple I found three 
names thus inverted. In the KhandAriya temple I found the 
word disAn, or “ architrave,”  engraved on the underside of 
a beam. This also must have been a mason’s mark.

In the accompanying plate I have given a few specimens 
of these short records from all the principal temples. With 
one or two exceptions they are much more roughly carved 
than the large formal inscriptions which record the building 
of the temples. One of the neatest is the name of Nemi 
Chandra on a pillar of the Ghantai temple. Its letters are 
quite equal to the best of the great inscription of Dhanga 
Deva, dated in Samvat io i I, or A.D. 954. The following 
account of these brief records will be sufficient to show that 
none of the standing temples are of older date than the 
great Jam temple of Ghantai.

B .— Ghantai Temple.

1. Nemi Chandra. 2. Swasti Sri S&dhu Palna.

The second of these short records has already been pub
lished by Mr. V. A. Smith in the Journal of the Bengal 
Asiatic Society for 1879, p. 287 and Plate X I V ; but it had 
not escaped my notice, as it was first brought to light by my 
clearance of the temple in January 1875. At the same time 
I found the other name of Nemi Chandra, which is not 
noticed by Messrs. Smith and Black. I made an excavation 
completely round the whole temple and cleared out the in
terior. My account of these operations will be found in 
Volume X  of the Archaeological Survey. But, as this volume 
was not published until 1880, Mr. Smith was not aware 
of my labours, which must have afterwards facilitated the 
measurements of his companion Mr. Black. A reference to 
my Report also will show that I had long before established 
the correctness of Mr. Fergusson's opinion that the Ghantai 
was a Jain temple, by the discovery of numerous Jain figures 
all round it, and of one at least in situ  inside. As to the



date of the temple I am of opinion that the beautifully form
ed letters of the name of Nemi Chandra belong to the 10th 
century, and that the other inscription is not earlier than 
115 0  A.D., or perhaps even later.

C.— Colossal statue o f Sdntindth.
This large statue is enshrined in a common-looking build

ing made of old fragments and covered with whitewash, and 
very dark inside. I got a copy of its inscription at the time 
of my first visit in 1852. At my second visit in 1865 not a 
single letter of the inscription was visible, as the whole statue 
had been recently whitewashed. In the present year, 1884, 
however, I have managed to get a fair impression after a long 
time spent in cleaning the pedestal. The great figure is 
14 feet high. I read the date as Samvat 1085, or A.D. 1028. 
In the accompanying Plate, XX, I have given the portions of 
this inscription which include the date and the name of the 
statue. I read the whole fine as follows :—

Samvat 1085. Srimat AchArya putra Sri 
ThAkura Sri Dcva dhara suta . Sri Sivi 
Sri Chandraya Devah Sri SantinAthasya 
pratimA kAri.

Here we see that the name of the enshrined statue is 
Sdnttndtha, and not Setndlh, as the people call it.

D.—Statue o f Sambhundth.
This is another single line inscription in small letters, 

which is engraved on the pedestal of a black stone statue of 
ShambhunAth, which is now lying in the courtyard of the Jain 
temples. I have given the opening of the inscription con
taining the date and the name of the reigning king in Plate 
XX. I read the whole as follows :—

Aum! Samvat 12 15  MAgha Sudi 5 SrimAn Madana 
Varmma Dcva pravarddhamAna vijaya rAjye ||
Grahapati vanse Sreshthi Dcdu, tat putra PAhiilah |
PAhillA . . . pratimA kAri tlta||
tat putrih MahAganA, Maha ChandrA, Sani chandra 
Jina chandra Udya chandra, prabhriti, Sam 
bhavanAtham prapamati nitya|| Mangala 
mahAsriJl RApakAra Rama Dcva.(|

BUNDELKH AND AND REWA IN 1883-84. 6 l
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“ In the Samvat year 1215 [A.D. 1158] on the 5th day of the 
waxing voon of MAgha, during the prosperous and victorious reign 
of Srim&n Mariana Varmma Deva, the Sreshthi Dedu of the class 
of householders, together with his son PAhilla . . . .  
set up this statue. Then the sons, MahaganA MahachandrA, Sani 
cliamlrA, Udaya-chandrA, offered adoration to SambhunAtha. May it 
be fortunate ! Sculptor, RAma Deva."

E . — Khandunya Temple.
The short inscription marked E I, which is carved on 

the under-side of one of the stone beams, is simply the word 
ridsan, or “ architrave," and is, no doubt, a mason’s mark 
contemporary with the building. The peculiar form of the 
attached vowels was common in the 10th century.

The inscription marked E 2, which is carved on one of 
the pillars, is of a  later age, apparently about A.D. 1100. It 
seems to read as follows :—

Rdjam  minda samaye nasu. sama chdrnta vastrinam .

F . — Chitr-gupt Temple.

These three short records appear to be simply mason’s 
names. They are all in early Kutila characters of the 10th 
century. No. 1 reads Gharamvasa;  No. 2 Subhavd; No. 3 
iVah in d, or perhaps Dahina.

G.—D evi Jagadam ba Temple.

The two records from this temple are also in early 
Kutila character. No. 1 reads Jin a-D eva , and No. 2 reads 
D evi-Ju n a.

//.— Viswandth Temple.
The single names found on the stones of this temple 

are very numerous. I noted about 20, but some of them 
were repetitions. Thus No. 2 I found on four different 
stones. I read it S r i  Dgwdn diirgga. No. 1 reads S r i  gan it, 
and No. 3 S r i M ihirata. The names in this temple are 
peculiar in having the honorary prefix S r i  attached to all of 
the early Kutila period of the 10th century.

J . — Kunits a r  Math.

There are two temples on the bank of the Kurar Nala, 
the large one being called simply Kunioar M ath, or the



11 Princes’ Temple,”  and the smaller one being without name. 
The plinth, or basement, of the Kunwar Math, 6 feet in height, 
is of granite blocks, and the superstructure of sandstone. 
The Mandapa is covered by an overlapping dome, 18J feet in 
diameter, without the usual four pillars to support the weight. 
The name of VAsalA is found on several stones in both 
temples. On the wall of the smaller temple there is an in
scription in two lines, which is apparently of later date than 
the temple itself. I read it as follows:—

Samvat 1174  JyeshU badi 3 Sanau likhitam ||
Kayastha JAktura Sri Gotha nityam pranamyati. [|

“  In the Samvat year 1174 (A.D. 1117 ) on the 3rd of the waxing 
moon of Jyeshta, Saturday, this inscription was written. The 
KAyastha, of JAktura Sri Gotha, offered his adoration.M

The date corresponds with Saturday, the 21st April 1 1 1 7  
A.D.

As the whole of this temple agrees very closely with that 
of the old temple at RAhilya, I think that it may be re
ferred to the same date, that is, to the beginning of the 10th 
century.

K .— Statue o f  Shanmukha.

This inscription was found near a ruined temple on the 
western bank of the Khajur SAgar. The two lines are en
graved on the pedestal of a statue of Shanmukha, or KArti- 
keya. I read them as follows:—

Deva Sri Sasa Sinha— BhatArka Srf Urddha.
Sivah AchArjasya ||SarwpitaI odharah attambha.
The characters belong to the Kutila alphabet.

18 .— k h a j u r A h a  i n s c r i p t i o n s .

The oldest inscriptions yet found at KhajurAha are a 
single specimen of the Buddhist creed, two short names on 
statues in the Chaunsat Jogini temple, and a record of three 
lines on the pedestal of a colossal statue of HanumAn, all of 
which appear to belong to the 9th century.

The Buddhist creed is very neatly engraved on the pedestal 
of a large seated statue. The characters are an early form
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of Kutila similar to the oldest of the Magadha inscriptions 
of the PAla Rajas of the 9th century.

The two Chaunsat Jogini names are given in Plate X X , 
No. I. The first reads simply S r i  Maheswari, and the other 
H inghuldja , which are the names of the goddess DurgA, on 
whom the sixty-four Joginis attend.

A.— The inscription on the pedestal of the colossal statue 
of HanumAn is given in Plate XVI. It is the oldest dated 
record now existing in KhajurAha. The figures of the date 
are apparently those of the old notation in which each unit, 
and each ten, has a separate symbol, while the hundreds are 
formed by attaching a unit on the right side of the letter s, 
which represents sat, or one hundred. In the Hanuman in
scription the letter s has a cypher attached to it, which is the 
same as that afterwards used for the day of the month, and 
which I have formerly read as 9, thus making 900. The 
other figure is similar to the old Gupta numeral for 40, thus 
making the date Samvat 940, or A.D. 883. But the charac
ters may, perhaps, be one or even two hundred years earlier, 
making the date either Samvat 840 or 740, or A.D. 783 or 683.

There is a peculiarity about this inscription in the fact 
that it is divided into two distinct parts by a blank space, 
and further that the letters of the right half are smaller than 
those of the left half. I infer, therefore, either that there are 
two separate records, or that the right-hand half is a conti
nuation of the left-hand half. I accordingly read the inscrip
tion as follows:—

64

1. Aum ! Golla GAhila putrasya,
2. Samvatsare 940, MAgha sudi 9,
3. Sri HanumAntam GollAkah

pranamati.

4. Gahilasya sutah Sri MAn
HanumAn Pa-

5. vanAtmaja Sri Lukusaddhar-
ma mA-

6. lokya Gollako prakritam.

As the date is uncertain, and no king’s name is given, this 
old record loses much of its importance. I cannot attempt 
to translate it. But I understand that the statue was set up 
by Golla, the son of GAhila, in the Samvat year 940 (?) on the 
9th (?) day of the waxing moon of MAgha, when he paid his 
adoration to the Gollak Hanuman. The name of Hanuman



Pavandtmaja in the fourth and fifth lines seems to prove that 
the inscription consists of distinct parts, as I had supposed.

B.—P late X V I.— The next oldest inscription at KhajurAha 
is unfortunately only a fragment of 13 imperfect lines. (See 
Plate XVI.) In the seventh line there is the name of S r i  
Harsha Deva, who was the father of Yaso Varmma, and the 
grandfather of Dhanga Deva. In the tenth line also there 
is another royal name, S riK s h it iP d la  Deva N ripati. As his 
name does not occur in any of the genealogies, it seems 
probable that he may have been the eldest son of Harsha 
Deva, and that having died childless, he was succeeded by 
his younger brother Yaso Varmma ; and accordingly his name 
was omitted in all the genealogical inscriptions. We know 
that Deva Varmma Deva, the eldest son of Vijaya PAla, was 
treated in the same way. He actually succeeded his father, 
but as he was succeeded by his brother Kirtti Varmma, his 
name is omitted in all the genealogies.

This fragment was found to the north-east of the village, 
not far from the temple of YAmana, to which it may have 
belonged.

C. — Plate X V II.—The oldest inscription at KhajurAha 
with a certain date is recorded on a v e r y  long slab now lying 
in the temple of ChaturbhAja. It consists of 28 lines of 
old Kutila characters, and gives the genealogy of the Chandel 
Rajas from Nannuka Deva down to Yaso Varmma and his son 
Dhanga Deva. The date is given in words as well as in 
figures; thus, Samvatsare dasa-sata ekddasa.— Samvat 10 11 , 
or A.D. 954.

D. —Plate X V I.—These four short lines are carved on 
the pedestal of a statue now lying loose in the temple of 
Lakshmi NAth. The characters are early Kutila. That the 
temple was most probably dedicated to Vishnu we learn, not 
only from its name of Lakshmi NAth, or the lord of Lakshmi, 
but also from the name of Garuda in the first line of this 
inscription. The statue is recorded to have been set up by 
the sculptor Vena, the son of Bali Atamantai.

E. —P late X V I.— This record is carved on the wall of the 
temple of VAmana. The letters are all of the simple Kutila
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forms, but 1 am unable to make out any intelligible meaning 
from them.

F .—Plate X V III .— The next inscription is that which was 
discovered by Burt in 1838. It is standing loose in the large 
temple of ViswanAth. It contains two dates. The earlier 
one, which 1 read as 1056, or A.D. 999, belongs to the main 
inscription which records the building of the temple by 
Raja Dhanga, his death at upwards of one hundred years of 
age, and the accession of his son Ganda Deva. If the date 
should be read as Sam vat 1096, or A.D. 1039, record 
would have been put up no less than 85 years after Dhanga's 
first inscription. This date would, besides, leave only eleven 
years, or from Sam vat 1096 to 1107, between the reign of 
Ganda Deva and that of his great-grandson Deva Varmma 
Deva. As RAja Dhanga, according to other inscriptions, was 
certainly reigning in A.D. 954 and in 998, it seems almost 
certain that Ganda Deva must have succeeded him shortly 
after the latter date. I would therefore assign Garida Deva 
to the period between A.D. 999 and 1025. VVe know that 
he was reigning in A.D. 1020, when he attacked the Raja of 
Ivanauj, and also in the following year 1021, when he was 
himself attacked by Mahmud of Ghazni.

This inscription was published in the Journal oi the 
Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1839, page 15 9 ; but the whole 
requires careful revision, as it abounds with mistakes, more 
especially in the names of the Chandel kings.

G .—P late X IX .— The next inscription is on a large slab 
now standing loose in the entrance-hall of the temple of 
ViswanAth. It is dated in Samvat 1058, or A.D. iooi, and, 
so far as I can make it out, it does not mention the name of 
a single Chandel king, but refers to one Kokkala, who was 
perhaps a private person. There was, however, a  Kalachuri 
pnnce of this name, Kokkala II, who, as the father of 
Ganggeya Deva, the contemporary of Abu RihAn, must 
certainly have been reigning at this very time. I cannot find 
any royal name in the inscription.

H This inscription has already been noted in my account 
of the smaller records given in Plate X V I, fig. C.
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J .—P la teX V I.— This inscription is carved on the left door 
jamb of the Jain temple of Jina NAth. It is dated, but the 
mason who cut the figures made a mistake in the hundreds, 
so that the date may be read either as Samvat io n ,  or as 
Samvat 1 1 1 1 ,  the second figure being compounded of o and /. 
I formerly read it as io n ,  but I have been induced to give 
up this date for m i  for the following reason. In Samvat 
io n  the week-day of Vais&kh S u d i 7 was a Friday, and not 
a Monday. The true date is Samvat m i ,  or A.D. 1054, in 
which year Vatsdkh S u d i 7 did fall on Monday, the 18th April. 
In the third line there is the name of Raja Dhanga, in whose 
reign the temple was most probably built. In the fourth line 
there is the name of the Jaina pontiff JinanAth, or JitanAth, 
to whom the temple was dedicated. Then comes the follow
ing list of gifts made to the garden by a member of the PAhila- 
vansa during the time of VAsava Chandra, the MahArAja Guru 
or high priest. The following are the names of the g ifts :—

1. PAhila-vAtika, or the PAhila garden.
2. Chandra-vAtika, or the Chandra garden.
3. Laghu-Chandra-vAtika, or the Little Chandra garden.
4. Sankara-vAtika, or the Sankara garden.
5. Panclia Itala-vAtika ?
6. Amra-vAtika, or the Mango garden.
7. Dhanga-vAri, or the Dhanga garden-house.

L— Is a small inscription of six lines carved on a pillar of 
one of the smaller comer shrines of the LakhshminAth tem
ple. The letters are much injured ; and, as no king is men
tioned, the record is only valuable as showing that this comer 
chapel was most probably built in the year noted, or “  Sam
vat 1 161 ,  MAgha badi dwija, 2 ," or A.D. 1104. But the great 
temple of LakshminAth must be at least a century older, as 
I found the name of Sdhilch  in early Kutila letters on one of 
the square pillars of the MahA Mandapa, or central hall.

The inscription marked L I read as follows:—
Swa (sti) Sri BhatAraka 
Guna DevachAryyA Pra- 
bhAkara . . ja.
Karitam-Samvat 
116 1. MAgha bad 1 
dwija 2.
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From this the builder of the chapel would appear to have 
been the chief priest, PrabhAkara.

M .— Plate X V III .— Last two lines of the great inscription 
of Ganda Deva. The translation given by Sutherland requires 
to be amended in the name of the characters used in the in
scription. Sutherland reads Kakuddkdrdni, whereas the in
scription has Kumuddkdrdtti, that is, “  lotus-like, or beautiful 
characters." With this correction the paragraph runs as fol
lows :—

“ The king Jaya Varmma Deva (like an elephant supporting the 
universe) re-wrote in clear letters the above verses, which had before 
been written in irregular letters (Kirna). These letters, in the 
Kumuda form, that Gauda Kayastha, aided by the learned, inscribed 
by the hand of Jaya PAla, that Kayastha, of untarnished lustre, the 
radiant moon of the king’s race, who, the dispellcr of gloom, had risen 
from the ocean of polished literature. Samvat 1 173, VaisAkh Sudi 3, 
Friday."

The week-day here given does not agree with the calculat
ed day. The name certainly appears to be Sukre, or Friday ; 
but as the second letter may be read as je ,  it is possible that 
the original name was K u je  or Tuesday, and that the first 
letter was incorrectly engraved by the sculptor as Su. As 
the Hindu year Samvat 1 173  began on Friday, 17th March 
1 1 1 6  A.D. the 3rd day of VaisAkh sudi would have been the 
18th April which wras a Tuesday (Kuje) as proposed, and not 
Friday (Sukre) as appears to be recorded in the inscription.

N. — (See J .)  Plate X V I.— I have already noticed this in
scription in my account of the short temple records in 
Plate XVI.

O. P. Q. R. S .—These are short inscriptions on the court 
of the Jain temples.

O is dated in Samvat 1205, or A.D. 1148.
P is dated in Samvat 1212,  or A.D. 1155 . It is carved 

on the base of a statue of ViranAtha, and bears the name of 
the sculptor, KumAra Sinha.

Q is dated in Samvat r2i5, or A.D. 1158,  during the 
reign of Madana Varmma. A copy of the date is given in 
Plate XVI, figure D.



R  is dated in Samvat 1230, or A.D. 1163. It is engraved 
on the base of a statue of AjitanAth.

S  is dated in Samvat 1234, or A.D. 1 177.  It is engraved 
on a Jaina pedestal, and is the latest dated inscription found 
at KhajurAha.

19.— M ANIYA GARH.

The large ruined fort of ManiyAg§rh is situated on the 
left bank of the KiyAn or Ken River, rising immediately above 
the town of RAjgarh, on the high road between Chhatrpur 
and Panna. The hill is from 600 to 800 feet in height above 
the plain below. The fort derives its name from a small shrine 
of ManyA Deva.

On the north face of the hill, about 200 feet below the 
crest, there is a terrace with a lingam of MahAdeo, on which 
a small jet of water continuously falls from above. This is an 
object of worship, and an annual fair is held under the hill at 
RAjgarh on the Siva-rAtri.

Mr. V. Smith quotes the bard Chand for a story of the 
Chandel Raja Kirat Singh having “  hunted at MainyAgarh 
with Singh, the Gond chieftain of Garha Mandala; and that 
afterwards, when war broke out, Kirat Singh was taken pri
soner by the Gorfds—an injury which was revenged by Alha in 
the reign of ParmAl.’*

This looks very like an interpolation of late date, as Kirat 
Singh was the contemporary of Sher Shah, while Garha cer
tainly belonged to the powerful Kalachuri king Kama Deva, 
during the reign of Kirtti Varmma Chandel. We know also 
that Garha still belonged to the Kalachuri princes so late as 
Chedi Samvat 932, or A.D. 1 181 ,  and there seems good rea
son for believing that the kingdom of DAhal, of which the 
capital was Tripura or Tewar, was still in the possession of the 
Kalachuris for a century later, or until the advent of the 
BAghels into Rewa.

There is a shrine of ManiyA Deva ^t Mahoba. The name 
is not Hindu, and the worship of Maniya Deva and Maniya 
Devi is believed to have been a cult of ihe aboriginal Bhars 
of Bundelkhand.
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20.— MAHOBA IN SC RIPTIO N S.

As l have already given a detailed description of Mahoba 
and its antiquities, I will now confine my remarks to a few 
notes which were omitted in my previous account.

The Chandela kingdom is universally said to have been 
founded by Chandra Varmma, the son of Chandrama, or the 
moon, and the princess HemAvati, the daughter of the Gahir- 
wAr RAja of Benares or of his purohit Hem RAj. The god 
informed the princess that her son would be bom on the bank 
of the KamAvati, or Kiyan River, the present Ken, and di
rected her to take him to KhajurAha, to offer him as a gift, 
and to perform the sacrifice of a Bdnda jd g , to take away 
the reproach of her having become a mot her without marriage.

Chandra Varmma is said to have been bom on the n th  
day of the waxing moon of VaisAkh in Samvat 225.1 When 
he grew up he built 85 temples,2 and founded the fort of KAlan- 
jara. He then went to Mahoba, the place of Chandrama’s 
“ great festival” Mahotsava, and made it his capital.

According to the legend, Chandrama had promised HemA- 
vati that her posterity should continue to reign so long as 
they observed the four following conditions:—

1. Not to drink wine.
2. Not to put Brahmans to death.
3. Not to make improper connections.
4. To preserve the name of Varmma.

The unfortunate Raja ParamArddi Deva, who was first 
conquered by Prithi RAj ChauhAn, and afterwards by the 
Muhammadans, is said to have broken all four of these con
ditions—

1. He drank wine.
2. He put Brahmans to death.
3. He cohabited with his own sister.
4. He did not bear the name of Varmma.

This account is firmly believed by all the people even at 
the present day, and the legend is probably as old as the time

1 Other dates are given by different manuscripts, as Samvat 204, 661, and 
662 See Arch:eoJogic:iI Survey. VcJ. II. p. 446.

1 These 85 temple* are twice mentioned by lh»- b.ird Otnnd, Veil. III. p. 85—
"  AsipAnch prasAd banal,”  and Vul. Ill, p. 52—•• I’.*u h;e»i Math."



of ParamArddi himself, as all his successors bore the name of 
Varmma. In the bardic accounts his eldest son is named Bra- 
mAdit, which I believe to be only a spoken form of VarmmJ- 
ditya, or the “  lord of the Varmmas," or Chandels.

Another legend which has also been handed down to the 
present day tells how ParamArddis' general the BanAphar hero 
Alha, when he quitted Mahoba, forbade any one from beating 
a nakdra (kettle-drum) in the city for the future. This in
junction is still in force after a lapse of seven centuries! The 
general belief is that the ghosts of the old Chandel Rajas 
still haunt their old capital, and would resent the beating of 
a kettle-drum within their hearing. Should any one do so, 
the horse of the druin-beater would stumble and the rider be 
killed, while the chief who ordered the drum to be beaten 
would shortly meet with a violent death. I was myself a 
witness to the continuance of this old belief. In February 
1843, "hen I was residing at Mahoba, BAkal Singh, the 
brother of the Chhatrpur Raja, was obliged to go to Naogaon 
to celebrate his daughter's marriage, as he did not dare to 
have a wedding procession with music through the city which 
the ghosts of the old Chandel Rajas were believed to haunt.

Mahoba was captured by Prithi Raja ChauhAn in Samvat 
1239, or A.D. 1182,  as recorded in his inscription at Madan- 
pur in the Lalitpur district. But it could not have been an
nexed to the Delhi kingdom, as I found an inscription built 
into the wall of the Mahoba fort with the name of ParamArddi 
Deva and the date of Samvat 1240, or A.D. 1183.  There 
are, however, no inscriptions of the Chandel kings of a later 
date than Samvat 1240, either in Mahoba itself, or in any of 
the old places in the Mahoba district. At the dose of Para
mArddis’ reign the city was permanently annexed to the 
Muhammadan kingdom of Delhi.

The earliest inscription that has yet been found at Maho
ba was discovered by myself in 1865, let into the wall of the 
DargAh of Pir Muhammad Shah. It was thickly covered 
with whitewash. I was permitted to take the stone out of 
the wall on condition that I restored it to its original position 
after taking an impression of it. I of course replaced it ; but
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a few years later it was taken to Fatehpur in the Doab by the 
Magistrate, and eventually found its way to the Allahabad 
Museum, where I saw it in 1872, and I was thus enabled to gel 
fresh impressions. It is broken both on the right hand and at 
the bottom, and the date is lost. It is written on a slab of 
black basalt in the square characters called Chitra-varna, or 
“ ornamented letters.”  It consists of 17 imperfect lines, but 
the characters are generally in good condition. It gives the 
genealogy of the Chandel Rajas from Dhanga to Kirtti 
Varmma. But just before the name of the later King I find the 
name of the Kalachuri RAja GAnggeya Deva, who was reigning 
over Tripura, or Chedi, in A.D. 1031,  when Mahmud of Ghazni 
besieged KAlanjar. In the 13th line KanyAkubja is men
tioned. But the most interesting part of the record is the 
mention of the name of the country as Jcjd -bh u kti (line 6). 
In a short inscription from Madanpur, which I have already 
published, the name is given as Jejdkasukti. Both of these 
forms would naturally be shortened to Jc jd -h u ti, just as Tira- 
bhukli has become Tirhuti and Tirhut.

That this was the actual name of the country we learn 
from two independent authorities of still older date. The 
first is the Chinese pilgrim Hwen Thsang, who visited Chi- 
chi-to in A.D. The second is Abu RihAn, the contemporary 
of Mahmud of Ghazni. He calls it Jajahuti, which is the 
form still preserved in the names of the Jajhaotya Brahmans 
and Jajhaotiya Baniyas. Its application to both of these 
classes show’s that it was a geographical designation.

The second large inscription from Mahoba I.found in 1843 
in the fort wall placed upside down as a common building 
stone. It is broken at top and at both ends, but the bottom 
line is in good order, and contains the date of Sanroat 1240, 
Ashddha badi g Some (A.D. 1183). It refers to the building 
of a temple (prdsdda). The sculptor was Deva Raja, the 
son of Soma Raja. I cannot find any king’s name, but the 
reigning Raja in Samvat 1240 was ParamArddi Deva.

A third broken inscription in the same square characters 
consists of the remains of 16 lines. It seems to be nearly 
perfect on the left hand and at bottom ; but both the top and

7 2
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the right-hand portion are gone. The only part of the date 
now remaining is in the last line, where I read Tdksha Sam- 
vatsara, which can only be RaktAhha, which was the 58th 
year of the 60-year cycle of Jupiter. This ~ay be either 
A.D. 1 141  or 1200. The stone-cutter was Deva Raja, the 
son of Soma R a ja ; but I do not see any trace of a Raja's 
name. As Mahoba was lost to the Chandel princes after 
1 2co A.D., the most probable date of the inscription is 
A.D. 1200, as will be seen from the next inscription, which 
was engraved by the same stone-cutter, named Deva Raja, the 
son of Soma Raja, in 1 183 A.D. It certainly refers to the 
building of a temple, as I find that the word prdsdda occurs 
twice (see lines 10 and 15).

I found also several short inscriptions on the pedestals of 
broken Jaina statues. Some of these are valuable, as they 
give both the date and the name of the reigning king at the 
time when the statue was set up. Some omit the king’s 
name, but record the date, whilst others omit both.

The earliest of these short records that I have noted at 
Mahoba contains only a few words—•

Sam vat n 6 g , Phdlgumi S a d i 8  (A.D. m 2 ).
It most probably belongs to the time of Jaya Varmma 

Deva, who, we know, was reigning only four years later, in 
Samvat 1173.

A second fragment, dated in Samvat 1203, gives the name 
of the sculptor LAkhana.

A third inscription on the pedestal of a figure w'ith a shell 
symbol (Nemindth) consists of two lines, of which the lower one 
reads as follows :—

Sri MAn Madana Varmma Deva rAjyc,
Sam i2 lt, AshAdha Sudi 3, Sanau (shell),
Deva Sri Ncminatha—RupAkAra LAkhana.

A fourth inscription with a goose symbol (Sumatindth) 
consists of one long line only. It opens with the date—  

“ Samvat 1213, MAgha Sudi 5 Guran.”
No king is mentioned, and it ends with the name of the 

sculptor R&kara (for RupakAra) LAkhana
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A fifth inscription with the elephant symbol (,Ajitandth) 
consists of two lines, giving the date and the name of the 
worshipper—

“ Sam vat 1220, Jyeshtha sudi 8 Ravau : Sadhu Dcva Ga 
natasya putra Ratna PAla pranamati nityam ||”

A sixth inscription gives the name of the same worshipper 
together with those of his wife and his four sons—

1. SAnggamya sama tat putra sadhu Sri Ratna PAla |
tasya BhArya SAdhA j putra Kirtti PAla |

2. tatha Ajaya PAla | tatha Vasta PAla j tatha Tribhuvana PAIa |
pranamati nityam |

3. jita nAthayah ||
A seventh incomplete inscription belonging to the reign of 

Paramirddi Deva, consists of one long line—
Samvat 1224 AshAdha sudi 2 Ravan || (KAIa njarAdhipoti Sri Mat 

ParAmArddi DevapAd—nAm pravardhamAn a KalyAna nijaya rajyc.

21.— DAHI C O PPER-PLA TE.

About 1848 a copper-plate was obtained by Colonel Elli- 
from DAhi, 4 J miles to the east of BijAwar in BundelkhanJ 
I have not seen the plate itself, but Colonel Ellis kindly fu 
nished me with the following account of it, in which two oat 
of the four Rajas' names have certainly been misread. The 
first, which his Pandit reads as SriK an d o  Barm  Deo, must 1 
S r i Madana Varmma Deva, as he was the father of Trailok) 
Deva, and the last, whose name was read Sri Sandin Bari 
Deo, must be Srimat Vira Varmma, as he was the son of th». 
third king Bhoja Varmma, and was actually reigning in the 
very year in wrhich the copper-plate grant was made.

The "abstract translation" w'hich I received from Colonel 
Ellis is as follows : —

M Substance of a grant of Lind dated Rabbin Bysdkh Sudi fiurto, Sambat 1337 
(Sunday, A.D. taSo), written by Sri Hamim Pandit, inscribed on copper, 
from Dihi, a village 3 kos cast of Bijiwar in Bundelkhand.

u Kando Barm Deo, a descendant of the line of Atri, was a great 
prince, mighty, like a second Chandrama. H.isson, ParmArd Deo, had 
issue Trilok Barra Deo, whose son, Sandin Barm Deo, was Raja of 
K Alan jar. He was just, well versed in the Vcds, and protected his 
people with the most tender anxiety.
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“  He assembled the Brahmans, Kaycths, HarkAras, cow-hcrds, 
goat-herds, orchard-keepers, and all other classes, high and low, and 
said, 11 have this day granted the lands and waters of the village Dahi, 
with its live and dead stock, rights and privileges, and everything 
belonging to it, past, future, and present, to the great grandson of 
Magana BrAhman, the grandson of Sava, the son of Chaondc, by 
name Balbhadra Mallaya, an illustrious chief of distinguished bravery, 
who has conquered the Rajas of Nalpur, Gopal-Madhuban, Hatta, 
HAr-raj, Gopagiri, Sardhi, the Turks, and rulers from Kashmir. After 
bathing in water brought from sacred places of pilgrimage and per
forming worship to BhagwAn, Mahadeo, Suraj, and BhovAni, holding 
the kus and Ganges water in hand. I make this grant for the benefit 
(s) to be accrued (? to accrue) to my mother's, my father’s, and my 
own manes. My servants henceforward must have nothing to do 
with the village. The jangals, forests, graves, ponds, rivers, mines, 
hidden treasures, together with all privileges and rights of seignorage 
over the matmakers, banyas, siklcgars. and other inhabitants within 
its boundaries, arc included in the grant. Enjoy the gift without fear 
of molestation.’ This is followed by the usual imprecations against 
the resumers of land and the advisers of resumption, &c.''

Some time afterwards, in 1848, I saw an impression of the 
copper-plate inscription, from which I made a  transliteration 
in Roman characters. The plate contained 30 lines of about 
30 letters in each line. I then read the two doubtful names 
as Sri YAdava Varmma Deva and Sri Sandhira Varroma Deva. 
The change from Sandin of the Pandit's reading to Sandhira 
shows that the last name was Vlra, as I have now suggested.

I cannot follow in my transcript all the names read by the 
Pandit. According to my reading the gift was made to one 
MallAya of the KAsyapa gotra, the great-grandson of Bhatta 
Mahattama Sinha, the grandson of SlvAhada, and the son of 
Sri Chanda. This hero is said to have conquered the lord of 
Narwar (“  Sam a rayugdpa rdjj't d N alapurapati ") and the ruler 
of Mathura (GopAla Madhuvankddhipa), and Hariraja of 
GwAlior (Gopagiri).

I copied the date as Samvat f J 3 7 ,  Samayd Vaisdkha S u d i 
15  Ravi-dine, which agrees with the Pandit's reading of 
“  Rab-din Bysdkh Sudipuno Samvat 1337 .”  But the 15th of 
VaisAkh Sudi in Samvat 1337, or A.D. 1280, was Tuesday 
the 16th of April, and not Sunday.
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In A.D. 1280 the fort of GwAlior was in the possession of 
Balban, the Muhammadan king of Delhi.

I purpose to make enquiries for this copper-plate during 
the ensuing winter on my tour through Bundelkhand.

22.— GO BARI.

Gobari is a small village in the petty state of Mahiyar, 
9 miles to the north-east of that town and 7 miles to the east- 
south-east of Uchahara. It possesses an inscribed slab, 
27 inches high by 13 inches broad, with an inscription in large 
letters, containing a date and a king’s name. I read portions 
of it as follows:—

1. Aura! Swasti 1 Sam vat 1407,
2. Saraaye Jyesiha Su-
3. di panchami Bhaurne Go-
4. bari gramc MahArA-
5. jadhirAji Sri Vtra
6. RAja Dcva rAjyc pratha-
7. ma pancha . . 1 1 mAna
8. P an : Dcvadhara . .  . gra.
9. me.

(The remainder is too much broken to be read.)

On the left side there is a single line, as follows:— 
likhitam Sutradhira GopAla (?).

The date corresponds with Wednesday, 12th May A.D. 
1350. The Raja may possibly be the same as the Chandel 
king Yira Varmma II ; but 1 think it much more probable 
that he may be the Baghel Raja Bhairava, who was reigning 
from A.D. 1335 to 1355.

23.— RAYPUR.

Raypur is a large village in the petty state of Kothi about 
20 miles to the north of the Satna railway station, and about 
30 miles to the south-east of K&lanjar. Here Colonel Ellis 
found a large black slab, with a long inscription, dated in 
Samvat 1408 and SAke 1273, on Wednesday, the nth VaisAkh 
Sudi, during the reign of Sri Vira Deva Nripate. The date
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corresponds with Wednesday, 6th July 1351  A.D. It is within 
one year of that of the Gobari inscription last mentioned, and 
bears the name of the same Raja Vira Deva. From the prox
imity of Raypur to Kalanjar one would expect to find the 
name of one of the Chandel princes in this record. But 
there is a barren and difficult range of hills between KAlanjar 
and Raypur, whereas to the eastward the country is quite 
open to the valley of the Tons River, which flows through the 
heart of Rewa, or Baghelkhand. The existence also of another 
inscription of the same date, and bearing the same king's name 
at Gobari, which is within the Rewa territory, is very strongly in 
favour of both inscriptions to one of the Baghel Rajas. There 
is, however, no Vira in the Baghel list, while there are two 
Rajas of that name amongst the Chandel kings. There are two 
inscriptions of Vira II Chandel in Ajaygarh Fort, both dated 
in Sam vat 1372. or A.D. 1315.  It is therefore quite possible 
that he may have been reigning in A.D. 1350-51.. I have, 
accordingly, placed both the Gobari and Raypur inscriptions 
in the Chandel list for the present. I may note also that the 
Ajaygarh prince is called simply Vira Nripa, and not Vira 
Varmma. But if the Chandel dominions still extended to Go
bari so late as A.D. 1350, the B&ghel rule must have been 
confined to the country to the south of the Son River with its 
capital at BAndhogarh.

24 — TH E CHANDELA KINGDOM.

In two previous Reports I have given an account of the 
Chandela dynasty from all the materials then available. But 
later discoveries, including the inscriptions found during rriy late 
visit to KAlanjar and Ajaygarh, the two great strongholds of 
the kingdom, now enable me to offer a much fuller and more 
complete abstract of their history. I feel conscious also that 
the wider reading and the more matured judgment which 1 
now possess will justify me in making public all the informa
tion that I have now acquired.

The country held by the Chandel princes may be describ
ed as lying between the DhasAn River on the west and the 
Vindhvn Mountainson the east, and extending from the Jumna
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on the north to the sources of the KiyAn, or Ken River, on the 
south. The KiyAn River runs through the country from south 
to north, dividing it into two nearly equal portions, with the 
capital cities of Mahoba and KhajurAha in the western half 
and the great forts of KAlanjar and Ajaygarh in the eastern 
half. Within these limits it had an average length of about 
120 miles with a breadth of 100 miles, and an area of more 
than 12,000 square miles. It, therefore, comprised about one- 
half of the two British districts of Hamirpur and Banda, with 
the whole of the Native States of ChirkhAri, Chhatarpur, and 
BijAwar to the west, and Jaitpur, Ajaygarh, and Panna on the 
east. In their most palmy days the Chandels pushed their 
conquests to the Betwa River on the west, which added to 
their dominions about 5,000 square miles more.1

The revenue of the first tract of 12,000 square miles is 
now just 50 lakhs of rupees, while that of the second tract is 
about 20 lakhs, the whole being about 70 lakhs. During the 
rule of the Chandels the revenue must certainly have been 
less or, say, not more than 40 or 50 lakhs, or about half a 
million pounds sterling. But this was only during the most 
prosperous period of the Chandel rule, when their dominions 
attained their greatest extension.

It was at this time that Raja Ganda Chandel invaded 
Kanauj to punish the Rahtor king for submitting to Mahmud 
of Ghazni. When Mahmud afterwards invaded his territory 
the Chandel king is said to have brought into the field no 
less than 36,000 cavalry and 45,000 infantry, supported by 640 
elephants. The numbers are, no doubt, much exaggerated; 
but even if we reduced them by more than one-half, there 
will still remain a force of 40,000 Tften, with 300 elephants, 
which is just two-thirds of the strength of the Sikh army, as 
it was left by Ranjit Singh, and greater than that of the 
Gwalior army which opposed Lord Ellenborough.

According to the universal tradition of the country, which 
is supported by all the chroniclers, the Chandels derive their

« C h a n d e ri is g e n e ra lly  su p p o sed  to  h a v e  b e lo n ged  to the C h a n d e ls  fro m  the 
b e lie f th at it d e r iv e d  its  n am e fro m  them . B u t th e tru e  d erivation  o f the n am e 

a p p e a rs  to  h av e  been from  C h a n d ra g irL
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origin from HemAvati, daughter of HemrAj, the Brahman 
Purohit, or family-priest, of Indrajit, the GahirwAr Raja of 
Benares1—

11 HemAvati was very beautiful, and one day when she went to 
bathe in the RAti TAlAb, she was seen and embraced by Chandramd, the 
god of the moon, as he was preparing to return to the skies. HemA
vati cursed him. ' Why do you curse m e?' said ChandramA. * Your 
son will be lord of the earth, and from him will spring a thousand 
branches.1 HemAvati enquired— ‘ How shall my dishonor be effaced 
when I am without a husband?' ‘ Fear not,’ replied ChandramA. 
‘ Your son will be born on the bank of the KaraAvati R iver; then 
take him to Khajuriiya, and offer him as a gift and perform a sacrifice. 
In Mahoba he will reign, and will become a great king. He will 
possess the philosopher's stone, and will turn iron into gold. On the 
hill of KAIanjar he will build a fort. When your son is 16 years of 
age you must perform a Blitinda Jag  to wipe away your disgrace, and 
then leave Benares to live at KAIanjar/ "

According to this prophecy, HemAvati’s child, like another 
ChandramA, was born on Monday, the n th  of the waxing 
moon of Vaisakh, on the bank of the KarnAvati, the modem 
KiyAn, or Kane, River of the maps, and t he Kainas of the 
Greeks. Then ChandramA, attended by all the gods, per
formed a “ great festival "  (Mahotsava), when Vrihaspati wrote 
his horoscope, and the child was named Chandra Varmma. 
At 16 years of age he killed a tiger, when ChandramA appeared 
again to him and presented him with the philosopher’s stone, 
and taught him polity (rtijn it). Then he built the Fort of 
KAIanjar, after which he went to K harjurpur% where he per
formed a sacrifice ( j a g  or yajnya) to do away with his 
mother's shame, and built 85 temples. Then Chandravati 
RAni and all the other queens sat at the feet of HemAvati, 
and her disgrace was wiped away. Lastly, he went to Mahot
sava, or Mahoba, the place of ChandramA’s “  great festival,” 
which he made his capital.

But this popular tradition receives no support from the 
inscriptions. In the copper-plate record of Raja Dhanga 
Deva, the founder is said to be “ of the great family of Sri 
Brahmendra Muni.”  In the stone inscription of Raja Ganda

1 Arducological Survey Reports, Vol. II, pages 445 and 446.
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Deva the kings are said to be of the ChandrAtreya line, which 
agrees with the other statement, as Atri and Chandra were 
the son and grandson of BrahmA or Brahmendra. But there 
is no allusion whatever to HemAvati, the Brahman maiden, 
whose story is probably a pure fiction, invented to cover the 
equivocal origin of the ancestors of the Chandels.

In the two long inscriptions at KhajurAha the earliest name 
mentioned is that of Nannuka. In Dhanga Deva’s copper
plate the earliest name is that of his own grandfather, Marsha 
Deva, while in that of Deva Varmma Deva the earliest name 
is that of VidyAdhara Deva, the grandson of Dhanga. The 
following is the genealogy as derived from all sources:—

Chandela Rajas.

No. D»lr. Name*.

1
V i k .S

857
A .D .

800 N a n n u k a  D c v 3  .
a 8S2 8 25 V d k p a ti . . . .
3
4

. . .

S
>

2
00 00 r& E  :  :  :  :

........

i
900 H a r s h a  D e v a

(>82 9 25 Y a s o  V a rm m a  D e v a  .

7 1 0 10 95 3 D h a n g a  D e v a  . In scrip tio n , S .  1 0 1 1  a n d

8 10 5 6
1082

99 9 G a n  da D * v a
> °5 5 -

In scr ip tio n , S .  1056 .
9 10 2 5 V id y id h a r a  D e v a

lO 109 7 1040 V i ja y a  P a la  D e v a
i t 1 10 7 10 50 D e v a  V a rm m a  D e v a  . C o p p er-p late , S .  1 10 7 .
12 1 1 2 0 10 6 3 K ir tt i V a rm m a  D e v a D e'o garh  R o ck . S .  1 1 .
13 1097 H a lla k sh a n a  V a rm m a  D e v a
14 1 1 0 0 J a y a  V a rm m a  D e v a  . In scrip tio n , S . 1 1 7 3 .
15 * 177 i t a o H a lla k s h a n a  V a rm m a  D e v a
16 1 1 7 9 1 1 2 2 P rith v i V a rm m a  D e v a
>7 1 18 6 1 1 2 9 M a d a n a  V a r m m a  D e v a In scrip tio n , S .  t i8 6  to

18 12 2 a 1 16 5 P a ram flrd d i D e v a
12 2 0 .

In scrip tio n , S .  12 2 4 . K ille d

>9 >259 12 0 3 T r a ilo k y a  V a rm m a  D e v a  .
A .D .  12 0 3 .

In scrip tio n , &  12 6 0 -12 9 7 .
20 129 7 1340 V ir a  V a rm m a  1. . . . D o. S  > 3 12  to 1 3 3 7 .
2 1 >309 12 8 2 ? B h o ja  V a rm m a D o . S  13 4 5 .
2.3 >357 13 0 0 V ir a  V a rm m a  I I .  . D o . S . 13 7 2 .
23 1387 *330 S a s a n g k a  (b h u p a) . .  .

24 >4®3 13 6 0 B h itam a D e v a  . . . .

3
>447 >3 9 ° P a r a m ir d d i  « . . .
. . . 14 2 0

27 . . . >445
28 . . . >47 ° • M
2 9 . . . >4 9 S

>577 15 2 0 K ir a t  S in g h  . . . .
1O02 >545
1627 >57 0



I  now give a list of all the Chandel inscriptions at 
present known, as they form the authorities on which the 
above genealogy has been compiled—
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Chandel Inscriptions.

No Place. 6

3

Date.

Vik.S . A. D
King.

i
3

i Kilanjar . P ... 400 t Gupta character 3

a Do. Q ... 400 f Ditto . 1

3 Do. L - 600 1 At the Canes Gate . 16

4 Do. K ... 800 t Cdl near Nilkanth . 4

5 Khajuriha ... — 800 • ? . | Buddhist creed . Ml

6 Do. . . A 940 885
r  •

j Colossal statue of Hanumi 3

7 Do. . . D ... 900 , Hanha Deva Broken slab , •3

8 ! Do. . C ■ oil 954 Dhanga Deva . Loose slab in temple 38

9 Do. . D — ... - 4—•— ...

to Do. . F. ... ......

ii Nanyaura ... 1055 998 Dh&nga Deva G»pper-plate, Bengal Asia
tic Society’s Journal, 1S78 M

■a Khajurah F 1056 999 Ganda Deva Loose slab in temple 33
Do. . . G 1058 1001 ... Sri Kokala—loose slab 33

«4 Do. . . H 1085 1038 . . J Colossal figure of S4ntinJUh »

•5 Nanyaura ... 1107 1050 Deva Varmma Deva Coppci-platc, Bengal Asia
tic Society'* Journal, 1878 •9

16 Khajuriha J (III •054 ... Left-door jamb, Jain Temple 11

*7 Do. K 1143 10S5 Ml Bull-symbol statue of Adi- 
nath . . . . ...

18 Dcogarh . ... «»54 1097 Kiitti Varmma . On rock . . . . 8

«9 Khajuriha L 1161 1104 - Corner temple of Lakshmi-
Ml

30 Mahoba . A ... Kirtti Varmma . ldgih wall—incomplete . •7

ai Ajaygarh . P ... Ditto . Rock outside gale . 4

33 Mahoba . B 1169 ilia ... Fragment •

*3 Khajuriha M i »73 1116 Jay a Varoima Under Garnla's inscription 
No. 13 .  . . 3

34 Do.. . N " 7 4 1117 - Kunwar Math, on Kurar 
Nala . . . . a

35 (ilanjar . A 1186 1139 j kladana Varmma 8
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Chandel Inscriptions— contd.

Date.

No. Place. King. •

I Vik.S. A.D. 8
□

36 KAlanjar . . U 11S7 • •30 ... — 4

*7 Do. . C itSS ••3 « ... — 9

38 Augisi • ... 1153 • •3 « Mariana Varmma Copper-plate, Bengal Aga
ric Society’s JaumaJ, 1878 •9

29 K Alan jar . • D 1192 • •35 ... Thakur Nrbingb, statue of 
Naraingh . . 8

30 Do. . E • •94 • •37 ... Cave near Nilkanth 7

3 ‘ Do. . F • •95 • .38 ... Rock to north of Nilkanth 31

32 Mahoba . • C • soy • 14® ••• ...

33 KhajurAha O • 205 •«4» - •* •

34 BArigarh . • - 1207 • •50 Pedestal of naked standing 
figure . . . . ...

35 Ajaygarh . • A 1208 1*5* • M *••••« •8

36 Mahoba . . D 1311 • •54 ... Statue of Neminlth . 3

37 KhajurAha • P 1312 •155 ViranAth-Sculptor KumAr 
Singh . . . . ...

38 Mahoba . . E • 313 1156 Mariana Varmma Figure of SumatkAth -

39 KhajurAha . Q •215 1158 Ditto Figure of SambhunSth ...

40 Do. R • 320 1163 - Statue of Ajitanith -

41 Mahoba . • F 1223 1 *65 M- -

42 KAlanjar . • C • 323 1165 ~ Pavement of Nilkanth 
Temple . . 3

43 Mhuu . ... Mariana V'arrnina Asiatic Researches, Vol. XII • •••

44 Mahoba . • G • 334 • 167 ParatnArddi Deva On pedestal with figure* . '

45 KhajurAha S •334 ••77 — Jain figure . . . -

4® A j ay gar h . • B • 337 nSo - ... -

47 Madanpar . ... 1239 1182 ParamArdrii Deva Small temple . -

4* Mahoba . . H 1340 1183 Ditto . Wan of fort .  ,  . -

49 Do. • J ... - Nearly square fragment .

50 Ajaygarh . . C •243 11S6 ... • •• 8

3 « KAlanjar . • H •358 1201 ParamArdrii Deva Bengal Asiatic Society's 
journal, Vol. XVII, p. 316 33

53 BagrAri . Ditto In 3 pieces, hank c( lake . 24

Ajaygarh . • 369 1313 0
53 •
54 Do. • E •31a •255 Vira Varmma 55
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Cliandel Inscriptions— contd.

No. Place.
i
5

Datk.
King.

Vik.S A.D. J
55 KAIanjar . J ... ... Viia Varmma Yellow alalxirca, A.D. 125 3 '

56 Ajaygxrh . . F •335 1263 ... ... • ••

57 Do. G •337 12S0 Vira Varmma . ... 31

58 DAM ... •337 1280 Dido . Copper-plate, Colonel Ellis 30

59 Ajaygarb . H •345 1288 Bhoja Varmma . Bengal Asiatic Society's 
Journal, 1837, page 885 .

60 Da I ... ... m Without date, long lines . 2

61 Do. .  . J •H - Bhoja Varmma . Large letters, long inscrip
tion . . . . •3

62 Do. K • 34* 12S9 Ditto , ... 11

63 Do. . . L •349 1292 ... Over a female figure 3

64 Do. . . M •3 " *3»4 — Upper round step of temple 2

65 Do. N •3?3 • 3 '5 *~ Almost illegible from white
wash . . . . 12

66 Do.  . . O »37» •3*5 Vira Nripa Pillar of gateway . •5

67 KAIanjar .  . ... •373 •3*5 — •••

68 Gobari ... 1407 1350 Vira Raja Deva . ... ...

69 Raypur . . 1408 •351 Ditto . and SasAngka Bhlipa •H

To Bachon . ... •433 •37* Bhilama Deva . ... ...

7 ' KAsin .  . ... 1466 •409 ParamArddi M.

73 Kulanjar . •M ... •ft Outside the LAI DarwAra . 16

Of the first three kings in the list, nothing whatever is relat
ed save the fact of their reigns.

To No. 4 Rdhila, the chronicles assign the erection of a 
very fine temple, now in ruins, at the village of RAhilya, 2 miles 
to the south-west of Mahoba. As he was the great-grand
father of Dhanga Deva, his reign cannot be placed later than 
75 years (or three generations) prior to the accession of Dhanga, 
or from 875 to 900 A.D.

Of No. 5, Harsha Deva, we learn that his wife was named 
Kaneshuka, and that their son was

No. 6, Yaso Varmma Deva, whose wife was NarmraA DevA.— 
A great part of the earliest and longest of the KhajurAha
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inscriptions, dated in Sanivat io n ,  or A.D. 954, is taken up 
with an account of his reign. His son, Dhanga, is mentioned in 
line 25, and the date is given, both in words and in figures, in 
the 28th or last line.

No. 7.— Dhanga Deva is celebrated as the builder of a 
temple of Siva, in which was enshrined an emerald lingam, and 
also a stone image of the god. He is recorded to have lived 
more than 100 years (jiv itw a  sarad&m sat am samadhikam), 
when he drowned himself at the junction of the Ganges and 
Jumna Rivers. His copper-plate is dated in Samvat 1055, or 
A.D. 998; and as the great stone inscription at Khajur&ha, 
which records his death, is dated in the following year, his 
son’s accession may be placed in Samvat 1056, or A.D. 999.

No. 8.— Ganda Deva, the son of Dhanga, was the conqueror 
of Kanauj in A.D. 1020, and the opponent of Mahmud of 
Ghazni in 1021. He is called Nanda Deva and Beda Deva 
by the Muhammadan historians, both easy corruptions of 
Ganda in Persian characters. The mere omission of the 
markas, or the substitution of a point, would have changed 

Ganda into Nanda, or even into Beda. The
beginningof Ganda's reign would appear to have been disturbed 
by an invasion of the Kalachuri King Kokkala, as there is an 
inscription of Sri Kokkala in one of the temples, dated in Sam
vat 1058, or A.D. 1001. It seems more probable, however, 
that Kokkala was only a private individual, as the inscription 
does not give him the title of king, but calls him simply Srim at 
Kokkala.

Nos. 9 and 10 .— Of these two nothing is recorded.
No. / / .— Deva Varmma Deva is known only from a copper

plate inscription, translated by Mr. V. Smith.1 It is dated in 
Samvat 1107, or A.D. 1050. He is called KAlanjarAdhipati, 
or “  Lord of KAlanjar,”  and is expressly stated to be the son 
of No. 1 1, or Vijaya PAla Deva. We learn also that his mother 
was named Bhuvana Devi.

No. 12 .— Kirtti Varmma Deva was the brother of Deva 
Varmma. His reign was probably a long one, as we have his 
inscription from Deogarh dated in Samvat 1154, or A.D. 1097,

' See Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal, tSjS. page 82.

84



just 47 years later than his brother’s copper-plate.1 To him is 
attributed the construction of the Kirat S&gar at Mahoba.and 
there are several broken inscriptions which bear his name, but 
they are unfortunately without date. There are also gold 
coins inscribed with his name Srim ad K ir  H i Vartnma Deva. 
Apparently Kirtti Varmma was one of the most powerful of 
the Chandel kings. His territory extended to the south, 
down to the great fort of Deogarh on the Betwa, to the south
west of Lalitpur. At his court was performed the curious 
drama, named Prabodha Chandrodaya, or “  Rise of the Moon 
of Intellect,”  composed by Krishna Misra. In the prologue 
to this work he is represented as having been at war with the 
powerful Kama (the Kalachuri Prince of Chedi); but the 
enemies of the king having been destroyed, the administration 
of government is entrusted to his celebrated ministers, and 
having entered on the road of peace, he commanded the 
manager to act the "  Rise of the Moon of Intellect.” Kirtti 
Varmma was the contemporary of Bhoja of Mahva and of 
Bhima Deva of GujarAt, as well as of Kama Kalachuri of 
DAhal or Chedi.

No. / j .— Hallakshana, Varmma Deva, was
the son of Kirtti Varmma. In one inscription he is called 
Sulakshana. To him is ascribed a great victor)' in Antarbed, 
or the Doab of the Ganges and Jumna. He is called Hallak
shana on his coins, of which I have specimens both in gold 
and in copper.

No. 14 , Ja y a  Varmma Deva.— The British Museum has 
a silver coin of this prince from the Prinsep collection, and 
I possess seven of his copper coins. He restored the long in
scription in the temple of Siva, in which the emerald lingam had 
been enshrined by Raja Dhanga. The original inscription, 
which had been written in Kirnakshara characters, or 0 bent 
letters,”  he restored in Kumard&kar&ni, or 11 beautiful charac
ters,”  in the Samvat year 1173 , or A.D. 1 116 .

No. 1 5, Ja y a , was succeeded by his brother Hallakshana, 
or Sallakshana II., who could not have reigned for more than 
a year or two.

1 See Archeological Survey, Vol. X. r. 103.
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No. 16 , P riih v i Varmma.— Of him nothing is recorded; 
but I possess four of his copper coins. He was succeeded by 
his son,

No. r j , Madana Varmma Deva.— His reign was a long 
one, as we possess inscriptions of various dates, beginning with 
Samvat 1186, or A.D. 1129, down to 1220, orA.D. 116 3 . He 
made the beautiful lake of Madan SAgar at Mahoba with its 
two temples. Of his coins I possess two large and four small 
specimens in gold, and one in copper. In one of the inscriptions 
it is said that ** he in an instant defeated the Kir.g of Gurjara, 
as Krishna in former times defeated Kansa.1 "  During his 
reign the Chandel kingdom probably attained its greatest 
extent and prosperity.

No. 18 , Param &rddi Dev a, or Parm dl.—The annalists 
interpose a second Kirtti Varmma as the son and successor 
of Madana; but as I have found no other trace of him, I doubt 
their accuracy. ParamArddi, or ParmAl, or ParmAlik, was cer
tainly on the throne in Samvat 1224, or A.D. 1116 , or only 
four years later than the last of Madana Varmma's inscrip
tions. ParamArddi had a long and eventful reign. Accord
ing to the annalists, he lost his kingdom because he was 
not a Varmma, as his predecessors had been. But the title 
of Varmma is first found in the inscriptions with Deva 
Varmma, the 12th R a ja ; and we now know that at least 
four of ParamArddi’s successors bore the name of Varmma, 
so that the title did not die with him.

Early in his reign, or in Samvat i239 = A .D . 1172 , Para- 
mArddi was attacked and conquered by the famous ChauhAn 
Prince Prithivi Raja, whose inscriptions at Madanpur I have 
already made known* After his defeat the dominions of Par- 
amArddi were limited by the DhasAn River on the west, and by 
the BijAwar and Panna Hills on the south. But he still held 
Mahoba and KhajurAha to the west of the KiyAn or Ken 
River, and KAlanjar and Ajaygarh to the east. A copper
plate inscription at Rewa, dated in Samvat 1297—* A.D. 1240, 
with the name of Trailokya Varmma Deva, would seem to show

1 Bengal Asiatic Society’s Journal, 1848, page 319. •
* ArcharoIoRical Survey Reports. Vol. IX.



that the Chandel kingdom had been extended to the east
ward by the defeat of the Kalachuris. His earliest inscrip
tion is dated in Samvat 1224, or A.D. 1167, and his latest in 
Samvat 1240, or A.D. 1183. But we know that his reign 
continued for 20 years longer, down to A.D. 1203, when 
he was besieged in KAlanjar by Kutb-ud-din Aibak. He 
made arrangements for surrendering the fort, but was mur
dered by his minister, who, after a few’ days’ further defence, 
was obliged to surrender by the failure of the water, on 
27th April, A.D. 1203. The minister was killed and the 
fortress was occupied by the Muhammadans, who desecrated 
the temples and raised mosques in their places. But the 
fortress was soon recovered by the Hindus, and probably 
remained in their possession for some time.

No. ig .— Trailokya Varmma Deva was the son and suc
cessor of ParamArddi. There is an inscription of this Raja 
in the fort of Ajaygarh, dated in Samvat 1269, or A.D. 1212 . 
When or how he recovered KAIanjar is not knowrn ; but he 
was in full possession in A.H. 6 31, or A.D. 1233, when the 
troops of Iltitmish, King of Delhi, under the command of 
Nusrat-ud-din T&yasi, invaded the territory of KAlanjar for 
the purpose of plunder. The country must have been rich, 
as the invader returned with one hundred and twenty-five 
iAkhs of some coin unnamed, but which w'as probably 
dirhems.

No. 20.— Vira Varmma Deva /. wras the son and suc
cessor of Trailokya. Of his reign there are three stone in
scriptions, dated respectively in Samvat 13 13 , 1325, and 1337, 
or A.D. 1256, 1268, and 1280. There was also a copper
plate of his time, dated in Samvat 1337, which was in 
the possession of Colonel R . R. Ellis, and which was lost 
in the mutiny. His name was read as Sri Sandin Barm 
Deo by Colonel Ellis’ pandit, for which I guessed Sri 
Sandhira Varmma D eva;1 but which I now see must have 
been Sri Mad Vira Varmma Deva.

No. 2 1 .— Vira was succeeded by his son Bhoja Varmma 
Deva, of whom we possess a notice in a long inscription dated

• A rch aeo logical S u r v e y , V o l. I I ,  p . 4 5 5 .
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in Samvat 1345, or A.D. 1288. This inscription records the 
genealogy of NAna, the minister of the Chandrdtreya line, 
that is, of the Chandel princes. He sent his horse to Bhoja 
Varmma, who is apparently "the newly-appointed royal 
Lakshmi," whom Nona’s father had supplicated (verse 27). 
The inscription itself is now in the Indian Museum in 
Calcutta. It is written in the well-known square charac
ters of the later Chandel princes, which in this record are 
called chitra-varna, or ornamented letters.

There is a long inscription of Bhoja Varmma himself near 
the Ashta Sakti figures at the Terhauni Gate of the Ajaygarh 
Fort. It is cut in the rock, and measures 7 feet by 2 feet 
4 inches. It contains 15 lines in large chitra-varna charac
ters. The genealogy of the prince is given, beginning with 
Kirtti Varmma.

No. 22.— The successor of Bhoja Varmma was apparently 
a second Vira Varmma. There are two inscriptions, dated in 
Samvat 1372, or A.D. 13 15 , in one of which I find the name 
Vira Nripa, and in a third inscription of apparently the same 
date a Vira Varmma is mentioned.

No. 2J.— The name of SasAngka-bhApa is found in an in
scription near Raypur, in the Koti District, 24 miles to the 
south-east of KAlanjar. The inscription has 23 lines, but it 
is much injured in the middle. I have not seen i t ; but my 
information is derived from an impression taken by one of 
Colonel Ellis’ servants. In the 10th line I find the name of 
Sri Vira Raja Nripa, and in the 21st line the name of SAsangka- 
bhftpa. The date is given very fully as Samvat 1408 varshe 
Sake 1273, Ashadha sudi 11 BudhavAsare divasa, or Wednes
day, 6th July, A.D. 1351. The absence of the name of Varmma 
might be supposed to show that SasAngka was not a Chandel. 
But in this very inscription the name of Vira Raja occurs 
without Varmma. We know, also, that the name of Varmma 
was certainly discarded by the later Chandel princes, as the 
Raja of KAlanjar who opposed Sher Shah was named Kirat 
Singh.

No. 24.— The name of Bhilama Deva RAja is found in a 
short inscription at Bachon, near the left bank of the KiyAn or
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Ken River, 15 miles from Ajaygarh. There is no direct proof 
that he was a Chandel prince, but the near vicinity of Bachon 
to the great Chandel stronghold of Ajaygarh makes it almost 
certain that it must have formed part of the Chandel domi
nions. The inscription is dated in Samvat 1433 and Sake 
1298, both equivalent to A.D. 1376.

No. 2 5 .—The name of ParamArddi-mahipateh is found in 
an inscription at RAsin, which is dated in Samvat 1466, or 
A.D. 1409, on Saturday, the 7th of the wraxing moon of 
Chaitra, or Saturday, the 23rd March 1409. The reign of 
Param&rddi II. may be assigned to “the year 1390 to 1420 
A.D.

Nos. 26, 2 J ,  28, 2Q.— I have found no trace of the names 
of the Rajas who must have reigned from A.D. 1420 to 1520. 
During this period there would have been only four genera
tions, but there may have been as many as six or eight 
reigns.

N o. jo .— Kirat Singh was the last actual Raja of KAlanjar. 
He was besieged by Sher Shah, and was put to death by 
IslAm Shah after the capture of the fort in A.D. 1545. He 
was almost certainly the father of the famous Princess Durga- 
vati, the Queen of Dalapati, the Gond Raja of Garha Man- 
dala, who reigned from A.D. 1530 to 1548. With Raja 
Kirat Singh and his heroic daughter Durgavati the Chandel 
sovereignty came to an end, after a brilliant career of seven 
centuries and a half, from A.D. 800 to 1545 and 1563.

The fort of Kalanjar was acquired by Akbar in A.H. 977, or 
A.D. 1569, and it remained in the hands of the Mughals until 
the time of the great Bundela Chief Chhatra Sdl. It was 
held by his descendants until A.D. 18 12 , when it was sur
rendered to the British Government.

The latest Khajuraha inscription is of ParamArddi Deva, 
with the date of Samvat 1234, or A.D. 117 7 , in the early part of 
his reign. When the Muhammadans invaded the country of 
the Chandels, they at first made their head-quarters at 
Kalanjar; but after the Hindus had recovered the fortress the 
Muhammadans retained Mahoba and the plain country to the 
west of the Kiyan or Ken River, which included the old
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religious capital of KhajurAha. It is no doubt on this account 
that no Hindu inscriptions are to be found either in Kha
jurAha, or Mahoba, after the Muhammadan conquest. There 
is a  masjid in Mahoba, with an inscription of Tughlak Shah 
of D elhi; and KhajurAha (or KajarrA) was visited by Ibu 
Batuta in A.H. 743, or A.D. 1342 during the reign of 
Muhammad. He mentions the temples and the jogis with 
matted hair, who were attended by numbers of Musalmans 
who were desirous to learn their secrets.

From the above abstract we learn that the Chandel rajas 
were in possession of the fortress of KAlanjar for about four 
centuries, or from A.D. 800 to 1203, when the place was 
captured by Kutb-ud-din Aibak. It was soon re-captured by 
the Hindus, and must have remained in their possession for 
some time, as several attempts were shortly after made by 
the Muhammadans to re-take it. But the power of the 
Chandels was broken, and many of them left their country to 
seek safety and independence beyond the reach of the Moslem 
domination. Thus the present Chandel Rajas of Handurand 
Kahalur (near Simla) trace their descent from emigrants from 
Mahoba in the beginning of the 13th century of the Christian 
era. A large body also marched eastwards and sought 
refuge in the wild country near Bardhi, where the Son River 
breaks through the Kaimur and Vindhya ranges of hills. 
But the great body of the people still remained in their native 
country of Jejahuti with their capital of Ajaygarh. Their 
power seems to have gradually declined until the province 
was finally annexed to the Mughal empire by Akbar in A.H. 
977, or A.D. 1569.

25.— M AP OF N.-W. IN DIA b y  PTO LEM Y.
In attempting to identify the cities and peoples of ancient 

India mentioned by Pliny and Ptolemy, it is startling to find 
how very few names have been preserved to the present day. 
The names of the rivers have mostly remained unchanged, as 
the Ganges and the Jomanes (or GangA and JamunA), and 
even smaller streams at the Tamasis (Tamasa or Tons), the 
Cainas (Ken or KiyAn) and the Sonus (or Son). The great
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provinces of Indo-Scythia and the Kaspiraei were, no doubt, 
occupied by the Sakas and Kush&ns. The territory of the 
latter, according to Ptolemy, included Modura, or Mathura, and 
their coins and inscriptions are still found there in considerable 
numbers. But to the east of the Kaspiraei we find the terri
tories of Sandrabatis, the Bolingae, and the Poruari, between 
the Ganges and Vindius Mans, or the Vindhya Mountains, 
with the Son River on the east; while to the south are the 
Phullitae, the Kondali, the Bettigi, the Adisathri, and the 
Sorae Nomades— not one of whom has yet been identified. I 
will now examine these names in succession, in the hope that 
I may be able to throw a few rays of light on this dark 
quarter of Indian geography.1

Sandrabatis.— This district is bounded on the west by the 
Kaspiraei, whose territory' included Modura, or the holy city 
of Mathura of the present day. To the south lay the Vin
dhya Mountains, and to the east the Tamasis, or Tons River. 
With these landmarks I venture to guess that the province 
of Sandrabatis derived its name from the Charmanvati, or 
Chambal River, and that it comprised the whole of the country 
lying between the Chambal and the Tons Rivers, thus includ
ing the northern half of the present Gwalior territory, with 
the whole of Bundelkhand and a strip of Rewa.

The towns of Sandrabatis mentioned by Ptolemy are— 
1, Tamasis; 2, Kuraporina; 3, Empalathra; and 4, Nadubanda- 
gar.

The first of these may, I think, be identified with the 
famous hill of KManjar, which, before it was fortified, was well 
known as the favourite abode of TapasTvis, or “  Ascetics.”  H.
H. Wilson says that it is mentioned in the Vedas, and that it 
was one of the Tapasya-sthdnas% or “ spots adapted to prac
tices of austere devotion.”  By a very slight change the Greek 
Tamasis may be read as Tapasis.

The second name, Kuraporina, as I have already suggest
ed, may possibly be a  corruption of Khajurapura by the sim
ple elision of the letter j-, thus making Khurapura.* It was the

* See Plate X X IV  for Ptolemy's Map of India, south of the Jumna.
* According to Vararuchi. the letter j might be elided.
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capital of the country in the time of Abu-RihAn, and it still 
possesses the largest and finest collection of rich and stately 
temples in Northern India.

The third name, Em palathra, is a difficult one. I think that 
it may be Mahoba, of which the full name is Mahotsava- 
nagara.

The fourth name, Nadubandagar, is even more difficult. I 
think that it may be intended for Nalapura-dOrgga, or Narwar, 
as it stood on the high road leading from Modura to Kura- 
pomia, which agrees exactly with the position of Narwar. 
The fort is said to be as old as the time of Raja Nala, from 
whom it derived its name.

The district of the Bolingee is placed to the east of 
Sandrabatis, and to the north of the Vindhya Mountains. 
It corresponds generally with the present state of Rewa, of 
which the earliest inhabitants are said to have been the 
BAlands, or BAlandas. They were first driven northward by 
the Kalachuris and afterwards by the Chandels, until they 
reached the Ganges. They have left their name in the towrn 
of Balwaniya, 35 miles to the south-south-east of Mirzapur. 
Mr. Carlleyle also suggests that Ptolemy’s fort of Balanti- 
purgon, which I have identified with Bandho-garh, may have 
derived its name from the BAlands. BAlandi-garh would be the 
natural name for their capital, and BAndhogarh would be a 
natural abbreviation of the name.

Only two towns are mentioned as belonging to the Bolingas. 
They are named— 1, Sagabaza, and 2, Bardaotis. The first 
seems to suit the position of NAgodh, an old town belonging 
to the ParihAr Raja of Uchahara.

The second place, Bardaotis, I have already identified 
with Bharhut, where I discovered the remains of a grand 
St&pa, surrounded with a richly carved railing representing 
many of the principal events in the life of Buddha, as well as 
a large number of the jAtakas, or former births of Buddha. 
These sculptures are known to belong to the and century 
before the Christian era, from the style of the characters used 
in their descriptive titles.1 *

* See my St&pa of Bharhut for a discussion on'the date.
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To the south of the Bolingae, Ptolemy places the Poruart 
with their three towns, named Bridam a , Tholobana, and 
M alaita. The people I take to be the P artlidr RAjputs, who 
have occupied this part of the country from a very early date. 
I have already mentioned the ParihAr Raja of Uchahara, who 
traces his lineage up to a remote period. As the ParihArs 
are said to have been subjected by the Kalachuris, they were 
probably in possession of the country before the Kalachuri 
conquest of KAlanjar, and the establishment of the Chedi, or 
Kalachuri era, in 249 A.D.

The first town, Bridam a, I would identify with Bilahari, an 
old town which possesses many ruins of the early Kala
churi princes. The second town, Tholobona, I would identify 
with BahuHband, a very old town, with a number of Gupta 
temples in its neighbourhood. Perhaps the name may have 
been altered from Bolobana, which would be a very close 
approach to Bahuriband, or Boriband, as it is quickly pro
nounced.

The third town, Malaita, I would identify with Multai, an 
old town 30 miles to the north-east of Jabalpur, where some 
old copper-plate inscriptions have been found.

Still further to the south Ptolemy places the P h u llita  and 
the A'ottdali, whose country is described as Pars Phul- 
lit  arum. Phullitac I take to be a Greek name descriptive of 
the Patna Savaras, or “  leaf-clad Savaras," one of the most 
powerful of the aboriginal races in the early centuries of the 
Christian era. Their only town was Agara, which may per
haps be identified with SAgar.

To the west of the Phullitae were the Parapiotae, with a 
single town, Adisathra, which I would identify with Bidisa, or 
Besnagar, one of the oldest towns to the north of the NarbadA.
It is happily situated in the fork at the junction of the Besali 
and Betwa Rivers.

To the east of the Phullitae and to the south of the 
Poruart, Ptolemy places the country of the Adisathri with 
their capital, named Sageda Metropolis. The Adisathri I 
would identify with the people of Chattisgarh. If this be 
correct, their capital must be looked for at Sirpur on the
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MahAnadi River. Their other town, named Balantupurgon, is, 
most probably, the curious hill city described by the Chinese 
pilgrims Fa Hian and Hwen Thsang. The latter calls it Po- 
lo-mo-lo-ki-li, or Paramala-giri, and says that its name meant 
the “  black peak." K ilt ox g irt  is certainly a hill, but the 
only word resembling Polomolo, with reference to blackness, is 
bhramara, or the great "  black bee." Another Chinese writer 
says that the word meant“  coral beads,”  which would be PalA- 
mAlA, or coral necklace, in Sanscrit. A third Chinese author 
says that the city was named P a-la i, or “  situated on a height." 
This would point to bala, or ballet, which is the Korku, or 
Kolian, term for a hill: male also means a hill in several of the 
aboriginal dialects. Any of these names might be identified 
with Ptolemy’s Balantt-purgon, supposing that the term 
meant “  a hill fort." The position of the city described by the 
Chinese writers from hearsay has not yet been ascertained.

To the south of all these were the B ettig i on the west, 
and the Sora Nomades on the east. The former I would 
identify with the people of Vdkdtaka, or Bdridak, and the 
latter with the Savaras of South Chattisgarh. The Rajas of 
VAkAtaka were contemporary with the Guptas, and I have 
lately found an inscription of Prithivi Sena, one of their early 
kings, showing that their power once extended to Khutara, 
only 20 miles to the south-west of NAgodh.

The Sorce Nomades I take to be the pure aboriginal race of 
Savaras or Sauras, and their chief town Sora A rcati regia 
must have been named after them. They still extend from the 
MahAnadi down to the sea-coast of Ganjam.. I think that 
Sora may be identified with Savari-NArAyan on the MahAnadi 
River. It is a famous place of pilgrimage, and lies on the 
high road from BilAspur to JagannAth. It is about 35 miles 
to the south-west of BilAspur and 75 miles to the north-east 
of Raypur. The people of the present day refer its name to 
the woman Savari, who is connected with the legendary history 
of RAma. The term A rcati regia may perhaps refer to the 
temple of the sun (arka), which is apparently the oldest build
ing now existing at Savari-NArAyan. The temple now holds 
a figure of Vishnu, but its original dedication to the Sun god
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is attested by a figure of the god being placed over the 
middle of the entrance doorway. There is a ruined site close 
to GhAzipur, which is still called Sui'ri-ka-rAj, which is said to 
have received its name from the Sui'rs or Savaras, and which 
at once recalls the Savari or Suari-NArAyan on the MahAnadi.

26.— NACHNA, OR KUTHARA.

The small village of Nachna is situated 2 miles to the 
west of the town of Ganj, which is 25 miles to the south-east 
of Panna, and 15 miles to the south-west of NAgodh. The 
place lies in the southern extremity of the Ajaygarh territory, 
and it was from the Raja himself that I first heard of the 
ruined temples near Ganj. The little village of NAchna stands 
on a clearing made by a party of twenty families of Kols in the 
beginning of the present century. The spot is covered with 
bricks, and there are many remains of brick buildings on the 
road from Ganj to NAchna. The people say that Kftthara 
was a great city in former times, and that it was the capital 
of the king of the country. The site of NAchna is still called 
KhAs KAthara. In the early history of the Bundelas it is re
corded that Sohan PAl, the fourth in descent from Pancham, 
the founder of the family, captured K&tharagarh about the 
middle of the 15th century.

Lakhura is the name of the ground outside the fort of 
KAthara. It was called Lakhura, or LakhAwara, because the 
Raja had planted there one lakh of mango trees, and had 
also fed one lakh of Brahmans. There is said to be a tunnel 
from the fort of KAthara to the Satna or Gorena Nala, which 
flows past NAchna, and joins the KiyAn or Ken River, 1 1  miles 
to the south-west of Ganj.

In the Atlas map of India the name of the village is erro
neously written as Narhua, instead of NAchna. The whole way 
from Ganj lies through jungle, chiefly of dhAk trees, from 
which the Kols collect gum for sale. There are many pdn 
gardens near Ganj, which is a sure sign of an old Hindu city. 
The position in the entrance of a valley had the great advan
tage of offering a safe retreat into the recesses of the Vindhya 
Hills on the east, west, and south, in case of attack.
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There are two temples still standing at NAchna, one named 
after the goddess PArvati, although at present it possesses no 
statue; the other named Chaturmukh MahAdeva, after the 
colossal four-faced lingam, which is still enshrined inside.

The temple of PArvati is one of the most curious and 
interesting shrines that I have seen. It is curious from the 
conventional imitation of rock-work on all the outer faces of 
its walls. It is especially interesting, as it seems to preserve 
the old fashion of the temples cut in the rock. The figures 
on the outer walls and on the doorway are all in the Gupta 
style of sculpture. The entrance doorway has the figures 
of the Ganges and Jumna standing on their respective sym
bols, the crocodile and tortoise. And, lastly, all the roofs are 
flat, like those of known Gupta temples at SAnchi, Eran, and 
Tigowa.

The PArvati Temple is a building of two storeys. It is 
nearly square, 15 feet 9 inches by 15 inches in plan, with plain 
perpendicular wralls. The lower storey is surrounded by a 
roofed cloister upwards of 5 feet wide, which is closed, except 
in front of the entrance door, by a wall, 3 feet thick. In front 
of the entrance there is an open, unroofed court, nearly 12 feet 
square, which is reached by a flight of steps, 4^ feet in height.

The upper storey is quite plain both inside and outside. 
It was covered by a flat roof of apparently three slabs. These 
are still on the top of the walls, but are much tilted and out 
of position. The joints were covered as in the known Gupta 
temples. The doorway is on the west, and the chamber is 
lighted by two trellises, one in each side wall. These are 
formed simply by tw'O plain loop holes, one on each side.

The doorway of the lower storey is very richly carved with 
human figures in pairs on each jamb, ending with small statues 
of the Ganges and Jumna. The figures are all of the Gupta 
period, and are much superior to all mediaeval sculpture, both 
in the ease and gracefulness of their attitudes, as well as in 
the real beauty of the forms. The hair of the male figures is 
arranged in the same fashion as that of the Gupta kings on 
their coins, with rows of curls, like the wig of a judge. There 
are no obscene figures.

9 6
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The sanctum is dimly lighted on each side by a stout 
trellis of simple square holes, which receives its light from 
another trellis in the cloister wall opposite. In the middle of 
each of the outer faces there is a large trellis, with two homed 
lions and two men. On one side the trellis has four small 
pillars, with three openings, each pillar being ornamented with 
a human figure.

The outer faces of the walls (excepting only the upper 
room) are carved to imitate rock-work. A few figures are 
introduced, as well as a few lions or bears lying in holes or 
caves in the rock-work.

Inside there is a pedestal w’ith a mortice hole for the re
ception of the tenon of a statue. This has been pushed to 
one side by some treasure hunter who dug up the floor.

In the accompanying plates' I have given a plan and 
elevation of this curious temple, with a sketch of one of the 
pilasters, and two of the peculiar ornaments on the lintel of the 
doorway. All these belong to the Gupta style, as shown in 
the temples at Eran and Udayagiri. There is no inscription, 
and not even a  single letter or mason’s mark could be found 
on any of the stones. But the Gupta style of the figures, 
the returns at the ends of the door lintel for the reception of 
statues, the prominence given to the figures of the Ganges 
and Jumna, all point to a very early period. There is an 
inscription on a loose slab lying at Lakhuria which also cer
tainly belongs to the Gupta period; and as Lakhuria forms part 
of the old capital of Ktithara , the record most probably belongs 
to some one of the old buildings. The inscription is written 
in the peculiar box-headed characters of the VAkAtaka copper
plates, which is also found in the Eran inscription of Samudra 
Gupta, and in the Udayagiri inscription of Chandra Gupta II. 
This peculiar character was. .therefore, in use during- the 3rd 
century of the Christian era. But the inscription itself gives 
the name of one of the VAkAtaka princes, Prithivi Sena, as 
suzerain, in conjunction with that of VyAghra Deva, the local 
sovereign. Now VyAghra was the father of JayanAth, whose 
inscriptions are dated in the years 174 and 177 of the Gupta

• Plate* X X V  and X X V I,
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era. VyAghra therefore must have been reigning about 140 
and 150 of the Gupta era, or about A.D. 300 according to my 
reckoning. He was, accordingly, a contemporary of Skanda 
Gupta. The temple may not be so old as the inscription; 
but, as it is undoubtedly of the Gupta period, it may perhaps 
be referred to about A.D. 400 with some degree of certainty.

The inscription, which is irregularly cut on a rough slab, 
consists of four lines on the face of the stone and two lines on 
the side or edge. But these two side lines are only a repeti
tion of the inscription on the face. In the middle of the face 
there is a record as follows1 :—

1. VAkAtakAnam MahAraja Sri
2. Prithivi Sena pAdAnudyAto
3. VyAghra Deva mAta pitro punyabhi (?)
4. Kritam-iti.

The side inscription is incomplete; but it was certainly 
only a repetition of the record on the face. The work which * 
it refers to was done by VyAghra Deva, the tributary of Sri 
Prithivi Sena, MahAraja of VAkAtaka.

The other temple, called Chaturmukh MahAdeva, is quite 
different in style, although its doorway is similar to that of the 
PArvati Temple. It is a square building, 1 1 }  feet inside and 
i6 J feet outside. It has a tall spire, with slightly curved sides, 
and is now about 40 feet high. It stands on a raised plat
form, like that of the old temple at Deogarh. There are four 
broken figures of lions lying outside, each trampling on a 
bear. They probably flanked the staircases of the platform. 
In the middle of each side there is a stout stone lattice, sur
mounted by a couple of niches holding figures. There are 
also side niches; but these are now empty, with the exception 
of a standing figure of BrahmA with four arms. All the figures 
are draped. Inside, there is a colossal lingam, 4 feet 8 inches 
in height, with a large head, with a most elaborate head-dress 
on each of the four faces. The heads are all perfect; and 
this is sufficient evidence to prove that the temple could never 
have been seen by the idol-breaking Muhammadans. In fact, 
the two temples occupy such a secluded position in a jungly

98
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valley, far from any main road, that they have hitherto escaped 
the notice of English travellers. The Chaturmukh Temple 
must be considerably later than the other, and is probably not 
older than 600 to 700 A.D.

27.—JASSO .
The town of Jasso is situated about half-way between Ganj 

and NAgodh, being 9 miles to the north-east of the former, 
and io miles to the south-west of the latter. It is now a 
small independent state, with a yearly revenue of R30,000. 
Jasso is said to have been called Hardi in former days, and 
to have been a great city of the Jains. It must certainly have 
been a place of some consequence, as there are numerous 
broken statues lying about, both Brahmanical and Jain, but 
chiefly the latter. At Dared*, to the south-west of Jasso, there 
is a large stone set up under a pipal tree, which is now' wor
shipped as a lingam. It is, in fact, a natural lingam, 5 feet in 
height, and slightly bent and pointed towards the top. On one 
face there is a wheel, with the word vangkatu engraved above 
in old Gupta letters.1 The wheel is similar to that on the old 
inscription slab at Lakhuria, nearNachna, and may perhaps be 
the cognizance of the old local chiefs of this district.

There is a very fine sheet of water at Jasso, with several 
Sati pillars on its bank. One of these, dated in Samvat 1396 
[A.D. 1339], Jyeth badi 6, Thursday, bears several names of 
a Thakur’s family.

In Jasso itself there is a pretty little lingam temple, called 
KumhAra-math, or *' Potter’s Temple,” because it was built by 
a kumhdr, or potter. It is 27 feet square outside, with an 
entrance portico on the east, supported on four pillars. On 
the inner door step there is a single line of inscription of the 
8th or 9th century, and in another place a part of the same 
inscription is repeated. It reads simply Nehalasya Khandah. 
In another place, in modem NAgari, there is a record of three 
short lines, as follows:—

RA ma RAma likhita- 
sya Sri Pandita MA- 
dhava DAsa 96.

•See Plate XXVII
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This record cannot be more than two or three hundred 
years old.

28.— CHHOTA D EO R 1.

At different places, near the sources of the Kiy&n or Ken 
River, there are some small ruined temples, which were once 
much freqented, but are now rarely visited. The best known 
of these ruined buildings is at Chhota Deori, or the “  Little 
Temple,” where there is a famous pillar with an old inscription. 
This pillar is held in great veneration, and even awe, by the 
people of the neighbouring villages, who do not like to go 
near it.

The pillar is 7 feet 2 inches high and 1 foot square. The 
inscription of 1 1  lines is near the to p ; in the middle there 
are two seated figures, male and female; and below there is a 
standing male figure. The inscription is in old characters of 
the 6th or 7th century. In the 1st line there is something like a 
date in three figures, preceded by a word which may be read as 
Samvat. The unit figure of 6 seems certain. At the end of 
the 1st line I read the name of Sangkaragana, and in the latter 
half of the 5th and beginning of the 6th line I read without 
any doubt words1—

S r i  Sangkaragana Deva rdjya.

"During the reign of the fortunate Sangkaragana Deva."

This is, no doubt, the name of the reigning king. As the 
name is peculiar to the family of the Kalachuris of Chedi, I 
conclude that it must belong to one of them. There is men
tion of a Budha Raja, the son of Sangkaragana, who was de
feated by Mangalisa Chalukya about A.D. 550. This date 
is, perhaps, too early for the characters of the inscription.

Chhota Deori is 16 miles to the west of the Jokahi rail
way station.

29.— M ARH IA.

At a few miles to the west of Chhota Deori, near the 
village of Marhia, there is a small luined temple only 7$ feet

•S e e  Plate XXVIII:
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square inside, and 12$ feet square outside. The lower walls 
are still standing, but there is no inscription.

30. — BARGAON.

Bargaon is a large village to the north of the high road, 
and just half-way between Damoh and the Jokahi station of 
the Jabalpur Railway, or 26 miles to the west of Jokahi. 
It is an old site of the Jainas, as shown by the remains of 
their temples and sculptures. One temple is still standing to 
a height of 21 feet above its basement. It is 13  feet square 
inside, and 3 1 feet long by 26$ feet broad outside. The walls 
are plain. It possesses a weather-worn inscription, 3 feet in 
length by 13 inches in height, containing 12 lines of mediaeval 
characters. It is too much weather-worn to be readable. In 
the 10th line I find the words K alachuri-nripa, or “ the Ka- 
lachuri K ing;” but this fact is only valuable as showing that 
the district of Bargaon belonged to the Kalachuris of Chedi, 
and not to the Chandels of Mahoba.

3 1 .  — SIM RA .

The village of Simra is situated 3 miles to the south of 
the Jokahi and Damoh road. It stands 15 miles to the west 
of Jokahi, and nearly opposite Marhia. Oft the bank of a 
tank there is a slab with two lines of inscription as follows :—

Samvat 1355, Sake 1220.
Rau Daosat Singh *  Patnika Nanna Den.

*' In the Samvat year 1355, and Sake year 1220 [or A.D. 1298], 
Nanna Devi, the wife of Rau Daosat Singh (became Sati)."

During my long sojourn in India I have observed that 
nearly all the Sati monuments are placed on the western bank 
either of a stream or of a reservoir, with the face towrards the 
east.

32.— b e s A n i .

BesAni is situated on the old line of road leading down 
from KAlanjar and Ajaygarh, through Ganj and KAthara and
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Khopa to Bilhari and Jabalpur. It is 13  miles to the north- 
west of Jokahi.

On a loose broken slab, near the ruins of a temple, there 
is an incomplete inscription of six lines, which I read as 
follows:—

1. Sam vat 958 prathama AshA</Aa Sudi 3
2. SutradhAra Jama De grihita dramft 30 ta Sri
3. *Nitad (r) amA 10, Suja grihita dramA too
4. Prithiva vasini grihita dra (mA) 10 RAu (t).
5. *KA grihita dra (mA) 1,000.
6. * * * * * *

From the style of the characters the record cannot be 
nearly so old as VikramAditya Samvat 958, or A.D. 901. I 
conclude, therefore, that the era must be that of Kalachuri or 
Chedi, which dates from A.D. 249. This is confirmed by the 
name of the month Prathama AshAdha, which shows that 
there was an intercalary month of that name in the year when 
the slab was inscribed. Now, this was actually the case in the 
year 958 of the Chedi era, or 958 +  249 =* 1207 A.D. The 
mention of the intercalary month in this year is particularly 
valuable, as it proves that the tables of Hindu years with 
their intercalary months, which I have prepared for publica
tion, are absolutely correct for the long period of nearly 700 
years.1 But my tables of intercalation are certainly correct 
for even a longer period, as I find that the month of SrAvana 
is recorded in an inscription as having been intercalary in the 
Sake year 1091, or A.D. 1169.*

I have not yet made out this inscription satisfactorily. 
The substance seems to record certain gifts of money (dra- 
mds) by different individuals for some purpose not made out. 
The work was most probably connected with the temple near 
which the stone now lies. But the sum of money must have 
been small, as the dramd (S. dramya) was a  silver coin, the 
representative of the Greek drachma, and weighed a little

1 Book of Indian Eras. Thacker & Co., Calcutta, 1884.
* Rice: Mysore Inscriptions, page 23.



over 60 grains. If the whole sum reached 300 dramAs, it 
would not have amounted to more than 100 rupees.

33.— BAGH ELKH AN D , OR REW A.

How or when the BAghels obtained possession of the 
upper valleys of the Son and the Tons, they themselves know 
nothing. They say that they came from GujarAt, under VyA- 
ghra Deva, either in Samvat 580 according to the Rewa 
chroniclers, or in Samvat 683 according to the BAra chroni
clers. Their first settlement was at Marpha, a large fort, 
15 miles to the north-east of KAlanjar. This statement re
ceives some support from the existence of two large villages, 
named BAghelwAri and Bagholan, within 12 or 13  miles of 
Marpha to the north and south. He is also said to have 
married the daughter of the Raja of TirhAwan on the Paisuni 
River, 15  miles to the east-north-east of Marpha, and a few 
miles to the north of Chitrkut. The BAghel chroniclers 
assert that VyAghra succeeded in making himself master of 
most of the country lying between KAlpi and ChunAr. His 
son, Kama Deva, added the valley of the Tons River, or Rewa 
proper, and at last obtained possession of the famous Fort of 
BAndhogarh by marrying the daughter of the Raja of Man- 
dala.

The tract of country thus obtained forms the present state 
of BAghelkhand. Previous to the conquest it is said to have 
been held by the Chandels, the Kalachuris (or Karchulis), 
the ChauhAns, the Sengars, and the Gonds. All these clans 
are still represented in BAghelkhand by the Chandels of Bardi, 
the Karchulis of Raypur, the ChauhAns of Sidi, and the Sen- 
gars of Mhau and Naigarhi, while the Gonds have holdings 
in SinghwAra and other parts of the RAmnagar Tahsil.

From inscriptions discovered in the northern hills at PiA- 
wan and Alha GhAt, we learn that the whole of the country 
above described formed part of the dominions of GAnggeya 
Deva, the Kalachuri RAja of DAhal, in the beginning of the 
n th  century, and that it was still in the possession of his 
descendant, the Dahaliya Raja Nara Sinha Deva so late a5 
Samvat 1216, or A.D. 1159—and Vijaya Sinha, his nephew
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was certainly in possession of the southern half of the terri
tory, or the valley of the Son, so late as A.D. 1 18 1 .1

According to Tod, the BAghels derive their name from 
BAgh Rao, the son of Sidh Rai Jay  Sinh. BAgh Rao, or VyA- 
ghra Deva, therefore dates from the death of his father in 
A.D. 1150. He was a contemporary of the Kalachuri Prince 
Nara Sinha Deva, and his son Kama may have married his 
daughter, as Nara Sinha must have been the ruler of Manda- 
la, as well as of Tripura or Tewar. As it is quite certain that 
the BAghela Chief would not have married a daughter of any 
Gond family, the Raja of Mandala could not have been a 
Gond at that time.

Nara Sinha Deva was succeeded by his brother Jaya 
Sinha Deva, who, according to the inscriptions, was a great 
warrior. He was followed by his son Vijaya Sinha Deva, of 
whom we have an inscription, dated in 932 of the Chedi Sam- 
vat, or A.D. 1 18 1 , at which time there was an heir apparent 
named Ajaya Sinha Deva. As no later inscriptions of the 
Kalachuri Prince have yet been found,* it seems probable 
that their rule may have come to an untimely end some
where about A.D. 1200. We know that the great fort of 
KAlanjar was captured by the Muhammadans under Kutb-ud- 
din Aibek on 27th April 1203 A.D., when all the temples 
were destroyed and mosques built on their sites. As the fort 
was then occupied by the Muhammadans, I think it almost 
certain that either they or the displaced Chandels must have 
pushed their arms into the neighbouring territory of the Kala- 
churis. During the struggle for empire, and the consequent 
weakness of the Delhi state, which followed the death of 
Kutb-ud-din Aibek, the Chandel Raja of KAlanjar recovered 
possession of his fort, and with it the rule of most of his for
mer territory. But the Delhi King towards the end of his 
reign, when his authority had become firmly established, col

1 Since the above was written, I have obtained later inscriptions on copper, 
which show that Vijaya Sinha Kalachuri was in possession in A.D 1196, and 
Trailokya Varmma in A.D. 1240. Vyighra's conquest must, therefore, be later 
than A.D. 1240. If the Bira chroniclers’ date of Samvat 683 be referred to the 
era of llarsha Vardhana, the date will be 683 X 606 =  1289 A.D.

* Except that of A.D. 1196, mentioned in the previous note.



lected a large force from BAyAna, Kanauj, Gwalior, and other 
places, for a campaign against KAlanjar and Jamu. This was 
in A.H. 632, or A.D. 1234.

11 The army marched on 50 days from Gwalior, and great booty 
fell into its hands, so much that the imperial fifth amounted to nearly 
22 lakhs.1"

The situation of Jamu has not been identified, and the 
name is very probably corrupt, but the distance of 50 days’ 
march from Gwalior would tally with the position of the 
famous fort of BAndhogarh.

At a later date, in A.H. 645 or A.D. 1247, a second cam- 
paign against KAlanjar wFas organized under the command of 
Ulugh Khan (afterwards the Emperor Balban). On this occa
sion the army advanced beyond KAlanjar against a RAna, 
"  over whom the Rais of KAlanjar and MAlwa had no author
ity.” He bore the strange name of Dalaki-wa-malaki.

“  He had numerous followers and ample wealth ; he ruled wisely; 
his fortresses were strong and secure; in his territories the defiles 
were arduous, the mountains rugged, and the jungles many. No 
Muhammadan army had ever penetrated to his dwelling-place. When 
Ulugh Khan reached his abode, the R.‘ma took such care for the 
safety of himself and his family that he kept quiet from the dawn 
till the time of evening prayer, and when it grew dark he fled to 
some more secure place. At day-break the Muhammadan army en
tered his abode, and then pursued him, but the accursed infidel had 
escaped into the lofty mountains to an inaccessible spot impossible to 
reach except by stratagem and the use of ropes and ladders. Ulugh 
Khan incited his soldiers to the attempt, and, under his able direc
tion, they succeeded in taking the place. All the infidels’ wives, 
dependants, and children, fell into the hands of the victors, with much 
cattle, many horses, and slaves. Indeed, the spoil that was secured 
exceeded all computation.1 ”

At first I thought that this powerful chief, who was in
dependent of the Rajas of KAlanjar and MAlwa, must have 
been the Kalachuri Raja of Chedi or Dahal. The latter 
name also seemed to offer some similarity wit$ Dalaki. But 
I have since found, amongst the early BAghels, two Rajas in 
succession, named Dalakeswar and Malakeswar. These two 
names I take to be the originals of the Muhammadan author's

1 H. M. Elliott’* Muhammadan Historians, Vol. II, p. 366.
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Dalaki-ica-M alaki. If this identification be admitted, then 
the BAghel dominion had already been firmly established as 
early as A.D. 1247, and the “ inaccessible" place in which 
the Raja took refuge must have been the famous fort of BAn- 
dhogarh.

Bailor Deo, the 12th prince and the 2nd RAja in suc
cession after Dalakeswar and Malakeswar, is said by the chro
niclers to have been a contemporary of Timur Shah, Emperor 
of Delhi, and to have given him assistance when he was hard- 
pressed, in return for which he received many honorary dis
tinctions, along with the gift of the fort of KAlanjar. As the 
date of 1096 Samvat, or A.D. 1039, is assigned for this as
tounding event, we have a good test of the utter worthless
ness of the dates given by the chroniclers. BirbhAn Deo, the 
9th RAja, is said to have been a contemporary of HumAyun, 
whose family received shelter in BAndhogarh, when he was 
obliged to fly before Sher Shah. The chroniclers, in fact, 
know nothing of the real history of their country. F01 in
stance, they attribute the foundation of Rewa, the present 
capital, to RAja Vikramaditya, in A.D. 1618. But Rewa was 
in the possession of JalAl Khan, at the time of Sher Shah's 
death, in A.D. 1545. The list of RAjas preserved by the 
chroniclers is most probably correct, as the names of the 
later princes have stood the test of comparison with the nu
merous notices of Muhammadan authors. For the following 
list I am indebted to the kindness of Major Barr, the Politi
cal Agent, now in charge of the Rewa State during the minori
ty of the Raja. I am also indebted to the Raja of BAra for 
a list of his ancestors from the foundation of the family under 
VyAghra Deva, the common progenitor of the two dynasties 
of Rewa and BAra. Each family gives a list of 31 princes, 
from the death of VyAghra in about A.D. 115 0  to the present 
time. In the Rewa list the 3 1st prince has passed away.
In the BAra list the 3 1st Prince is still living. These figures 
allow about 24 years to each generation, which is close to the 
usual average of Eastern families.

I have restored the spelling of most of the names in the 
following list, but a few still remain, of which I cannot even 
guess the original form.
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BAGHEL R A JA S.

D*TU.
Name*.

Sarorat. A. D.

Siddh Rai Jay Sinh.
1 VyAghra Dcva.
a Kama Deva (KandhAr* Deva in BAra).
3 SuhAga Dcva Founded SohAgprr.
4 SAranga Dcva.
5 BithAI Deva.
6
i

- • •• B ban Ah Dcva. 
Antic Deva.
B&lAn Dcva.

9 1297 1240 Dalakesar Deva f  Dalaki-wa-Malaki, A. D. 1246.
10 M alakow Dcva {  of MinhAj (TsbakAt-i-Naseri).
It •357

•387
1300 BariAr Dcva.

13 •330 BallAr Deva.
*3 1417 • 360 Singh Dcoji Sidhi.
•4 •447 1390 Bhairava Dcva.
15 •447 1430 Narhar Deva.

Bhid, invaded by Silcander Lodi,16 •497 •450 Bhtra Deva
A.D. 1494-

17 •552 •495 SAIivAhana Deva.
18 •577 1520 Vtra Sinha Dcva — ? Founded Birsinghpur in N.

>9 •597 •540 VirabhAna — HumAyun's family received
shelter.

30 1611 •554 RAja RAma Deva Copper-plate RAja RAma Chandra.
S . 965 -  A.D. 1557.

31 1648 •5 9 i Virabhadra.
S3 1649 •593 VikramAditya Founded city of Rewa.
23
24
25

1658
1677
170a

1601 
1620 
• 645

Duryodhana. 
Amaru Sinha 
An&pa Sinha

Reigning in 1635 and 1634. 
Attacked by Pahlr Singh Buodela

in A.D. 1O50.
36 1727 1670 Bhana Sinha.

3 : %
•695
•735

Aninidha Sinha. 
Abdhut Singh Six months old at father's death.

29
30

•83a
1866

*775
1809

Ajitt Sinha.
Java Sinha Dcva.

3 * 188a 1835 Bbhn&th Singh.
33 1911 •854 RaghurAj Singh.
33 •937 1880 Bankatesh Raman.

I have already quoted the Muhammadan account of the 
invasion of the territories of Dalaki-wa-Malaki by Ulugh Khan 
in A.D. 1247, during the reign 'of NAsir-ud-din Mahmud I. 
This was followed, about 50 years later, by a second attack 
under Ala-ud-din Muhammad Khalji, who, according to Abul 
Fazl, besieged BAndhogarh in vain.1

Our first detailed notice of BAghel history is in the early 
part of the reign of Sikandar Lodi, A.H. 897 — A.D. 1492,

1 Ain-i-Akbari, p. 367. note.
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when Rai Bhid (or Bhira of the list), RAja of Bhata, whose 
territories extended to Kantit on the Ganges near Mirzapur, 
had seized MubArak Khan, Governor of Jaunpur. MubArak 
was soon after released, and the king proceeded to Kantit, 
when “  Rai Bhid came out to meet him and proffered his 
allegiance, for which the Sultan confirmed him in the pos
session of Kantit.1 ” But the Rai, being suspicious of treachery, 
afterwards fled; and in A.H. 900 =  1494-95 A.D. Sikandar 
invaded his country for the purpose of chastising him. At 
Khdn Ghdti, or Gungauni, he was opposed by Bir Singh 
Deo, one of the Raja’s sons. The name of the place seems 
corrupt, and I think that it should be K athauli, which is still 
the principal ghAt leading over the Vindhyan Range from 
Allahabad to the south. Bir Singh was defeated, and the 
king advanced against BAndhogarh. “  Raja B h id  fled towards 
Sirguja, but died on the road.* ” The king penetrated as far as 
PhAphund (20 miles to the north of BAndhogarh), and then 
retired under the plea of want of provisions. As the new 
Raja shortly afterwards supported Sikandar against Husen 
Shah of Jaunpur, it seems probable that the king may have 
bought his assistance by his withdrawal of the besieging 
army

A few years later (Ferishta says A.H. 904, A.D. 1498-99), 
Sikandar again invaded Bhata in person to revenge himself 
on SAlivAhan for the refusal of his daughter in marriage.

'* He destroyed all signs of cultivation. His most valiant soldiers 
showed their courage at the fort of BAndhu, the strongest castle of 
that district, and SultAir Sikandar having utterly devastated and 
ruined the whole of that territory, went back to Jaunpur.* ”

The successor of SAlivAhan was Bir Singh Deo, or Vira 
Sinha Deva, who may have been the son of Bhira Deva, who 
opposed Sikandar on his first invasion of Bhata. Bir Singh

* See Niimatullah in H.M. Elliou’a Muhammadan Historians, VoL V p. 94. 
Sikandar then marched to Arail and Baydk— according to Dowson, or Biak 
according to Dom. For both of these names read PaySg, the common Hindu 
form of Prayag, the modern Allahabad. Its position near Arail shoild have led 
to its identification.

* H. M. Elliott’s Muhammadan Historians, by Dowson, Vol. V, p. 95.
* H. M. Elliott’s Muhammadan Historians, by Dowson, Vol. IV, p. 469.



Deo was followed by BirbhAn, who, according to the chro
niclers, gave asylum to the family of Humiyun, when he was 
chased out of India by Sher ShAh. I first heard of this story 
at Asni on the Ganges just two years ago, as I have related 
in my account of that place, as follows 1 :—

“  The people of Asni also have a strange story about Akbar. 
They say that, when Sher ShAh defeated HumAyun, the latter fled 
to the west, leaving a Begam named Choli in Delhi, who was cap
tured by the conqueror. Shortly afterwards Sher ShAh, being pleased 
with some verses of a bard named Narhar, told him to ask a boon. 
The bard accordingly asked that Choli Begam might be given to him, 
which the king granted. Narhar carried off Choli to BAndhogarh, 
in Rewa, where, soon after, she gave birth to Akbar. When he 
was twelve years of age, the boy Akbar asked BirbhAn, the BAghcl 
Raja of Rewa, to let him have some soldiers, so that he might go up 
to Delhi and recover his kingdom from Sher ShAh. The Raja gave 
the troops, and Akbar advanced against Delhi, while HumAyun 
returned from Ghazni. Sher ShAh was then dead and IslAm ShAh 
was defeated by Akbar, who thus recovered the kingdom of his 
father.”

This story has found general acceptance amongst the 
people, in spite of the explicit statement of the Muhammadan 
historians that Sher ShAh treated HumAyun’s queen in the 
most chivalrous manner. Thus AbbAs Khan, the author of 
the TArikh-i-Sher ShAhi, says:—

"  Masnad Ali Haibat Khan told me, AbbAs Khan, the author of 
this book, that he was at Sher Khan's side, when the Emperor 
HumAyun's queen, with other noble ladies and a crowd of women, 
came out from behind the parda. As soon as Sher Khan's eyes fell 
upon them, he alighted off his horse, and showed them every respect, 
and consoled them.”

The popular story, however, is likely to survive, as it has 
been related in a kabit by Ajbes, the Bhat of the Raja of 
Rewa. Some, indeed, say that the verse finds favour owing 
to the wretched pun on the name of Akbar, to whom Raja 
BirbhAn of Rewa is said to have been an Akhe-bar ov Akshaya- 
bar, “  the imperishable banian tree,” which is the name of the 
famous tree of PrayAg.

1 See Arch.xological Survey, Vol. X V II, p io i.
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These are the verses—
“  Dilli k£ jit£k SardAr, MansabdAr,
Raja Rao, Umrao, sabhi ko nipAt bhao 
Bcgam bichAri tfahi kitahu na pAI thAh,
BAndhogarh, giro guf tAko pachh pAt bhao,
Shcr ShAh salil praleye ko baro Ajbes.
Bfirat HumAyun kA mahA hi utpAt bhao,
Balhtn bAiak, Akabar bachAi-vc ko,
BirbhAn bhupati, Akhebar ko pAt bhao."
“  In Delhi all the SardArs and the MansabdArs,
* The Rajas, the Raos, and the Umraos, were distracted:
* The Begara, helpless, found no place of refuge,
‘ Till the stronghold of BAndhogarh became her protector.
* Then Sher Shah’s power prevailed, says Ajbes.
' Though HumAyun escaped drowning, he was in great distress, 
1 And the boy Akbar was saved solely 
1 Through BirbhAn becoming his Akhebar

No. 20 .—The son and successor of Birbhan was Raja 
RAma Chandra Deva, of whom we have numerous notices in 
the reign of Akbar. He is generally called RAm Chand by the 
Muhammadan authors; but he is named RAma Chandra Deva 
in the lists, and also in a copper-plate inscription which I saw 
at Karra on the Ganges two years ago. The record is dated 
in “  Samvat 965,” which can only be intended for the Hijra 
reckoning. The date will, therefore, be A.D. 1557-58, or the 
third year of the reign of "  Akbar Sd/i G&ji. ”

RAma Chandra had already succeeded to the throne before 
Akbar, as he is mentioned as having given asylum to Ibrahim, 
the son of Sikandar Sur, in A.H. 962, or A.D. 1555. As he 
died in the 37th year of Akbar =  A.H. 1000, or A.D. 1592, his 
reign may be fixed at about 37 years, or from A.D. 1555 to 
1592. The following is Blochmann’s brief account of the 
career of RAm Chand and his successors as gathered from the 
Muhammadan historians 1 :—

“  RAm Chand was Raja of BhatTi (or Bhattah, as the MaAsir spells 
iO- Among the three great Rajas of HindustAn whom Bibar men
tions in his memoir, the Raja of Bhat’h is third.

“  RAm Chand was the patron of the renowned musician and singer 
TAnsen. His fame had reached Akbar; and in the 7th year, the

* Ain Akbari, by Bloch man n, p. 406.



Emperor sent JalAIuddin Qurchi to Bhat’h to induce TAnsen to come 
to Agra. RAm Chand, feeling himself powerless to refuse Akbar's 
request, sent his favourite with his musical instruments and many 
presents to Agra, and the first time that TAnsen performed at Court, 
the Emperor made him a present of two lakhs of rupees. TAnsen 
remained with Akbar. Most of his compositions arc written in 
Akbar’s name, and his melodies arc even now a-days everywhere 
repeated by the people of HindustAn.

44 When A$af KhAn led his expedition to Gadha, he came in con
tact with RAm Chand; but by timely submission the Raja became ‘ a 
servant’ of Akbar. In the 14th year, RAm Chand lost Fort KAIanjar. 
He sent his son, Birbhadr, to court, but from distrust would not pay 
his respects personally. In the 28th year, therefore, when Akbar was 
at ShAhAbad, he ordered a corps to march to Bhat'h ; but Birbhadr, 
through the influence of several courtiers, prevailed upon the Emperor 
to send a grande^ to his father and to convey him to court. Raja 
Birbhadr and Zain Kokah were selected for this office, and RAm 
Chand came at last to court, where he was well received.

"  R&ma Chandra was succeeded by Virabhadra or Birbhadr, who 
on his way from court to Bhath fell from his palanquin and died 
soon after, in the 38th year, or A.H. 1001 =  1593 A.D.

41 Birbhadr had married a daughter of Rai Singh, son of KalyAn 
Mall, the Ratlior Raja of Bikaner. Akbar interceded for their young 
children and prevented the widow from burning herself.

"  Yirabhadra's sudden death led to disturbances in BAndhu, of 
which BikramAjit, a young relative of RAm Chand, had taken pos
session.1 The history of the family is thus continued by Blochmann— 
Akbar therefore sent Ismail QuIikhAn to BAndhu, to convey BikramAjit 
to court (41st year), their intentions being to prevent BAndhu from 
being conquered. But Akbar would not yield; he dismissed 
BikramAjit, and after a siege of eight months and several days 
BAndhu was conquered (42nd year).1

44 In the 47th year, Duryodhan, a grandson of RAm Chand, was 
made Raja of BAndhu. In the 21st year of Jahangir's reign, Amar 
Singh, another grandson of Ram Chand, acknowledged himself a 
vassal of Delhi. In the 8th year of ShahjahAn, when Abdula Khan 
BahAdur marched against the refractory ZamindAr of Ratanpur, Amar 
Singh brought about a peaceful submission. Amar Singh was suc
ceeded by his son Anup Singh. In the 24th year, when Raja Pahlr 
Singh Bandela, JagfrdAr of Chauragadh, attacked AnAp Singh, because 
he had afforded shelter to Dairim, a zamindAr of Chauragadh, Anup 
Singh, with his whole amily, withdrew from Rewa (which, after the
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destruction of BAndhu, had been family seat) to the hills. In the 30th 
year, however, Sayyed CalAbat Khan, Governor of IlahAbAd, conducted 
him to court, where Anup turned Muhammadan. He was made com
mander of 3.000 infantry, 2,000 horse, and was appointed to BAndhu 
and the surrounding districts.'’

With AnQp Singh our Muhammadan authors fail us, and 
we are reduced to the scanty records of the chroniclers. 
According to them, Abdut Singh, the 28th Raja, was only six 
months old at his father’s death, about A.D. 1725. His 
country was accordingly soon after invaded by Hridaya, or 
Hirde SAh, the Raja of Panna, who succeeded his father 
Chhatr Sal in 1718 A.D. The invasion probably took place 
about A.D. 1730, when the capital was occupied by Hirde 
SAh, while the Raja fled to PartAbgarh. His reign was a 
long one, probably from 1725 to 1775 A.D.

He was succeeded by his son Ajit Singh, who was followed 
in A.D. 1809 by Jaya Sinha Deva. “  It was during his rule 
that British influence was established in BAghelkhand, and the 
first formal treaty between the British Government and Rewa 
was made with Jaya Sinha Deva in 1812 A.D.”

JayanAth was succeeded by his son Bishen NAth, who 
abdicated in 1854 in favour of his son the late R aja  RaghurAj 
Singh, who died in 1880.

34.—piAwan.
The Tons River, with its tributaries, has long been known 

for the number of its water-falls and the wild beauty of its 
scenery. The falls are found from 20 to 30 miles to the north 
and north-east of Rewa, where the river rushes down the 
Vindhya Hills to join the Ganges near PanAsa. All the princi
pal falls are considered holy by the Hindus, and pilgrimages 
are still made to them by devout people. One of these holy 
spots lies in a small valley, called Piawan, 6 miles to the 
south-east of Kathaula, and 25 miles to the north-north-east 
of Rewa.

PiAwan, or PayAwan, means simply the ”  drinking-place.” 
The spot is a small valley about 800 feet wide and half a 
mile in length, with precipitous rocks on both sides, about

1 1.2



200 feet high. At the western end a small stream falls over 
the cliff, and the rock below, on which the water falls, has been 
formed into an Argha for the reception of a lingam, or phallic 
symbol of Siva. A view of this Argha has been given by my 
assistant, Mr. Garrick, who first discovered the place. He has 
described it under the name of Jh trn a , or the “  water-fall." 
The name given to me was received from the people, who 
grazed their herds in the neighbouring hills, and who knew it 
only as the Pidw an , or “ watering-place." The Argha is 
14 inches in diameter.

On the upper face of the Argha there is an inscription 
of six lines in boldly carved letters, which are unfortunately 
much weather-worn. Mr. Garrick made a large photograph 
of the inscription, and my servants made several impressions 
of it on paper. The inscription is a valuable one, as it is the 
only record yet found of the Kalachuri Prince GAnggeya 
Deva, the contemporary of Mahmud of “  Ghazni. He is 
mentioned by name by Abu RihAn, as Gdngeo, of Ddhal, of 
which the capital was P itu ri, or, more correctly, GAnggeya 
Deva of DAhal, of which the capital was Tripuri, now Tewar, 
near Jabalpur.1 The inscription is especially valuable, as 
showing that the dominions of the Kalachuri kings of Chedi 
extended so far north as the Vindhya Hills, only 50 miles from 
Allahabad. The letters are much defaced, as people are con
stantly walking over the face of the rock. I read the text as 
follows:—

1. Sri mad GAnggeya Deva MaharajadhirA—
2. —ja parameswara bha *  maha mandale—
3. swara *  naka Sri DhAhala mahAbha *  ♦  *
4. sahitam Mahcswara Dc * *
5. Asangga pranamati.
6. Samvat 789--------—*  *  Sri DhAhalamiti.

The date consists of three figures, which I read as above, 
789, of the Chedi era, equivalent to 249 +  789=1038  A.D. 
The name of DAhala is twice given, but both times as 
DhAhala.

* Reinand; FraR-ments, pp. 85—106, and Elliott's Muhammadan Historians,
V d .:i. page 56.
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35.— ALHA GHAT.
Alha Gh^t is one of the natural passes of the Vindhya 

Hills, by which the Tons River finds its way from the table
land of Rewa to the plain of the Ganges. From Allahabad 
to Chaukhandi at the foot of the Ginja Hill the distance is 
only 45 miles to the south-west. From Chaukhandi there is 
a clear view of the open valley of the Tons between the 
hills to Koni and Rupaoli on the left bank of the river. At 
Rupaoli the road crosses to the right bank, from whence 
begins the ascent by the Alha GhAt to Simol on the table
land, 22 miles to the north of Rewa. The distance is called 
12 kos.

About one mile-and-a-half from the river there is a large 
cave, n o  feet in length, with a breadth of from 8 to 10 
feet, and a height varying from 22 to 50 feet in the middle. 
At the main entrance it is 10 feet broad; but it has two other 
entrances on the right hand, each about 30 feet long, one by 
a passage varying from 3 feet to 2 feet in width, and the 
other varying from 6 feet to 3 feet. In the further comer 
of the cave there is a small pool into which water is constantly 
dripping. The cave has, of course, been in frequent use by 
ascetics; but no traces, either of inscriptions or of paintings, 
could be found on the walls.

About 100 yards from the cave there is a very large block 
of stone on which there are three inscriptions. The best 
preserved of these consists of seven lines, and contains the 
name of the DAhaliya Raja Narasinha Deva with the Samvat 
date of 1216, or A.D. 1159. The second inscription has 
fourteen lines, but it is too much injured to be deciphered.
I can read the following words:—

1. Srimukho n&ma Samvatsara . (Srava)—
2. na sudi . . . . .  MahArajadhira—
3- ja . . . . . . BrahmA Deva rAjye
4- Ran.

As Srim ukha is the name of the 7th year of the 60-yeai 
cycle of Jupiter, the exact date of the inscription might 
easily be obtained, if we only knew something about BrahmA



Deva Raja. One of the sons of ParamArddi Deva Chandel, 
named BrahmAditya, is said to have fallen in the defence of 
Mahoba. If the inscription belonged to him the date might 
be A.D. 1209, which was the Srim ukha Samvatsar, or the 
7th year of the Jovian cycle in Northern India. There may 
have been a Kalachuri prince of this name, but we know 
nothing of the Kalachuris after Vijaya Sinha Deva in A.D. 
119 7 . The presence of Nara Sinha Deva’s inscription 
makes it highly probable that the other records on the same 
stone belong to the Kalachuri kings.

The third inscription consists of only four lines in bad order. 
There is no date and no R aja ’s name. The first line reads—

RajAputra Sri Sosharma Dcvah RA RAma Deva.
** The king's son Sri Sosharma Deva, (and) the Ra(ut) RAm 

Deva."
RA is the conventional abbreviation for RAut, just as ThA 

is for ThAkur.
Near the foot of the GhAt there is a Sati Pillar with an 

inscription in large letters dated in Sam vat (13)72 and Sake 
1237, Aswina Sudi 10 Budha dine (A.D. 13 15 ) .

I now return to the first inscription of Nara Sinha Deva, 
of which nearly every letter is certain— see Plate X X V III.
I read the text as follows:—

1. Samvat 1216  BhAdra sudi pratipada Ravau(J Dahaliyan
MahArAjA

2. dhiraja Sri Nara Singha Deva Vijaya rAjye|j Pipala—
mahA—

3. rAnak Sri Jalhana putra rAnak Sri kkihulasya Kali-juga
4. DharmmArthakhata Khandika GhAta bandhan Margrateti-

mika Deva KarA
5. pita iti|| Dharmartha kAma moksha sadhana|| KausAmbi

nikAsa Ran—
6. ti AnAmajAti udharitah|| Thakur Sri KamalAdhara likhita
7. sutradhAra KamalA Sinhah some j KokAsam|| PAIhana

Jalhana.

36.— KEVA TI-KU N D .

Kevati-kAnd is a famous pool near the junction of the 
MahA River, with th*» Tons, 22 miles to the north-north-east
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of Rewa, 9 miles to the south-east of the Alha GhAt, and 
12 miles to the north-west of the junction of the two high 
roads leading from Allahabad and Mirzapurto Revra. Kewati- 
sthAna is one of the holy places of the Tons circle. In the 
Atlas map, No. 89, the name is written K eonli, but it is 
always pronounced K evati, and it is so spelt in the oldest 
of the four Sati inscriptions found on the spot. The Kflnd 
is a small pool into which the waters of the MahAnadi fall 
from a cliff 336 feet in height. The KAnd is well known 
throughout Northern India, and is much frequented by 
pilgrims. Mr. Macaulay Markham describes it as *' almost 
quite circular,”  and as hemmed in by perfectly perpendicular 
rocks on each side.1 The water then flows “ from over 
2 miles through a canon of perpendicular rocks,”  keeping the 
full height almost the whole way. “  On one side of the 
beetling crag is a fine old native fort, and on projecting crags, 
on the edge of the fall, are picturesque Hindu temples. 
Altogether it is a lovely spot.”

In a cave close by Mr. Markham discovered an old Pali 
inscription of about 200 B.C. It has been read as follows by 
Dr. Hoemle—

Hdritiputenam Sonakena kdritd pukharir.i. 
u The pool (cave) caused to be made by Sonaka, the son of HAriti.” 
The slabs on which the Sati inscriptions are engraved are 

simple monumental pillars, as each of them has the figure 
of a soldier armed with sword and shield in the attitude 
of lighting.

The oldest of the four inscriptions marked A consists 
of five short lines, and is dated in the Sam vat yea: 1390, on 
Bhadra badi 4, Sanau dine, or Saturday, the 31st July, A.D. 
*333- The text reads as follows:—*

A. i. Aum ! Kevati-sthAna rAje S i =
2. dhi kAritam yogai sataji Dadhi=
3. gauni milam Jujhitam-Samvat.
4. Samvat 1390 Samaye, Bhadra
5. sya badi 4, sanau dine.

' Journal of Bengal Asiatic Society, 1880, p. 121.
» S e e  P la te  X X I X - A .
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Ju jh itam  is a term generally used for soldiers who have 
fallen in battle. This confirms the conclusion drawn from the 
figure of the fighting soldier.

The inscription marked B consists of six lines which I 
read as follows (see Plate X X IX ) :—

1. Aum ! Sam vat 1397 Samaye MAgha sudi 4 Soma dine||
tasmin KAIcva=»

2. rattammAne Samvatsara|| LukasthAne MahAraja Sri
H AM IRA DEVA rAjye|| Baori grime RA (u)

3. Sri Jai Singha Deva bhula mane|(tasya mAnya Rau
Lohareswa Ran Drona parajj Kathau=

4. li-sthAna MahArajadhirAja Sri Mahlraja Dcvakasyo PAdi-
mayura grAmati=

5. A got|| tasya judyanevarstiti|| asya vantwAri-hetita||
SutradhAri Holi .

6. rupakAra GAdhita||Sbangharo likhiti.
“ In the Samvat year 1397, on Monday, the 4th of the waxing 

moon of MAgha (Monday, 22nd January 1341), in that year, during 
the reign of MahAraja Hamira Deva of LukasthAna, . . Rau
Jai Singh Deva of BaorigrAma, . . Ram Lohareswa, Rau
Drona . . of Kathaulisthana MaharAjadhirAja Sri MaharAja
Devaka, &c.n?

The date falls in the reign of Muhammad Tughlak of 
Delhi. Neither of the Rajas’ names occurs in the list' of the 
BAghel kings of Rewa. Hamira Deva might have been a 
petty Raja of LukasthAna; but the higher title given to the 
second Chief Devaka certainly denotes a king of higher 
rank than an ordinary raja.

The inscription marked C consists of seven lines, which I 
read as follows :—

1. Aum! Samvat 1397 Samaye, MAgha sudi 4, soma dine||
tasmin Kaleva-

2. rattammAne Samvatsara || LukasthAne MahArAja Sri Ha
mira Dcvari

3. jye Baori grAme Ra (u) Jaya—Singha Deva rAjya | taza-
manya.

4. Rau Loharasura | Rau RAmpAr KathaulisthAna MahA-
rAja Sri .

5. MahArAja Dcndakasya GhAdi Mayura GrAmahi Agat tasya
6. judhana varttini | asya sutra . . mAjara sAhita 3 ma sutra-
/. dhA(ra) Nudi Dcvam hctitA ]| SuvakAra HAIi, RupakAra,

Phitam.
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Here the fight is referred to distinctly in the beginning 
of the 6th line by the word judhan.

The inscription marked D consists of six lines, which I 
read as follows:—

1. Samvat 1397 varshe MAgha sudi 4 somadine tasmin
Kale-

2. varttamAna Samvatsara || Lukasthane MahArAja Sri Ha*
mira Dc-

3. va rAjye || BaorigrAma Rau Sri Jai Singh Deva. mAna
ta-

4. sya many a Rau Vijaidhara sute Rau Yaso KathaulisthAna
MahA-

5. rAjddhirija Sri MahArAja Devakasya GhAdikapura grAma-
6. hi agat | tasya judhya . ve tritA || Rau Dulcharita.

In the three inscriptions marked B, C, and D, we have the 
names of one MahArAjAdhirAja Sri MahAraja Devaka, of one 
MahAraja Sri Hamira Deva, and of several RAuts. There 
are also three holy places mentioned as Kevati-sthAna, Kath- 
aula-sthAna, and Luka-sthAna.

The names of two villages, Baodigrama and MayuragrAma, 
occur in all three; but I have not been able to identify them. 
The three holy places, or sthdnas, still exist. Kevati-sthAna 
is now known as Kcvati-kund; Kathaula-sthAna is now the 
large village of Kathaula, near the Mamani GhAt; and Luka- 
sthAna is the large village of Luk, on a low’ hill on the right 
bank of the Tons River near its exit from the hills.

Of the two Rajas I can find nothing certain. The found
ation of Hamirpur on the Jumna is attributed to a Raja 
Hamira; but his date is uncertain. From the date of Sam- 
vat 1397 =  A.D. 1340, I should be inclined to conclude that 
the great fight, in which the RAuts fell, must have been 
between the Chandels and the BAghels. In A.D. 1240 the 
Chandels were in possession of the country, and, so late as 
A.D. 1315 , it seems probable that they still held the north
western portion of the Rewa territory under their King Vira 
Varmma II. I hope to have an opportunity of examining 
these inscriptions more leisurely during the ensuing cold 
season.
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37.— G IN JA  H ILL.

The Ginja Hill is an isolated mountain, about 800 feet in 
height, which stands out prominently in the plain close to the 
exit of the Tons River from the Vindhya Hills. It is 1 1  miles 
to the south of the Bargarh railway station, and 40 miles to 
the south-west of Allahabad. It is 1,326 feet in total height 
above the sea ; and is similar in appearance to many of the hills 
about KAlanjar and Ajaygarh. The hill is said to be 3 kos, 
or 9 miles, in circumference at the base. The top of it is a 
narrow ridge of perpendicular rock about 200 feet in height, 
while che lower part is a steep slope all round, thickly covered 
with jungle. It is said to belong to the BAra Pargana of the 
Allahabad District; but in all our maps it is assigned to 
the Native State of Rewa.

At rather more than half-way up the ascent there is a 
large reservoir of water about 200 feet round. Up to this 
point the ascent is tolerably easy, but above the tank it 
becomes very steep and difficult, and is much impeded by 
thorny jungle. On the south face of the top the scarped rock 
overhangs very considerably, and forms a large open hall, or 
rock shelter, about 100 feet long by 40 or 50 feet broad, and 
of irregular height, varying from 20 to 25 feet. It is closed at 
both ends by rough walls; but the whole of the front is open. 
In the middle of the rock at the back there is an inscription 
in red paint with some rude drawings of men and animals. 
The characters of the inscription are of the earliest Gupta 
forms ; but the opening is worded in the well-known style 
of all the shorter Indo-Scythian inscriptions.

The letters were traced on oiled paper, and the accompany
ing plate gives a very faithful copy of all the better preserved 
portion of the inscription. I read it as follows :—

1. MahArAjasya Sri Bhimasenasya sam (vatsare) . 52 Gimha
pakshe 4 divasa 12 etaya-

2. purvayam Siddhi Sri trise $atasy puna Gija ka lika bhAta.

"(In the reign) " o f  MahArAja Sri Bhima Sena in the Samvat year 
(52), in the 4th fortnight of the hot season, the 12th day, on that date
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The date may be explained in two different ways, either 
with reference to the era of the Seleukidse, which would 
appear to have been in use with the Indo-Scythians, or with 
reference to the era of the Guptas. In the former case 
it must be taken as the year 452 of the era, the hundreds 
being omitted, and would correspond with 140 A.D., in the 
middle of the reign of the Indo-Scythian King Huvishka. In 
the latter case it would correspond with the year 166 -f- 52 =  
A.D. 221, according to my reckoning of the Gupta era. The 
Indo-Scythian style of the inscription, with its fortnights and 
seasons, is in favour of the earlier date. But the forms of the 
letters seem to me to be more in accordance with those 
of Samudra Gupta's inscriptions. The difference in date 
of 81 years is not great. But the style of recording the date 
agrees so exactly with that used by the Indo-Scythian Princes, 
Kanishka, Huvishka, and Vasu Deva, that I feel constrained 
to assign the record to the earlier period.

To the right and left of the inscription there are several 
very rudely drawn figures of men and animals sketched in out
line in red paint. Their age is doubtful, as they have no 
connection with the inscription.

38.— k a t k A  o b e l i s k .

On the west bank of the Tons River, opposite the village 
of KatkA, and close to the railway bridge, there is a very curi
ous sculptured obelisk. From its position on the w’est bank 
of the river, and facing the east, it may be a Sati monument; 
but there is nothing about the sculptures on the four faces 
that is peculiar to the known Sati pillars of later times. The 
obelisk is 3$ feet high, with twro long faces of 20 inches and 
two short faces of 12 inches. The upper part above the four 
sculptures slopes backwards like the roof of a Dravidian tem
ple, with three knobs on the top of the ridge.

The principal sculpture represents a Raja on horseback 
with his umbrella-bearer behind him, very much after the 
fashion of the Gupta gold coins. On the opposite face there 
is a four-armed figure of BhainsAsuri D evi; with one hand she 
holds a leg of the buffalo, and in two other hands a sword
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and shield. On one of the short sides there is a seated figure 
holding a cup in his right hand; and on the fourth side there 
is figure of Gane$a.

There is no inscription on the obelisk ; but the sculptures 
and ornaments have so much in common with those of the 
Gupta period that I have no hesitation in assigning this curious 
monument to a very early date, not later than the 3rd or 4th 
century of the Christian era.

39.— H A LIYA .
The town of Haliya is situated on the north or right bank 

of the Adh, or Adhwa River, as it is more usually called, 3 1 
miles to the south-west of Mirzapur and 13 miles to the south 
of LAlganj. On the bank of the river, on a high point above 
the road, there is a large flat slab, 7 feet 8 inches high by 4 feet 
6 inches broad, with two long inscriptions in English and 
Hindi, describing the capture of the fort of Bhopdri on the 
Son River on 18th April, A.D. 18 1 1 ,  by a regiment of Na
tive Infantry. Both inscriptions are rather roughly cut.

The English inscription is as follows:—
“ Under the auspices 

of Lord Minto, Governor 
General of India, and General Hcwett,* 

Commander-in-Chicf and Vice-President, 
a passage was made through the K irahe Pass, 

of vast height, 2 miles in extent, 
into B urdee  for 1 8-pounders, &c., &c., 

by Lieutenant-Colonel James Tetley, Commanding 
the 2nd Battalion, 21st Regiment, Native Infantry, 

aided by the great exertions 
of his gallant and willing corps, 

the following of whom fell courageously 
assaulting Babarrah Churry in Burdee,

April A.D. 18 11 :—
Which is now destroyed, 
and levelled with the ground—

Golaub Sing Naick, Sepoys Cassee Deen,
Phceroo Sing, Jysook, Dccnah, Boodie,
Incha, Byjenaut, Goorauge Sing, Poornu,
Bahdder Cawn, Golundauze,
Panchoo, Gun Lascar,
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Soane, Head Bullockman.
Tilloock Sing, Sepoy of the same corps, killed at Bissore Gaut. 
February iS th .— I Jemadar, 2 Havildars, 2 Naicks, &c. 30 

Sepoys defending the post against 300 Banditti, beating 
them off.”

The Hindi inscription, which consists of 25 lines, is rather 
fuller than the English one, as it mentions that no batteries 
were made, and that the guns were brought up close to the 
gate, but that the fort did not fall then, as the kiladar, or 
governor, made his escape. The Hindi text is given in the 
accompanying plate.1 The following is an English transcript 
of this curious record, which, from its homely language, I judge 
to have been the composition of some of the sepoys them
selves :—

1. BatAl 2 Rejmant 2 1 Karnal Tetafi SAheb BahAdu-
2. r K id ri ka GhAta ban way A, I Jit Man cl a (Minto)
3. SAheb ke hukum se, Jarnai Hcwat SAheb ke
4. hukum sc, path katAi ke hagali patAi kc. wA pA-
5. thar se wA mati se, bhar Ghata dui kos ka tha au (?)
6. SipAhi apani khusi se, au kuchh log MirjApur se
7. mangAyA tliA, GhAla dui' kos ka lambA thA nthA-
8. m pani kc lejAne mAphak ban a, au (?) GhAta bahut
9. uchA thA, SipAhi apani khusi se ban Ay a bari mchan-

10. t se, au B A R D 1 ke rasta . au Tarikh 18 Sani 18 11
1 1 .  mahina Abarel Garhi Bhopdrt mA larAT huA, leken 
(2. murchA nahi lagA thA, au Top chhapani dui thA kilA
13. te, pandarA kadam par darwAja ke sAmane, au DiwAl
14. nagich thA au(r) Sipahi kilA ke nagich pahuncha, le-
15. kan kilA us wakht nahi chhuta SAm kc kilAdar bhA-
16. gi gayA BhopAri garhi GhAti ke girAi ke barAbar kiyA bAgi-
17. cha katAi kc bAhar phenk diA indArA (wells) girA dia. JujhA
18. NAik Gulab Singh; SipAhi Jaisukh, wa Pheru, wa KAsi din,
19. wa Dina Singh, wa Budhal, wa Ichha RAm, wa GajrAj Singh,

wa Baij-
20. nAth, wa Puran, NAik 1, SipAhi 9 ; GolandAz BahAdur Khan
21. Khalasi PAnchu wa Bulakman ka Chaudhari Son Garhi

Bhopdri wa Ta
22. duA, wa joki, tino Gadi me gadahA kahar phirA. Bhoswal kc thA
23. na Lochan Singh ke sAth gArd thA jemadAr I.H.2., S. 30 tAri-
24. k 18 larAi huA || DAke par larAi mAi^jotin so log DAka
25. ayA thA,so bhAgi ga (yA) SipAhi Tilok Singh Ghata Bhaiswal. *

* See Plate X X X I.



The following translation will show the differences between 
the two versions—

"T h e  2nd Battalion of the 21st Regiment, under Colonel Tetley 
SAhcb BahAdur, made the KiAri-ka-GhAt, by order of Lord Minto 
(and) by order of General Hewctt SAheb. They cut a road and built 
up the side with stones and with earth, making the GhAt for two kos 
in length. The sepoys worked of their own accord, and some work
men were got from Mirzapur. The GhAt, 2 kos in length, was made 
passable for 18-pounders. The GhAt was very lofty, and the sepoys 
made it of their own free-will with great labour towards Bardi. On the 
18th day in the year 18 11, in the month of April, the fort of BhopAr 
was attacked; but batteries were not made, and two 6-pounders were 
taken up in front of the gate within 15 paces, and the sipahis went up 
to the wall, but the fort did not then surrender. In the evening the 
kiladAr fled. The walls of Fort BhopAri were thrown down and 
levelled, the trees were cut and thrown outside, and the wells were 
destroyed. Killed—Naick GolAb Singh ; Sepoys Jai Sukh, Pheru, Kasi 
Din, Dina Singh, Budhai, Ichha R:\rn, GajrAj Singh, BaijnAth and 
Puran ; Naick 1, Sepoys 9, Artilleryman BahAdur Khan, KhalAsi PAn- 
chu ; Head Bullockman Son.

"T h e  forts of BhopAri, Tadu, and Joki, were all three levelled 
by ploughs drawn by asses.1

"  In BhosAwal Thana with Lochan Singh there was a guard of 1 
Jemadar, 2 Havildars, 2 Naicks, and 30 Sepoys. The DAkas (dakoits) 
were beaten off, and all the 300 who came there ran away. Killed 
Tilok Singh at GhAta Bhaislwal.”

Both inscriptions conclude with a list of the names of the 
sepoys who were killed. Mention is made at the end of the 
defence of Bissore GhAt by a party of 35 sepoys against 300 
banditti (in Hindi Ddka)t in which one sepoy was killed.

As I was unable to find any account of this gallant exploit 
in our histories, I.applied to Major Barr, the Political Agent, 
now in charge of the Rewa State, who kindly furnished me 
with the following note on the subject:—

"T h e story of the capture by assault of the Bobarry ghurry in 
Burdee is well known at Rewa. Bobarry, or BhopAri, was a strong
hold of the Chandels of Bardi, who in 18 11 were not entirely under

1 The position of Jo k i  is shown in the map, 4 miles to the west of Bhopari.
The third fort, named Tadua, is most probably Ttndua, to the south of the Son 

River, only 5 miles to the south-south-east of Bhopari. The Rani is still living 
there.
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the Rewa RAj. Their subjection was afterwards completed. Fouj
dAr Singh was the ThAkur of the clan, and lived in the fort, where 
he harboured an offender from the neighbouring British district of 
Mirzapur. Our demand for his surrender was refused, and a regi
ment of Native Infantry was therefore sent against the place. 
FoujdAr Singh opened fire on the troops, and, in consequence, the 
fort was taken by assault after a very tough fight. FoujdAr Singh 
seems to have escaped from the fort, as the ChauhAns afterwards 
gave him the village of RAmdit, where his descendants, Siwai LAI 
Singh and Hira LAI Singh, are now living."

Haliya has lost most of its importance since the new road 
by the Katra Pass from Mirzapur to Rewa was completed. 
The old road to the south passed through Haliya v id  Dibhor 
and the Kerahi Pass. In the Gazetteer of the Mirzapur Dis
trict, the following account of the erection of the inscription 
slabs is given by the compiler1 :—

“  This monument was erected to commemorate a little expedition 
undertaken at the instance of Lallu NAik, a well-known merchant of 
Mirzapur, to punish the marauders of Rewa, who used to plunder 
the rich convoys of merchandise which passed between Mirzapur and 
the Dakhin. This was before the construction of the Dakhin road 
and the Katra Pass, when the route lay vid  Hallia and the KcrAi and 
Dibhor GhAts. This same Lallu NAik constructed along the latter 
route a number of fine masonry tanks, which still, in their ruin, testify 
to the importance of the trade it once possessed. He was a power
ful and wealthy man, and seems to have used his riches well. His 
house has decayed along with the city, and only the name remains. 
His grandson, RAi Durga PrasAd, died in comparative obscurity some 
years ago, and only a few female relatives remain to represent the 
family—a striking example, if one were needed, of the instability of 
oriental fortunes.”

Lallu NAik is the same person who is mentioned in my 
account of Dibhor as LAlla Mor. His name was Mor, and he 
was the NAik or Chief of the BanjAra community of Mirza
pur.

40.— DIBHOR.

In reply to my repeated enquiries about ancient buildings,
I had often been told of a temple and large tank at Dibhor, *

* North-Western P ro vin ces Gazetteer, Art. M irz a p u r , Vd. XIV , p . 194.



in a narrow valley of the Vindhya Hills, 12 miles to the south 
of Haliya and 43 miles to the south-south-west of Mirzapur. 
I accordingly visited the place, and was much disappointed 
to find a small temple of the modem MirzApur type, only 10 
feet 9 inches square. The tank, however, is a very fine one, 
being 430 feet in length from north to south and 352 feet in 
breadth, with steps all round.

There is a long inscription of 22 lines of raised letters in 
the verandah of the temple, describing its erection by Sri- 
mAn Nayak MAn Mor in the Sam vat year 1881, on Wednes
day, the 5th of the waxing moon of PhAIgun, or Wednesday, 
the 23rd February 1825 A.D. MAn Mor was the head of the 
BanjAra merchants of Mirzdpur. The date is also given in 
the year Man mat ha, of the 60-year cycle of Jupiter, which 
corresponds with 1881 Samvat.

Dibhor itself is a small hamlet of a few houses belonging 
to the attendants of the temple. There is a pathway through 
a gap in the hills to the east, which joins the road running 
southward to Bardi on the Son River. The place is a regular 
cul-de-sac, and is extremely hot. 1 suppose that the vagrant 
instinct of the old BanjAra preferred a jungle site. No doubt 
he got the ground cheap; and from this vantage point he was 
able to supply MirzApur with both wood and charcoal. This 
trade still continues; but, as no young trees are ever planted, 
the jungle is gradually being cleared away, and both wood 
and charcoal are becoming dearer.

4 1.—A D E SA R  H ILL.

Adesar is a lofty, flat-topped hill, some 700 or 800 feet 
in height. It stands on the left, or east, side of the road 
leading from MirzApur through Haliya and Dibhor into Rewa. 
It is said that there are several caves in the precipitous sand
stone cliff near the top of the hill, but the lower slopes are 
so densely covered with jungle that none of the Kol popu
lation ever attempt to ascend it. It is believed, however, 
that one of the Bijaypur Rajas managed to reach one of the 
caves by means of ladders, and that he found an image of the 
goddess Devi.
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The Adesar Hill seems to be similar in its formation to the 
hill forts of KAlanjar and Ajaygarh, the lower three-fourths 
being comparatively easy slopes of granite, thickly covered 
with jungle, and the upper fourth being a bare bluff of sand
stone. The hill itself is an isolated offshoot of the Kaimur 
Range, immediately facing the most easterly peaks of the 
Vindhya Range on the opposite bank of the AdhwA River. 
It is possible that there may have been some connection 
originally between the name of the river and that of the hill. 
The latter was probably named after the former, as the “  hill 
of the AdhwA River/’ which, after the adoption of the lingam 
stone by the Brahmans, would naturally have been changed to 
the Hill of Adesar.

4 2 — TURA.

Tura is the name of a perennial spring near the top of the 
hill, 2$ miles to the north-east of Dibhor, and close to the 
Rewa village of South LohAri. Close by the spring there is a 
rude stone cell that was formerly occupied by a Sadhu , or 
holy man. There are several fine trees near the cell, which 
are visible from Dibhor. The people call the cell a cave, but 
it is simply an irregularly shaped room built of rough stones. 
It is only 6 feet long by 4 feet broad, covered with a flat roof. 
Formerly there was a second room, 6 feet square on the east 
side, but it has now fallen in. The cave, or cell, is approached 
by a flight of steps on the east side. The spring flows out 
from beneath the cave, and its course is marked by a green 
track right down to the foot of the hill. There was no in
scription in the cave.

43.—AHUGI.

Ahugi is an old village situated on the road between 
Haliya and Dibhor, at the point where it divides into twro 
branches, one going direct to Dibhor and BhopAri, and the 
other to the east of the Adesar Hill, to Bardi on the Son 
River. The houses of the village are scattered along both 
banks of the Adh, or AdhwA River, which here flows in a deep 
channel with plenty of water. In the Atlas sheet, No. 89, of
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the map of India the name is written once as Onji (apparently 
a mistake for Ougi), and again as Ahogee Kd., the abbrevia
tion standing for the Persian word K hurd, or “  Little.”  1

Its favourable situation amongst fine old trees on the 
banks of a running stream must have led at an earlv date to 
the selection of Ahugi as a halting-ground for the BanjAra. 
merchants, and afterwards to its occupation by the Brahmans 
as a pleasant site for their temples. There are, however, no 
temples now standing, but there are many ruins of stone 
temples both to the north and to the west of the village, 
besides numerous statues.

On a low mound to the west of the village, there are the 
ruins of a temple of Siva, of which the sill, one jamb, and the 
lintel of the entrance to the sanctum still remain on the 
ground. The lintel has a figure of Siva, four-armed, seated 
in the middle, with Brahma to his right and Vishnu to his 
left. There is a single pilaster, 5 feet 5 inches in height, and 
a standing statue of Surya, 3  feet 2 inches high, with Aruna 
on the pedestal, and five horses.

To the north of the village there are the remains of at 
least three different temples.

No. 1 is a small lingam temple facing the west, the interior 
being only 3 feet 9 inches by 3 feet, while the walls are formed 
of single upright slabs only 4^ inches thick.

No. 2 is also a small lingam temple, but its entrance is tc 
the east. The interior is only 4$ feet by 4 J  feet, and the 
walls are formed of single slabs containing figures in panels.
I recognized Ganesa, BhainsAsuri Devi, and a four-armed 
female, who was probably intended for DurgA.

No. 3 is similar to the east, but it is much more 
broken.

On a long, flat slab of No. 2 temple I found a few letters, 
which were sufficient to show that the temples belonged to 
the mediaeval period of about 1000 A.D. •

• This is one of the absurdities which still disfigure the sheets of the Atlas of 
India. Thus, we find everywhere the scarcely known Persian terms Kaldn and 
Butvrg, for "great,”  and Khurd, for "small,”  instead of the universally known 
vernacular terms bard and chota, for "  big and little."
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44.— BA R D I a n d  BH O PARI.
The fort of Bardi is situated on a rocky ridge to the south 

or right bank of the Gopat River, just above its junction with 
the Son. It is 213 feet long and 138 feet broad, with walls 
4 feet thick at top, and octagonal towers at the four angles. 
The entrance gate on the north side is 10 feet 8 inches high# 
but only 3 feet 4 inches wide.

Bardi was captured by the Rewa Raja in Sam vat 1876, or 
A.D. 1819. Before that time the Chandel chiefs who held 
the fort are said to have sacrificed a man, or some human 
being, every year to the goddess of Bardi.

Bhopdri is on the northern bank of the Son River, 10 miles 
to the west of Bardi, and the same distance south-south-west 
from Dibhor in a direct line. B y the Kir&hi Pass the actual 
road distance is nearly double, and the descent from the top 
of the Kairaur Range towards the Son is both steep and bad.

45.— DURGA-KHO.

In a former report I have given a short notice of the 
inscriptions engraved on the face of the wall in the cave of 
Durga-kho, near Chunar. DurgA kund is a perennial pool, 
or reservoir, situated about half a mile up a narrow ravine to 
the south-south-west of the Railway Station at Chunar. The 
mouth of the ravine is 1 mile from the station. On the 
north side of the ravine stands the temple of KamSksha 
Devi, and just below it a small old temple without name. 
The ravine, or Jhima Nala, is spanned by a bridge which leads 
to a row of three ddldns, or cloisters, formed by building 
against the face of the rock. Against the back wall there is 
a low platform or seat, 15 inches high and 16 inches broad, 
which was probably intended for the reception of statues.

Sculptured on the rock there are several figures of lions, 
horses, and elephants in outline. The face of the rock is 5 
feet 3 inches high, above which the required height was obtained 
by building up. The beams and pillars of the present arcade 
are quite new. The whole back wall is literally covered with 
short inscriptions of all ages from the Gupta period down-



wards. Several of these I have already published; but, as 
my last visit was a more leisurely one, I was able to examine 
the writings with more attention. I have accordingly given 
in the accompanying plate1 some of the previous ones 
over again, along with several new* ones. I read them as 
follows:—

1. Vishnu.
2. IsAna Shatapasa (a mistake for Khatapasa).
3. SamavidaivikAntA.
4. Prasta satadhinarchilaka Chandra.
5. Jaya Samudra.
6. Sri Bharkarasta.
7. Bhagwaloka chirnattakudra.
8. Garga datta.
9. Prachanda Prithivekah.

10. Jambu DAsa.
1 1 .  Yasalokacha.
12. Sujam bhara.
13. Ujala.
14. Uja.
15. Henna ha * * va, or Me99a ma * * toa
16. BhArosaviniya.
17. Sri Bhoja Deva.
18. Sri Bhoja Devabhavira.
19. Bhadra V'iloka.
20. Vashana Chilaka.
2 1. DhAra kAhnada.
22. Govinda.
23. Chhcdi Bhagat kA dwari.

There is nothing amongst these records of any interest, 
except perhaps the juxtaposition of the names of Chandra 
and Samudra in Nos. 4 and 5. As they are in old Gupta 
characters, similar to those used upon the coins, it is possible 
that the names may refer to the two kings, Chandra Gupta 
and his son Samudra Gupta.

Most of the names appear to be those of the quarrymen 
or stone-cutters who occupied the rock shelter, which has 
been turned into a long arcade.
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46.—tBH UILI.
In a former report I have described the remains at Bhuili, 

and I only visited it on the present occasion, because it hap
pened to be in my way from DurgA-kho. A few new objects 
were discovered, of which the only one of any interest was an 
old Muhammadan inscription of 5 double lines let into the lower 
wall of a masjid in Dakhin Tola. Unfortunately it is much 
injured, but I was able to read in the 2nd line—

Sultan bin S u l tin  Shah M ubirak in k  Kutbi. 
and in the 5th line Sabamiah (or 700).

The inscription therefore belongs to the time of Kutb-ud- 
din MubArak Khilji, who reigned from A.H. 716 to 720.

At the same place also there were three Hindu pillars and a 
bracket capital.

In the hill to the south there is a cave dargAh of Makhdum 
S ih ib  Chir&gh H ind. It is whitewashed inside, and no in- 
criptions were visible. It is only a small room of 8 feet by 
6 feet, and 6 feet high.

There is also a rock shelter called Chi/am tnarfia, 15 feet 
by 12 teei, and 6i  feet high. Near it there is a curious natural 
monolith, 5J feet in height, or with its base and pinnacle 9 } feet.
It is reckoned a curiosity, as the shaft is considerably curved.

47.— SEO PUR.
Seopur is i-J mile to the west of Kantit near Mirzapur.

In former days it possessed a very large temple, of which the 
ruins now lie scattered about. The present temple of RAm- 
eswar NAth contains many large capitals, and there are numer
ous oroken sculptures and other remains in the neighbour
hood. The most striking thing is a life-size female figure 
seated on a throne with a child in her lap. The sculpture is 
5 teet 2 inches high by 3 feet 8 inches broad, and 1 foot 
8 inches deep. The face is gone, but a small figure of Bud
dha still remains on the top of the head. The right arm is 
broxen at the elbow, and the left arm supports the child. 
The lett knee is bent, and the leg is resting on the ground at
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the foot of the throne. At the back of the figure there is a 
large tree with foliage and flowers. At the foot of the throne 
under the left leg there is a lion. I believe the statue to be a 
representation of Shashti, the goddess of Fecundity. There 
are 7 attendants on each side, 2 flying, and 5 standing. 
The statue is now called Sang kata Devi, very probably for 
Sangkata-harai.ii Devi, “  the remover of misfortune.”

48.—kAl pi.
The old town of KAlpi stands on a bluff cliff of clay over

hanging the Jumna. The fort occupies the highest position, 
and commands the passage of the river. It has walls only on 
the three land sides, the riverfront being inaccessible. To the 
westward there are many old tombs and mosques, now in ruins. 
There are no inscriptions on any of them, and only a few 
names are now remembered. At the north-west comer there 
is a piece of ground called Prabhdvati M audi, or the “  splendid 
market-place,” where old coins are found in the rainy season. 
It is said that at a (or flour) mixed with water cannot be cooked 
on this spot, and that dead bodies cannot be burned there.

KAlpi was the birth-place of Mohes-dAs, a poor Brahman, 
who afterwards became famous as Raja Bir-bar, or Bir-bal, 
the companion of Akbar.

KAlpi also was the residence of the holy Shekh BurhAn, 
who died at 100 years of age in A.H. 970, or A.D. 1562-63. 
He is said to have lived on milk and sweetmeats only. He 
was buried in his cell, the site of which is not now known.

According to Ferishta the fort of KAlpi was built by Yasu 
Deva, Raja of Kanauj, the contemporary of BahrAn Gor. But 
the people of the place know nothing of this doubtful chief, 
and attribute the building of KAlpi to an ancient Raja, named 
Kalib Deva. The earliest mention that I have found of KAlpi 
is the notice of its capture by Kutb-ud-din Aibeq in A.H. 593 
= A .D . 1196. It was afterwards joined to Mahoba and 
placed under an imperial governor from Delhi. During the 
troubled times which followed the invasion of Timur, KAlpi 
and Mahoba became independent under Muhammad Khan, 
the son of MalikzAda Firoz, who took the title of king. In



A.H. 937 KAlpi was attacked by IbrAhim Shah of Jaunpur, 
who retired on the advance of MubArak Shah of Delhi, to whom 
the governor, Kadir Khan, had made urgent appeals for aid. 
In the following year, A.H. 938 or A.D. 1434-35* during the 
war between Delhi and Jaunpur, KAlpi fell into the hands of 
Hushang Shah of Malwa. Before A.H. 847 or A.D. 1443 the 
new governor of KAlpi, named Nasir Khan, the son of KAdir 
Khan, still acknowledged fealty to Malwa. But the place 
was shortly afterwards attacked by Mahmud of Jaunpur, who 
sacked the town, and compelled Nasir Khan to fly to Chanderi.

After the conquest of Jaunpur, KAlpi fell into the hands of 
Bahlol Lodi of Delhi, who appointed Kutb Khan Lodi to be 
the governor. During the reign of Sikandar Lodi, his son 
JalAl Khan became ruler of the eastern provinces, including 
KAlpi and Jaunpur. He was afterwards dispossessed by his 
brother Ibrahim Lodi, who put him to death.

KAlpi was successively occupied by BAber and his son 
HumAyun, by Sher Shah and his relatives, Ibrahim Sur, Sik
andar Sur, and Muhammad Adil; and, lastly, by Akbar, by 
whom it was permanently attached to the Mughal empire of 
Delhi. Here he had a mint for copper coins.

The principal remains at KAlpi are the tombs of MadAr 
SAhib, of GhafAr ZanjAni, of Choi Bibi (a square enclosed by 
trellises), of BahAdur ShAhid, and the great enclosure called 
ChaurAsi Gumbaz, or “  eighty-four domes.”  There is a large 
statue of a lion at another tomb, which is assigned to a bar
ber. The lion is said to have been turned into stone when 
struck by the holy saint MadAr SAhib.

The only remarkable building at KAlpi is the ChaurAsi 
Gumbaz. It is said to be the tomb of Lodi ShAh BAdshAh, and 
some people even assign to it Sikandar Lodi. But we know 
that he died near Agra, and that his body was carried to 
Delhi to be buried. The ChaurAsi Gumbaz is built of blocks 
of kankar laid in lime mortar. All the ornamentation is in 
stucco, with flowered borders and bands. Altogether, the 
style corresponds very closely with that of the Lodi period, 
and I think, therefore, that the people are right in their attri
bution of it to a Lodi prince.
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The building itself is only remarkable for its size, being 
125 feet square outside, and about 80 feet high—seven narrow 
arched openings, divided by thick square piers. The whole 
building is divided, something like a chess-board, into eight 
lines of piers, and seven lines of open spaces, thus forming 
64 piers, all connected by twice 49 arches, with the 49 interven
ing spaces covered by flat roofs. In the middle there are 
four piers omitted, and the square space thus obtained is 
covered by a lofty dome which rises about 60 feet above the 
flat-terraced roof of the main body of the building. There 
are four small domes covering the four comer intersections, 
and there is a small domed turret over each of the sloping 
towers at the outer comers. But the appearance of the great 
central dome rising for about 40 feet or more cylindrical 
neck above the terraced roof is extremely bold and imposing. 
The meagre appearance of this domed tower might easily 
have been softened by the addition of a second storey rising 
from the next inner line of piers to within a few feet of the 
spring of the dome.

The piers vary from 6 feet 2 inches to 8 feet 8 inches 
square, and the arches from 6$ feet to 9 !  feet span. Alto
gether the building is very solid, and is likely to last for a long 
time. No one could explain why the tomb was called ChaurAsi 
Gumbaz, or “ the eighty-four domes." There are only 40 
intersecting spaces in the roof, after deducting intersections 
in the middle which are covered by the main dome. These, 
with the four comer turrets and the great dome, make only 45 
possible domes, so that the name of Chaurdsi Gumbas is 
decidedly incorrect. The original name may have been C kdlisi 
Gumbas, or the “  forty domes," which would have been strictly 
correct, as well as in accordance with a favourite Hindu 
number.

The present town of KAlpi occupies a site to the south
east of the original old town and the great mass of ruined 
tombs and masjids.

49.— s u l t A n p u r .

I have given a description of SultAnpur, in the jAlandhar 
DoAb, in my report of my last tour in the PanjAb (see
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Archteological Survey, Yol. XIV, p. 55), where I have shown 
that it corresponds in position with the Tamasa-vana monas
tery of Hwen Thsang. The people of the place, however, say 
that it was named after SultAn Khan PathAn, a brother of 
Haibat KhAn, in the time of the PathAn kings. There was 
a Haibat KhAn in the time of Sikandar Lodi, who gave his 
name to the old town of Patti, to the west of the BiAs River, 
nearly opposite to SultAnpur. Since my visit a  short inscrip
tion has been found outside the serai, dated in A.H. 970 
(Sabain-Tva-tisamiah) , which records the building of a mosque 
by Abdullah, son of Shamsuddin, son of JamAl AnsAri, the 
humblest of mankind.

50.— CHINI.

1 have described the lofty mound of Chini in my last 
PanjAb Report, Volume XIV', page 53, of the Archeological 
Survey. I then identified it with the Chinapati of the pilgrim 
Hwen Thsang, who notes that the Chinese hostages were kept 
there by Kanishka during the winter months.

During the present year the mound has been dug into by 
a contractor for bricks. During the excavations a very old 
statue of Vishnu was brought to light. The contractor claim
ed it as part of his property, but the villagers put in a counter
claim for the figure as that of their village deity. I have 
hitherto failed in getting a photograph of this interesting piece 
of sculpture.

5 1 .— CHAMBA.

The small Hindu state of Chamba is situated in the alpine 
PanjAb, and embraces all the country lying on the River RAvi 
and its tributaries, from their sources to the point where their 
collected waters pierce the outer range of hills. About one- 
third of the territory forming the Chamba District of LAhul 
lies on the ChenAb River and its tributary the BhAga. But 
this is a poor country with a very small population.

The capital, named Champapuri, or Chamba, stands on 
the northern bank of the river, in the south-western comer of 
the territory, at an elevation of rather more than 3,000 feet 
above the sea. On all sides it is surrounded by lofty ranges
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of mountains, rising to 16,000 feet in height on the south, 
towards Kangra, and 18,000 and 20,000 feet in the north-east, 
towards the valley of the Upper Chen&b. On the north-west 
side the mountain range is less lofty, although several of the 
peaks reach 16.000 feet.

The original capital of the country was at Barm A war, on 
the Budhil River, about 60 miles nearly due east from the 
town of Chamba by the road, but only 32 miles distant in a 
direct line. Barm&war is upwards of 7,000 feet above the 
sea, and possesses several old temples, both of stone and 
wood. These I have already described in a previous volume.1 
All the earlier Rajas bore the name of Varmma, and the inscrip
tions on the pedestals of the statues give the names of Meru 
Varmma, and his three predecessors with the same title.

The change of capital from BarmAwar to Chamba is 
assigned to S 4la Varmma, who was defeated and killed by 
Ananta Varmma of Kashmir in A.D. 1060. In the inscrip
tions this Chamba King is called S 41ivAhana, of which Sala 
is only a common contraction. He built the famous temple 
of Lakshmi Nar&yan, which is by far the most popular of all 
the temples now standing at Chamba. His son was Soma 
Varmma Deva, of whom there is a copper-plate grant now 
existing at Chamba. This document is attested both by his 
own signature and by that of his son Asata Deva. Kalasa, 
the son of Ananta of Kashmir, married Asata’s sister, named 
VappikA, who became the mother of Harsha Deva, the next 
king of Kashmir.

There are four inscriptions now existing at Chamba, of 
which three are engraved on copper-plates, and one on a stone 
slab.

The oldest is that mentioned above. The copper-plate is 
17 } inches long and 12 inches broad. There are 29 lines 
written direct, with 1 line to right, and another at top upside 
down, and a third on the left hand, or altogether 32 lines. 
There are two dates noted in it, namely, the first year, Samvat- 
sarc prat home, on Friday of the 3rd of the waxing moon, 
Vais&kh. The second date is Samvat 11 Bh^drapada, Sudi

* Archeological Survey. Vol XIV, p jog.
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13th, on Some, or Monday. These dates correspond with 
the Christian years A.D. 1060 and 1070. In the former 
year Raja Sala was killed by Ananta, and was succeeded by 
his son Soma Varmma Deva. In the latter year Raja Soma 
was still reigning, but his son Asata had then grown up, and 
the grant was accordingly attested by him as heir apparent, 
as well as by his father. Raja Kalasa, of Kashmir, married 
Asata's sister.

The second inscription is also on copper. It has 17 lines 
quite perfect, but I can find no date. The Raja's name is Bhata 
Varmma, son of MAnikya Varmma Deva. Both names are 
found in the list of the Rajas of Chamba; the latter being 
spelt Bodha.

The third inscription is engraved on a stone slab, which 
is now lying under a very large Toon tree, on the side wall of 
a Chabutara, or platform, besides a tank. It consists of 10 
lines, but is only remarkable for the precise way in which its 
date is recorded. The words are Sri MAn nripati VikramA
ditya Samvatsara 1717, Sri SAlivahara Sake 1583, Sri SAstri 
Samvatsare 37, that is—

in the Vikrama Samvat year . . 1717  =  A D. 1660
in the SalivAhana Saka „  . . 1583 =  „  1661
in the SAstri Samvatsara „  . . 37 =  [16J61

Here we meet with the Lok-KAl, or Sapt Rishi-KAl, under 
the name of SAstri Samvatsara, or S a stri era. The week-day 
Budhavdsare, or Wednesday, shows that the year corre
sponded with A.D. 1661. The era of the seven Rishis might 
appropriately be called the holy Samvat, or divine era.

The fourth inscription is engraved in 23 lines on a copper
plate. It is quite modem; but, as it gives the SAstri Sam
vatsara, it is of some value. It bears two different dates as 
follows:—

line 7, VikramAditya Samvat 1917, SAstri Samvatsare . 36 
line 8, do. do. 1915, do. . . 34
lines 18-19, do. do. 1917, do. . . 36

Here the VikramAditya dates are correct, as they give A.D. 
1858 and i860; while the SAstri Samvat gives the same, vis.,

1 3 6
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18 2 4 + 34  =  1858, and 1824+36  =  i860 A.D. The seal also 
bears the two dates of “  Samvat 34 and 36,” but without the 
corresponding years of the VikramAditya, I have given a 
full account of the Sapt Rishi-K£l or Lok-K&I in my "  Book 
of Indian Eras."
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REPORT OF A TOUR IN REWA, BUNDELKHAND, MALWA, 
AND GWALIOR, IN 1884-85.

P A R T  I I .
i.— KEV A TI-K U N D , O R  KEONTI.

The falls of the Tamasa, or Tons River, have long been 
famous. The river rises in the small state of Mahiyar, 
50 miles to the south-west of Rewa, and, after a course of 
130 miles, measured in a direct line, falls into the Ganges, 
between Allahabad and Benares. None of the falls are on 
the main stream, but on its larger tributaries just above their 
junction with it. The following are the names of the prin
cipal falls:—

Fail. Strewn. flci(ta. Pittance from Sera.

Feet.

! Piiwan . Piownn Nala " 5 23 miles N.

2 Damdo Damdo Nala T H  » N.

3 Pftrwa Small stream 240 17 •# N.

4 Chachai Behar Nadi . 368 20 t. N. N..E.

5 Kcvati Maha Nadi . 331 21 w N.-E.

6 Bilohi . Odda Nadi . 464 36 „  E. N.-E.

The Pidwnn f a l l  has been described by both Mr. Garrick 
and myself. It possesses an inscription of GAnggeya Deva, 
the Kalachuri Raja of Chedi or DAhal, dated in the Chedi 
Sam vat 789, or A.D. 1030. The inscription is carved on the 
Arglia of a lingam.

The K evati-K und  is the most famous of all the Tons 
waterfalls, partly perhaps for its easier accessibility, but
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chiefly, I believe, for the romantic beauty of its scenery. 
The MahA Nadi River pours over the sheer rock in one 
unbroken fall of 331 feet into a deep blue pool, and continues 
its course for some miles between the beetling cliffs of the 
narrow ravine. On the east the cliff is crowned by a fort and 
some small temples, below which, at 130 paces, there are two 
long ledges, protected by the overhanging rocks, which form 
the shelters now known as caves. The larger one is 200 feet 
long and 43 feet broad, but only 3 feet in height at the back, 
and it appears to have been partly quarried out. The other 
shelter, now known as the MahAdeva cave, is partly artificial, 
being closed on the outer side by built walls, 7 feet in height. 
It is 36 J feet long by 33 feet broad, and 7 feet high, diminish
ing to 3 feet at the back. Inside there are a few lingams, 
from which it derives its name of the MahAdeva cave. On 
the rock outside there are two Buddhist stOpas carved in 
outline. These prove the Buddhist origin of the cave, which 
is confirmed by the following inscription on the roof of the 
cave, carved in letters of the 2nd century B.C. The inscrip
tion was found by Mr. Macaulay Markham, and the following 
reading of it has been published by Dr. Hoernle:—

H an'ti putcnam Sonakena kdritu pukhartni.

"T h e poo! (cave) caused to be made by Saunaka, the son of 
Haritf."1

The cave is rather difficult of access, but one is well 
repaid for the trouble by the fine view of the waterfall and of 
the blue pool below which the cave commands.

In the open rock-shelter there are numerous figures of 
animals sketched in red ochre, such as antelopes, bAra- 
singhas, and elephants, with floriated letters in white. One 
man told me that the proper name of the pool was D har- 
m&tma, but the place is named in all the inscriptions as 
Kevati-sthdn, and is more generally known as Kcunti-Kund.

One mile from the waterfall, on the high ground near the 
village of Keonti, there is a row of four Sati pillars called 
Panch Bhaya, or “  the Five Brothers.” Only four are now

1 Indian Antiquary, Vol. IX, p. lai.



standing ; but there is a gap showing where the missing pillar 
once stood. Two other pillars, standing a little way off, are 
called Nand-bhau. All bear representations of armed soldiers 
in the act of fighting, with inscriptions beneath. The northern 
pillar is dated in Samvat 1390, but all the others are seven years 
later, and bear the same date of Samvat 1397, on Monday, 
the 4th day of the waxing moon of MAgha (Monday, the 22nd 
January, A.D. 134 1). The people say that these were five 
brothers who all fell on the same day. From the existing 
inscriptions it is certain that three of them fell on the same 
d ay ; but one of them fell upwards of seven years earlier, on 
Saturday the 3 1st July A.D. 13 3 3 ; or, if the Samvat date 
be read as 1340, he must have fallen fifty-seven years earlier.

In the three later inscriptions, dated in Samvat 1397, there 
is mention of MahArAjA Hamira Deva, of Luka-sthAn, and 
of MahArAjAdhirAja Devaka, of Kathauli-sthAn. I conclude, 
therefore, in spite of their royal titles, that these two Rajas 
were only the petty chiefs of the two neighbouring towns of 
Luka-sthAn and Kathauli-sthAn, which still exist; and that 
the fight commemorated by the pillars was only a quarrel 
about their contiguous boundaries. The men who fell are all 
designated as Raus, or zamindars. Both Luka and Kathauli 
will be found in the accompanying map, Plate 1. Of Baori- 
grAm, which is mentioned in all these inscriptions, I could not 
get any information. Kathauli is a large village on the table
land near the Mamani pass, 30 miles to the west of north 
from Rewa. L6k is a large village on the right bank of the 
Tons River, near where it leaves the hills, 27 miles to the 
east of north from Rewa. The distance between the two 
places is not more than 12 miles in a direct line.

2 .— REW A, OR BA G H ELKH A N D .

The city of Rewa, the present capital of BAghelkhand, 
is of comparatively modem date, as it was founded by Raja 
VikramAditya Baghel, after the fort of Bandhogarh had fallen 
into the hands of the Muhammadans during the reign of 
Akbar, about 1595 A.D. The only objects of any interest 
about the city are a very fine Toran gateway, and some
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sculptures, all of which were brought very recently from the 
ruins of the old city of GArgi MasAun, 12 miles to the east 
of Rewa.

The Toran gateway has been set up in front of the palace. 
A view of it has been given by my assistant Mr. Garrick.1 
The clear span between the bases of the two pillars is io£ 
feet, and between the shafts 1 foot more. It is one of 
the richest and largest temple gateways that I have seen. 
Its original position at Gflrgi is still pointed out by the 
people.

Of the four sculptures which were brought from Gilrgi, one 
is undoubtedly Buddhist, and the others Brahmanical.

I. —The Buddhist sculpture is a seated figure of Padma- 
pAni, half life-size. One hand rests on the knee, which is 
raised up, while the other, holding a lotus flower, lies in the 
lap. On the back is engraved the Buddhist creed in three 
lines of well-cut characters of about the 10th century.

Ye dhartna hetu prabhavA hetun teshAn TathAgato
hyavAdatteshAn cha yo nirodha evam vAdi
MahAsramanah.

II. —A standing figure of Vishnu.
III. —A seated figure of a four-armed goddess, on the 

pedestal of which is engraved her name in an inscription 
of two lines.

Sri Hasti-vAhini Devihj]
SAhArana pAda pankaja—

The statue derives its name from a small figure of an 
elephant, hastI, which forms the end of the pedestal.1

IV. —A bas-relief, 4 feet high, Siva and PArvati, seated 
at top, his foot resting on a bull, and her foot on a lion. In 
the middle are two male figures seated and attended by 
women. Below, there are two tall swordsmen with shields, 
fighting two small men, armed with bows and arrows. 1 have 
a suspicion that this may be a Sati monument.1 But I 
cannot even guess why the two swordsmen on the left are

1 Archaeological Surrey of India. Vol. X IX . p. 8o, and Plate X IX .
* See Plate X X X V I, fora picture of this Goddess from a photograph.
* See Plate X X X V II , for this battle-scene, taken from a photograph.



represented as giants of just twee the height of all the other 
figures. It is possible that they may be intended for fabulous 
monsters, as one of them has been shot through the body 
with an arrow, and I think also through the left thigh. 
Under this view the scene might represent the fight between 
Rama-chandra and the giant Kftmbhakama.

The Rewa Durbar is in possession of several copper-plate 
inscriptions, of which only four are old. These I will refer to 
as A, B, C, and D.

A is engraved on a single plate, and is dated in Sam vat 
926, on Thursday, in BhAdrapada, the 4th of the waxing moon, 
or A.D. 1175, as I take the Samvat date to be recorded in 
the Kalachuri era of Chedi, which starts from A.D. 249-50. 
The week-day, however, according to this reckoning does 
not agree with the day stated in the inscription. The charac
ters of the inscription are of much too late a date for the 
Vikrama Samvat 926, or A.D. 869, and, as the Raja Jaya 
Sin ha Deva Kalachuri is known to have been living in 
A.D. 1177, when the Rewa territory actually belonged to his 
family, I have no hesitation in assigning the inscription to him. 
But there is another difficulty in this record which begins 
with the name and titles of—

Parama bhatAraka MahArajftdhirAja Paraineswara 
Sri VAma Deva—

followed by the term pdddnudhydto, or "  bowing to whose 
feet," after which we have the name and titles of the reigning 
king as follows:—

Parama bhatAraka MahArAjadhir&ja paraineswara parama
MAheswara TrikalingAdhipati nij bhujo parjitAswapati,
gajapati, narapati Rajatray&dhipati.
Sri Maj Jaya Sinha Deva vijayarAjye.||

Now, we know that Jaya Sinha Deva was the son of Gaya 
Kama Deva, and the younger brother of Nara Sinha Deva. 
Who then was VAma D eva? In the Bharhut inscription the 
very same titles are given to Nara Sinha Deva, who is also said 
to have bowed to the feet (pAdAnudhyata) of VAma Deva. 
Either VAma must be taken as another name of Gaya Kama, 
or as that of the original founder of the family. At first I
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thought that VAma might have been intended for Siva him
self, and this would seem to be the truth, as in the next in
scription, B., Jaya Sinha's son Vijaya also bows down to the 
feet of VAma Deva.

The inscription goes on to say that during the time of 
Kirtti Varmmathe Kaurava MahAranak of Kakaredi nagari, 
the village of Ahir-pAr-grama was given to two Brahmans 
on the anniversary of the death ceremony of RAnak Bala- 
rAja at PindArchansthan.

Kakaredi, or Kakareri, is a large place on the table-land 
at the head of the principal Pass, the Mamani GhAt, leading 
to the west towards BAnda and KAlanjar and Mahoba.

B.—This inscription is engraved on one plate. It records 
a grant made in the Samvat year 1253, on Friday, the 7th of 
the waxing moon of MArgasirsha, during the reign of Vijaya 
Deva. The donor is Salakhana Varmma Deva, the grandson 
of Kirtti Varmma Deva, of Inscription A, and the chief of 
Kakaredi. The date is twenty-one years later than A, taking 
the Samvat to be that of Vikramaditya, which agrees with the 
relationship of Salakhana Varmma as grandson of Kirtti 
Varmma of Kakaredi, as well as with that of Vijaya Deva as 
son of Jaya Sinha Deva, the paramount lord of that country.

By my calculation the week day comes out Thursday, 
instead of Friday, as stated on the plate.

The inscription records the gift of the village of Nauagra- 
ma, in the district of Kakaredi-sthAna to certain Brahmans 
of the Kausika gotra by name, and ends with the usual 
denouncement of the resumers of land, who will suffer for 
60,000 years in hell.

C.— This inscription is engraved on two sheets of .copper 
with a short postscript on the back of the second sheet, giving 
the names of the donees, with the measure of the land which 
each of them received.

The grant of the village of Rehi is dated in KArtika of 
the Samvat year 1297, or A.D. 1240, and was made by 
KumAra PAla Deva, the MahAranak of Kakaredi, to six Brah
mans of the Kaundinya gotra, named SAnge, Suhar, Maha- 
datta, Pern Singh, Soma Biro, and SAmanta, of whom the
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first four received 3 biswas each, and the last two only one 
biswa each.

The date is given in words, as well as in figures, as fol
lows :—

SaptanavatyAdhike dwAdasa sata Samvatsare, Ankepi 1297.

A great part of the record is taken up with the praises of 
the city (N agari) of Kakaredi, which is said to possess mam 
high temples and white-washed houses, with tanks, wells, and 
baolis, hills and caves, gardens and big trees, learned men 
and beautiful women;— such is Kakaredi, the city of the 
Kaurava race!

The donor is KumAra Pala Deva, the MahArAnak or chief 
of Kakaredi, under the paramount sovereign Trailokya Yarm- 
ma Deva, whose titles are exactly the same as those of Jaya 
Sinha De\’a and Vijaya Deva, in the two preceding inscrip
tions A and B. As he is also called a worsh:pper (pAda- 
nudhyAta) of VAma Deva, it is certain that the god Siva 
must be intended, and not one of his ancestors.

But the change in the name of the king is remarkable, as 
there can be little doubt that Trailokya Varmma Deva is the 
Chandel prince of KAlanjar, who was actually reigning at the 
date of the inscription. He succeeded his father ParamArddi 
Deva in A.D. 1203, when the Muhammadans captured 
KAlanjar. The only other inscription of Trailokya that I 
have got was found in the fort of Ajaygarh. It is dated in 
Sam vat 1269, or A.D. 12 12 , when it is probable that Ajaya- 
garh was still his capital. But, as I ha\'e shown in my notice 
of the Chandel kingdom, he was in full possession of KAlan
jar in A.H. 6 31, or A.D. 1233, when the troops of Iltitmish, 
king of Delhi, invaded that territory for the sake of plunder. 
His father ParamArddi had lost Mahoba to PrthirAj; but 
from the present inscription it would appear that the power 
of the Chandel princes was but little broken when they ex
tended their dominion to the east, by the conquest of the 
Rewa territory, which they must have wrested from the 
Kalachuris during the reign of Trailokya himself. The 
Chandelas still hold possessions in the eastern portion of the 
Rewa territory, and they are even more numerous in the
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districts of Mirzapur and Jaunpur to the north, to which 
they must have retired before the increasing power of the 
BAghels.

D.—This inscription is engraved on three smaller plates. 
The paramount sovereign is named Trailokya Malla, but, as 
the Samvat date of 1298 is only one year later than that of 
the last inscription, C., there can be little doubt that the two 
records refer to the same king. The reigning chief of 
Kakaredi is here named Prithiraja, the son of Salakshana 
Varmma, and therefore a brother of KumAra Pala Deva of 
the previous inscription, C.

The grant gives a similar glowing description of the city 
of Kakaredi-nagari as in C., with the genealogy of the 
donor from the Kaurava chief ChAhila downwards. The 
gift of the village of Barbara to certain Brahmans of the 
SAndilya gotra was made in the month of MAgha in Samvat 
1298, or A.D. 1241. The names of the donees are the same 
as in C., with the exception of the last, namely—

RAut SAnge . . 2 biswas Qf land
RAut Suhar • 4 do. do.
RAut MahAdatta . 3 do. do.
RAut SAmant . 8 do. do.
RAut Kirtu YuvarAj Singh • 3 do. do.

T o t a l  . . 20 b isw as.

The family of the MahArAnaks, or chiefs of Kakaredi, 
as derived from these four inscriptions, is as follows, with 
their approximate dates:—

A . D.

n
11
11

11
i>
11

11

1050.—ChAhila.
1075.—Durjaya.
1100.— Bhoja Varmma Deva.
1125.—Jaya Varmma Deva.
1 *5®-—Vatsa Raja, or BalarAja Deva.
*175-—Kirtti Varmma 
1196.—Salakhana J  brothers.
1220.—HarirAja (1240) -\

NAhara Varmma > S ods of Salakhana. 
• 241.—Prithvi Raja Deva J
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3.—g u r g i -m a s A u n .

The ruins of Gurgi-Masaun are situated 12 miles to the 
east of Rewa, on an open plain, near the sources of the 
MahA Nadi River, which, at 20 miles to the north, forms 
the famous waterfall of Kevati-Kund.

The remains consist of a large fort called Rehuta, to the 
east of the village of Silchat, and a large mound 1 mile 
to the south-west, covered with ruined temples. The actual 
villages of Gtirgi and MasAun lie i mile to the west. On 
the south-east, upwards of 1 mile distant, flows the Bichia 
Nadi, the principal feeder of the Bihar River, which forms 
the great waterfall of Chachai, 368 feet in height. To the 
south-west of the mound of ruined temples, and more than a 
mile distant, there is a solitary hill called Goragad, crowned 
with a modem temple.1 To the south and east, about 
8 miles, the view is bounded by the Kaimur range of hills, 
which divides the valley of the Tons from that of the Son. 
In every direction the eye falls upon numerous large tanks, 
which form a characteristic feature of this part of Rewa. The 
country is generally well wooded and well cultivated.

All old Hindu cities are remarkable for the number of their 
Pdn-bdris^oT "  PAn gardens.”  MahAsthAn, the old capital of 
North Bengal, is literally surrounded by them, and many still 
exist around Kanauj. The PAn gardens of Gftrgi are famous, 
and the cities of Allahabad and Benares are said to be chiefly 
supplied from this source. In fact, the shortest and most 
frequented route leading from Gurgi to the north, past the 
Kevati-KAnd, descends from the Vindhya Hills by the PanyAri 
or Panwdri Pass, on which I met numerous bullocks, laden with 
packs of PAn leaves, going to the Bargarh station of the 
Allahabad and Jabalpur Railway.

The fort of Rehuta is unanimously ascribed to Raja 
Karan Dahariya, who is supposed to have been a Bhar chief. 
But his very title of Dahariya shows that he must have been 
the famous Kama Deva, the Kalachuri Raja of DAhal or

• See Plat* XXXV, fot a map of these nuns.
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Chedi. His father, GAnggeya Deva, is known to have possessed 
the Rewa territory, as we have an inscription bearing his 
name, can ed on the Argha at the foot of the PiAwan waterfall, 
in which he is called the Dahaliya Raja. Another inscription 
of Nara Sinha Deva still exists in the Alha GhAt, between the 
PiAwan and Kevati-KAnd waterfalls, in which the Kalachuri 
R aja also takes the title of Dahaliya. It is certain, therefore, 
that the territory of Rewa belonged to the Kalachuri Raja 
Kama Deva of DAhal, and to him we must assign the building 
of the fort of Rehuta. His reign extended from A.D. 1040 
to 1080. Some of the temples may, perhaps, be older, as the 
few inscriptions which I obtained agree better in their charac
ters with those of the earlier Kalachuri Rajas Lakshmana 
and Kokalla.

The fort of Rehuta, or Rehunta, or Gurgi-MasAun, as it is 
usually called, is irregular in shape, as the east and west sides 
slope inwards from the south to the north, thus shortening 
the northern face by about 1,400 feet. The four faces are 
irregular; the east and west faces being much intended and 
the north and south faces being of unequal length. I make
the measurements as follows:—

Fe*t.
North face . . . . 1 ,9 8 0
South „ • 3432
West ..................................... 31*68
East „ • 3.234

T o t a l . 11,814 circuit.

It is difficult to measure the faces exactly, but the circuit 
may be taken at 12,000 feet, or 2$ miles. According to 
Mr. Garrick’s measurement the circuit is 452 feet greater 
than I make it.

The outline of the fort is well defined by the stone walls, 
which are still standing on *11 sides. They are between 10 
and 11 feet thick, and were probably 20 feet in height, as 
they still reach 15 feet in many places. The remains of the 
ditch are still quite distinct, from 40 to 50 feet broad and 
5 feet deep.



There are no towers or bastions now visible, although 
I thought that I could trace the basement of a circular tower 
at the south-west comer.

In the interior there are numerous stone wells, all square 
in form, and many mounds of stone ruins, from which the 
wrought stones have been removed. Every mound shows 
numerous broken statues, all belonging to the Brahmanical 
faith, excepting one near the south gate. Here there are 
many broken Jain statues, both seated and standing, and all 
naked. There is a curious two-faced lion. The head is 
turned at right angles to the body, so that or. both sides the 
spectator has the lion facing him.

Everywhere the temples have been thrown dourn, and the 
cut stones removed, leaving masses of shapeless rough stones 
forming irregular mounds, more or less covered with jungle. 
There are two clumps of bamboo jungle, both o f which are 
filled with stones and broken statues.

All sorts of absurd tales are told about Raja Kama 
Dahariya. It is said that he took no land rent, but only some 
of the iron tools of the cultivators, which he turned into gold. 
When the Pddshah heard this, he invaded the country, when 
the Raja entered the ground and disappeared.

There is a still more absurd story about the great number 
of the inhabitants of GCtrgi. A  camel, laden with vermilion, 
on entering the town was stopped by the women, every one 
of whom dipped her finger in the pigment to make a red 
streak down the parting of her hair. The Raja fined each of 
them one cowrie, and the number of cowries is said to 
have been equal to one year's revenue. As 5,000 cowries art 
only equal to one rupee, the revenue must have been very small 

The great mound of temple mins, called G urgaj, is 
about 1,200 feet square, and from 10 to 15 feet in height. It 
is a mere confused mass of rough stones, the whole of the 
squared stones having been carried away to Rewa within 
the last twenty years by the D evin  of the late M ah iriji. 
The sites of two large temples are now marked by deep pits 
and the overturned colossal figures which were once enshrined 
inside.
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On the east side of the mound there is a colossal figure of 
a four-armed goddess, 9 feet 3 inches high and 4 feet 7 inches 
broad, seated on a lion. The right leg hangs down, but 
the left leg is drawn up and rests on the lion. This figure is 
called Devi, and is, no doubt, intended for the goddess Durga, 
whose vd!ian is a lion.

On the north-west of the mound there is a still larger 
sculpture of Hara-Gauri, or Siva and PArvati, lying on its 
face above a deep hole. The slab is 12 feet 8 inches long by 
5 feet 3 inches broad. At the foot is the bull Nandi. The 
figures are partly cut clear. The great Toran gateway in 
front of the Raja's palace at Rewa is said to have stood in 
front of this temple facing the east. If the temples which 
occupied this mound bore any proportion to the size of the 
colossal figures which they enshrined, they must have been 
of considerable size,—certainly not less than 100 feet in 
height. I could not ascertain whether the temples had 
completely fallen down when the stones were removed, but all 
the people agreed that they were in ruins. No traces of 
any inscription, in fact not even a single letter, could be found 
on this site.

Inside the fort, and under several trees to the north of the 
village of Silchat, there are numerous statues of all sizes, 
more or less broken. There are only a few' Buddhist figures, 
but the Jain and Brahmanical figures are numerous. The 
following list gives the names of such as I could recognize:—

1. Colossal figure of Hanum&n.
2. Statue broken at waist, horse below ; on its pedestal is

inscribed—
“ S r i Lakihnri Devi Bhatdraka
Bhagini pranamati”
“ Sri Lakshtni Devi, the king’s sister offers adoration.”

3. Standing Vishnu, 3 feet high, with BrahmS and Siva to right
and left, small.

4- BhainsAsuri Devi, half-life size,
5. Four-armed female, bull on pedestal.
6. Broken 8-armed female, half-life size.
7. KAli Devi, skeleton goddess.
8. Three-headed male with four arms, and canopied by a three-

snake-hood.



g. Eight-armed figure of Ganesa.
10. Slab, with three snakes, middle one very stout.

There are many other figures, but none of any interest, as 
there arc no inscriptions on them, and they are all more 
or less broken. The Jaina figures are numerous in the fort, 
but they are of the usual well-known types, and are not 
inscribed. The whole of the GArgi sculptures are of the same 
style and age as the two specimens in Plates XXXVI and 
X X X V II, which were brought from GArji to Rewa. From the 
alphabetical characters of their inscriptions they must belong 
to the period of Kalachuri rule in the 10th ar.d n th  cen
turies.

Of the early history of Rewa prior to the occupation 
of theBAghels, who still hold the country, nothing whatever is 
known. Several existing inscriptions, however, show that 
it must have formed part of the dominions of the Kalachuri 
kings of Chedi for at least two centuries before the conquest 
of the BAghelas. I have already mentioned the inscriptions 
of GAnggeya Deva and Narasinha Deva at the PiAwan 
waterfall and the Alha GhAt; but there is a third inscription, 
and a very long one, in a very fine temple at Chandrehe, close 
to the Son River, and only 20 miles to the south-east of 
Rewa, which must certainly have been set up by the Kalachu- 
ris of Chedi, as it is dated in Samvat 724. As the charac
ters are those of the 10th century, the date must be recorded 
in the Chedi era, or A.D. 249 4-724 = A.D. 973, and the 
inscription must, therefore, belong to the time of Lakshmana, 
the founder of the Lakshman SAgar at Bilhari, who reigned 
from about 950 to 975, or somewhat later.

But it seems highly probable that the Kalachuris must 
have occupied the country of Rewa for several centuries 
prior to A.D. 950, as the Kalachuri princes of Southern 
India claim to have conquered KAlanjara before they occupied 
Dahala or Chedi. The tradition is thus given by Mr. Rice 
from a stone inscription at Harihara, dated about 1 1601 ;—

“  A Brahman! girl (ilAmara putri), having paid worship to Siva, 
seated ou a hide, in order to obtain the fulfilment of her desires,
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she had a dream, in which Siva himself embraced her, and she 
conceived a portion of his glory. Having thus conceived, when nine 
months were accomplished, it happened that she bore a son named 
Krishna, possessed of great beauty, of surpassing courage, bearing all 
the marks of fortune, famous in all learning.

“ He slew in KAlanjara an evil spirit of a king, who was a cannibal 
atid followed the occupation of a barber, thus obtaining great fame 
among all people. Placing.him between the teeth of Yaraa, this king 
Krishna, by the might of his arms, took possession of the government 
of his kingdom, and reducing the nine-lakh (country of) Dahala 
mandala to obedience to his word, ruled in peace, an ornament of the 
Kalachuri kula."

According to this account the progenitor of the race, 
named Krishna, captured Kalanjara before he occupied 
Dahala. He must, therefore, have crossed from Rewa; and, 
as the initial point of the Chedi, or Kalachuri era, is A.D. 249, 
it seems probable that this year may, perhaps, mark the date 
o f the capture of KAlanjara. In this case the Kalachuris must 
have held the territory of Rewa for nearly one thousand years.

The old name of the country, as given by the Muhammadan 
historians, is B/tai/i, or Bhath-g/iora, and sometimes Pattah 
Ghord’ghat Blochmann calls it Bandah  Rewa. In the 
MaAsir it is spelt Bhattah.1 It seems not impossible that 
Bhath-ghora and Ghora-ghAt may have some connection with 
G urgaj and Gurgi. The name of Bhath is quite unknown at 
the present day, and I think it not impossible that it may 
have originated with some early Muhammadan corruption 
of the name of Bandho-garh.

The earliest mention that I have found of the name 
of Bhati-glior is in the TabakAt-i-NAsiri of MinhAj, under date 
A.H. 641, or A.D. 1243-44, when Malik Timur Khan-i-kirA 
is recorded to have several times plundered the territory 
of Bhati-ghor and extorted tribute. The name is also 
written Bhati-ghora and Bhath-ghorah}

4 —  b a i j n A t h .
Eight miles to the west of Rewa, and about 1 mile to the 

north of the road leading to Sutna, stands the small village of

1 See Blochmann’s Ain Akburi, pp.. 132—355 and 4*16.
1 RavcrlyS Tnbakat-i*N3siri. p. 743-



BaijnAth, which once possessed some five or six temples, of 
which only one is now standing. This temple was complete 
until the middle of the last rainy season, when, during the 
month of AshAdha, the mandapa fell down. The shrine 
was dedicated to MahAdeva as VaidyanAtha or BaijnAth, who 
is represented by a lingam inside. The temple consisted of 
a mandapa, or hall, 18 feet square, to the east, supported 
on sixteen pillars, leading through a small antardla, or ante
chamber, to a sanctum, 14^ feet square outside. The whole 
building was only 33^ feet by 14$ feet. The entrance to 
the sanctum is richly carved, with the usual figures of 
the Ganges and Jumna on the crocodile and tortoise. A 
figure of the bull Nandi occupies the entrance.

Lying round about there are numerous carved stones and 
pieces of sculpture. But the most interesting of the remains 
is a colossal figure of the Ganges, 7 feet 3 inches high 
and 4 feet 1 inch broad, which is known by the name of 
M cddwar. It has four arms, and on the pedestal, quite detach
ed from the figure, there is a crocodile, 2 feet 3.J inches long.

Close by there is a large lion, and in a rude hut there is 
a figure of DurgA seated on a lion, now called KAli, to whom 
goats are regularly sacrificed every Monday and Thursday, as 
well as on other uncertain days. During my stay of one day 
at BaijnAth no less than ten goats were sacrificed. They 
were brought at different times by small parties of men 
and women, accompanied by music. The goats were beheaded 
on the spot The heads remained as the perquisite of 
the executioner, a Kol of the village of BaijnAth. The bodies 
were carried off by the sacrifices.

I recognized several other sculptures, amongst which 
were:—

Siva, with a canopy of seven snake-hoods, 4 feet 1 inch by 
2 feet 4 inches.

Vishna, with lotus, of same size as Siva.
An annual fair is held at BaijnAth on the R&m-navamt of 

Chaitra, or 9th day of the waxing moon. It is attended 
by thousands of people from all the surrounding country. The 
people of this part of the country are mostly Kols.
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5.— RAYPU R-KO TH I.

Raypur is an old village in the small BAghel state of 
Kotni, 14 miles to the north-west of Sutna, and the same 
distance to the north-east of NAgodh. About 1850 there 
existed here a stone inscription, 3^ feet long by 2 }  feet high, 
which was broken in two pieces. I had a rough copy of the 
inscription which had been taken by one of Colonel Ellis's 
servants. During my last tour I sent a servant o f my own to 
get a fresh copy, but the stone was gone, and he was informed 
that it had been taken to NAgodh, where Colonel Ellis re
sided before the Mutiny in 1857. My servant then pro
ceeded to NAgodh, where, after much enquiry, he learned that 
the stone had been taken to Sutna. He continued his journey 
to Sutna, where he found that only one portion of the in
scription was now in existence. Of this he made a copy, 
which on examination I found to be the right-hand portion of 
the Raypur stone, comprising about one-third only of the 
original record.

The inscription is dated in Samvat 1408, and Sake 1273 
(or A.D. 1351), AshAdha sudi 11 Budhavfisarc, or Wednesday. 
In the 2nd line I find the name of N ripa Sdlivdhatta, or “ king 
SalivAhan,”  and in the 10th line S r i  Vira R d ja  N ripa. 
In the 2 1st line also there is the name of Sasdngka bhdpa, or 
11 king SasAnka.”  This record most probably refers to one 
of the BAghel Rajas of Rewa. There is a Sat: pillar at 
Oobari, 28 miles to the west-south-west of Rewa, which 
certainly belongs to the same king. He is called Sri Vira 
RAja Deva, and the monument is dated in Samvat 1407, 
or A.D. 1350, just one year earlier than the Raypur inscription.
I think it probable that both records belong to the BAghel 
Raja Bhairava Deva (as his name is written in the chronicles), 
who reigned from A.D. 1335 to 1355. I have referred to 
this inscription in my previous Report, ante page 76.

6.— k i y A n , o r  K EN  R IV E R .

On looking over the old maps of the country about the 
sources of the Ken River, I found so many notes of “  ruined
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temples” that I determined to explore the whole country 
lying between Jukahi on the Jabalpur Railway and Saugor, 
a distance of about 120 miles. This tract includes all the 
main branches of the Ken, or KiyAn River, which, beginningon 
the east, are named as follows:—

1. The Aloni River rises to the south of the Sati PahAr, 
near Bilhari. It is a fine, clear, rapid stream, about knee-deep, 
and 25 feet broad. It joins the Ken 8 miles to the north
west of the Jukahi railway station.

2. The Ken, or K iydn  River, rises to the north of the Sati 
PahAr, 12 miles to the north-west of Bilhari. It flows gener
ally down a rocky bed; and about 10 miles from its source 
passes between two groups of temples at Chhoti Deori and 
Simra. Still further to the north-east are the old villages of 
Suror and Paraini, which still possess some remains ot anti
quity.

3. The Patna River rises in the Kaimur range at Baliuri- 
band, 20 miles to the south-west of Bilhari. It is a fine 
stream, and near its banks are the extensive ruins of Bargaon 
and NAnd-ChAnd.

4. The Biarm c, or B ern ti River, rises in the Vindhya Hills 
50 miles to the south-east of Saugor. It is a large river, 200 
feet broad and 2$ feet deep. Near its left bank is a famous 
group of Jaina temples at Kundalpur, with a few old Brah- 
manical shrines,

5. The Bewas River rises 30 miles to the south-east of Sau
gor. It is a much larger stream than the Ken, which it joins 
12 miles to the north of Damoh, after a course of 80 miles.

6. The Sonar River rises in the Vindhya Hills, 30 miles to 
the south of Saugor, and joins the Ken, 50 miles to the north
east of Damoh. At Garha Kota it is a fine, clear, rapid stream.

7. The Kopra River rises 30 miles to the south-west of 
Damoh, and joins the Sonar, 16 miles to the north of Damoh.

After the junction of all these tributaries the Ken River 
becomes a fine stream, little, if at all, inferior to the Betwa.
It flows through the middle of the Chandel country, having 
Mahoba and KhajurAha on the west, and KAlanjar and Ajay- 
garh on the east.
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7. — PAR A IM .

Paraini is an old village on the right bank of the Ken 
River, ti miles to the west of the Jukahi railway station. 
There are the ruins of several temples on the bank of a tank 
to the north of the village. The principal object is the statue 
of a boar, 5 feet 3 inches long, with a snake of seven hoods 
raising itself in front, and two human figures, male and female, 
to the right.

8. — SUROR.

Suror is a good-sized ullage, 2$ miles from Paraini, on the 
left bank of the Ken River. Here there is an old Sati Pillar, 
with a curious inscription, giving the name of the Muhamma
dan king. It consists of five lines, which I read as follows :—

1. Samvat 1385 samaye 1 Jyeshtha sudi 4 Sanau | Suraudi
2. SftthAne 1 SuratrAn Mahamuda Mojdin rAjye || Sri AjitamA
3. Deva bhujy.imAne | Brahmana anwayapam |

There is a difficulty about the name and title of the Mu
hammadan king. The date of Samvat 1385 is equal to A.D. 
1328, which was near the beginning of the reign of Muham
mad Tughlak. I would, however, hazard a guess from the 
title of Mojdin, that the writer’s intention was to refer to Mu* 
izuddin Muhammad bin SAm, the founder of the Muhammadan 
empire of Delhi, and that the name of the actual reigning 
king was unknown at the sources of the Ken River in the 
beginning of the 14th century of the Christian era.

9.—CHHOTI DEO RI.

Chhoti Deori, or “  the small temple,”  is the name of an 
extensive group of small temples, from thirty to forty in number, 
buried in dense jungle on the left bank of the Ken River, 5 
miles to the west of Paraini. AH of the temples faced the 
east, and were most probably lingam shrines. I saw four arghas 
and 1 lingam in situ , but I was unable to trace the plan of 
any of the temples owing to the thick covering of prickly pear 
bushes. The name of Chhoti Deori has reference to the great
er temples at Simra, on the opposite side of the Ken River.
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There is one inscribed pillar at Chhoti Deori which I have 
already brought to notice in my last year’s report. It is in
scribed about the middle of a square pillar of 13 inches each 
side. It gives the name of Raja Sankaragana, which is, I 
believe, quite peculiar to the Kalachuri line of princes. I can 
find no one to read the inscription, as the language is declared 
not to be Sanskrit. The characters are distinct enough, and 
are decidedly of an early date— perhaps as early as the 7th 
century.

io .-S I .M R A .

The large village of Simra stands on the right bank of the 
Ken River, near the northern end of the Sati Pahar, about 
10 miles from MarwAra and the Katni station of the Jabal
pur Railway. To the east of the village there are the ruins 
of four temples, one large and three small. On the embank
ment of the Bara TAl, or Great Tank, there are the remains of 
a fifth temple, with a lingam and two broken figures of Vishnu 
and HanumAn. Here also is a large slab, with a man and 
woman standing sculptured on it, and the following inscrip
tion—

Samvat 1355, Sake 1220,
Ram D ausat Singh patnika.

“  In  Samvat 1333, Sake 1220, Ram Dausat Singh's wife."

This is clearly a sati monument, dated in A.D. 1298, in 
memory of the wife of RAm Dausat Singh.

In the village there are squared stones lying in heaps. 
These are said to have been collected some twenty years ago 
by a Railway Saheb, who came from MarwAra to obtain stones 
for the bridge over the Katni River near MarwAra. An old 
woman stated that she remembered the great temple stand
ing. The Saheb is said to have got his foot hurt, or his leg 
broken, and so left the stones lying where they now are I 

From the style of carving the temples would appear to 
have been of the same age as those of Bilahri, or of theioth 
century. The following figures belonged to the large temple, 
and must have formed a belt of sculpture round the walls 
outside. They are all from 2 feet 6 inches to 2 feet 8 inches 
in height— (1)  four-armed Vishnu ; (2) godAdhar Vishnu; (3)
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Hara-Gowri; (4) four-armed BrahmA standing ; (5) eight- 
armed DurgA; (6) Vishnu sitting on Garuda; (7) Garesa.

1 1 .— R ITH I.
The village of Rithi is situated near the head of the Ken 

River, at the junction of the two roads from Jukahi and Mar- 
wAra to Damoh. It is 18 miles to the north-west of MarwAra. 
To the east of the village there is a long heap of cut and 
carved stones, the remains of some ten or twelve temples. 
Only one statue is now left; but there are numerous pieces of 
flat roofing slabs, with lotus flowers, and some eight or ten 
pieces of amalaka pinnacles.

The group of temples near the large tank is called Bardh- 
Deoka sthdn, and there is an old statue of the VarAha incar
nation of Vishnu trampling on a NAga.

In the village there are the jambs and lintel of a richly 
carved doorway, with Vishnu seated on Garuda in the middle 
of the lintel, and a figure of the Ganges on her crocodile on 
the right jamb.

A portion of a roofing slab has been used as a Sati pillar,
5 feet 6 inches in height. In the upper panel there is a figure 
of Siva with four arms, and below are two men fighting. One 
is armed with bow and arrow and attended by a horse. The 
other is about to throw a spear.

The source of the Ken River itself does not appear to be 
considered holy, as there are no shrines established there.

12.—nAnd-chAnd .
NAnd-ChAnd is a small village, situated on an island, formed 

by the junction of two branches of the Kundo Nala with the 
PAtna River, one of the principal tributaries of the Ken, or 
KiyAn River. On the bank of the PAtna River there are 
some fine Hindu remains, consisting of a ruined temple and a 
Toran gateway, with numerous statues. The place is 8 miles 
to the north of the high road leading from the Jabalpur Rail
way to Damoh, being 25 miles to the wfest north-west of Mar
wAra, and 40 miles to the e3st-north-east of Damoh.

A great melA, or fair, is held here annually on the SivarAtri 
or PhAlguna badi 14, and another on the Basant of MAgh.
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The remains at N&nd-ChAnd are the following.—
1. Ruined temple of Martangesar or Mritangeswara. "the 

Lord of the dead/’ a name of Siva, with a large lingam still 
standing in  situ. The lingam is 6 feet 8 inches high and 2 feet 
i f  inches in diameter. At 222 feet 9 inches to the east there is 
a lofty Toran, or gateway, with a colossal statue on each side- 
These figures are 8 feet 6 inches high. They face one another 
at a distance of 20 feet 9 inches apart, and 17 I  feet from the 
gateway inside the enclosure. Each had a halo round the 
head, and rests one arm on the head of a male figure, 5 feet 
4 inches in height.

2. To the south of the gateway lie two broken octagonal 
pillars of large size, 1 foot 11 inches diameter at bottom, and 
a very curious capital, 1 foot 1 1  inches broad. These may have 
formed another gateway.*

3. Close by, on the south, there are the ruins of several 
small temples— one lintel 3 feet 7 J  inches, with two pillars of 
portico 5 feet 4 inches high.

4. At a short distance to the south-east, on the western bank 
of a tank (about 150 ' X 100'), there is a long row of small ruined 
temples, not less than ten or twelve, with about a dozen statues, 
nearly all of the same dimensions, averaging 4 ' x  2'. Ap
parently these temples contained the Ashta-sakti and several 
lingams, besides a figure of Ganesa and one of Vishnu, a Siva 
with ten arms and a Hara-Gauri.

5. To the north-west of the tank there are the remains of 
a stone temple with lingam.

6. To the north-east, on the bank of the PAtna River, 
there are the remains of two temples, one of which was a 
lingam shrine.

Not a single inscription could be found on any of the 
statues.

The style of the architecture seems old— perhaps as old 
as 700 A.D. And, if so, the name of Sri Kama Deva can
not be of the same age, as the letters are as late as 1000 or 
1 100 A.D.

The gateway, or Toran, consists of two pillars, each 1 foot 
•  S e e  P late  X L I  for a  sketch o f one o f these pillars.
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6 inches square and 14 feet 6 inches high. They stand 7 feet 
aqart, and support an architrave, 1 foot 7 inches in depth. 
The total height is 16 feet 1 inch as it now stands. The 
people unanimously described it as lofty enough for an ele
phant to pass under it, which is quite correct, as its clear height 
of 144 feet would be amply sufficient for an elephant with a 
rider on its back. The Toran stands 222f  feet to the east 
of the temple ; and at 22 feet to the west of it there are two 
colossal statues, each 8| feet high, and 20 J feet apart, one to 
the right, and the other to the left, of the path leading to the 
temple. Apparently there has been a raised courtyard all round 
the temple extending as far as the Toran on the east, and sur
rounded by a brick wall.*

The pillars of the Toran are square for the lower 3 feet, 
and slightly moulded above. They are without capitals. The 
architrave is ornamented with five bee-hive-shaped bosses.

At a short distance from the Toran there are two broken oc
tagonal pillars with heavy capitals of a rather early date, similar 
to those at Eran and Udayagiri. They are lying quite loose 
and detached, and there is nothing to show what they belong
ed to. Perhaps they formed part of the portico of one of the 
temples on the bank of the neighbouring tank.

To the south-east of the Toran, on the western bank of a 
large tank, there is a long row of small ruined temples, the 
walls of which were mostly made of single upright slabs. The 
following statues were found amongst the ruins:—

1 .  S iv a ,  w ith  1 0  a rm s . 4'  9 ' x  2 ' o '
2 . H n ra-G au ri . . . . . 3 7 x  2 1
3 . T h re e -h e a d e d  g o d d e ss , 4 a rm s 3  1 1  x  1 9
4. G o d d e ss  on  p e a c o c k , 2 a rm s 4 1 x 2 0
5. S ta n d in g  g o d d e ss , 4  arm s
6. F o u r-arm e d  g o d d e s s  w ith  ch ild , se a te d

3  u  x  2 1

on e l e p h a n t ..................................................... 4 0 x 2 0
7 . N a ra -S in h a , 4  a rm s . . . . 3 8 x 2 2
8 . F o u r-arm e d  g o d d e ss , w ith  bull 3 1 1 x 2 0
9. G a n c sa , 4 a rm s . .

10 . G o d d e ss , w ith  2 a rm s, s it t in g  w ith  ch ild ,
3 6 x 2 0

7-h o o d ed  c a n o p y  . . . . 2 8 + 1 6

•  S e e  Plato X L  for a  sketch o f this T o ran  gatew ay.



Each of these had a small slab temple, 2 teet 8 inches 
broad, and the same in depth inside. I traced eight distinct 
temples; but there must have been several more, chiefly very 
small ones. One of these, which I was able to measure, was 
found to be only 3 feet 1 inch by 2 feet 4 inches outside, and 
2 feet 7^ inches by 1 foot 2$ inches inside. It was 2 feet 74 
inches high.

Only one inscription could be found after a diligent search 
of two days. It was carved on a large flat slab, which was 
perhaps a side wall of one of the small temples. The charac
ters may belong to the 9th or 10th century. I read it as S r i  
K a m a  Deva. If this is intended for the great Kalachuri king 
of Chedi, the date must lie between A.D. 1040 and 1080 ; 
but the style of the temple is apparently much earlier.

13.— BARGAON.

Bargaon is a large village of 500 houses. It is situated 
on the high road leading from the Jabalpur Railway to Damoh 
and Saugor. It is 8 miles to the south-west of NAnd-ChAnd, 
and only 2 miles from the right bank of the PAtna River. 
It possesses a large number of ruined temples, both Brahma- 
nicaland Jain. I counted no less than thirty-five, all of which 
have been determined by actual survey; but several must have 
escaped observation, as I found it very difficult to distinguish 
each separate small temple amongst the great mass of ruins. 
Many of them are extremely small, and are only to be dis
covered by the square flat slabs which once formed their 
roofs.

The greater number of the Bargaon temples are mere 
confused heaps of stones. Many of the smaller ones can 
still be measured ; but the larger ones are generally inacces
sible. In several instances some portions of the doorways 
have been found, and in one instance the outer entrance of the 
great temple to the west is still standing, with a figure of 
Garuda carved in the middle of the lintel. This temple must, 
therefore, have been dedicated to Vishnu.

The temple of SomnAth, in the village, is quite different, 
both in style and plan, from all the other shrines at Bargaon.
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They are of the usual type, with pillared mandapas and sculp
tured w alls; but Somn&th has no pillars, and its walls are 
quite plain, with the exception of a single string moulding, and 
the edges of the flat roof. Its construction is also quite differ
ent, as its walls are perpendicular, and the stones are fast
ened together with iron cramps instead of being laid upon the 
top of one another without fastenings of any kind, like a house 
of cards. Unfortunately the villagers found out that these 
iron cramps have a value, however small, and they have ac
cordingly cut them out with chisels from all the courses with
in their reach- AH the upper courses above 6 feet are still 
in perfect preservation. Its stability has been farther ensured 
by the massiveness of the three stones covering the entrance, 
one above the other. The lowest, which forms the sculptured 
architrave, is 14 feet 4 inches long by 3 feet 7 inches high, 
and 3 feet 4 inches thick and contains 170 cubic feet. The 
other two are equally long, but not so high. These three 
stones are marked AB, CD, and EF, in the elevation given 
in Plate X X X V III.

The roof, as seen at present, is a low pyramid of steps, 
of which the uppermost stone is the square slab that forms 
the top of the ceiling. But, as all these stones are rough at 
the sides, it is certain that they must have been hidden by the 
dressed stones which formed the outer faces of the walls. 
The roof must, therefore, have been flat outside, like those of 
the Gupta temples. This seems highly probable, as I found 
two flat slabs lying on the ground to the north and north-west, 
which, from their sculptured edges, must have formed part of 
the outer course of roofing stones.

I have given a sketch of one of these stones, Plate 
X X X IX .

In the plan and elevation also will be seen a string course 
which still exists at 134 feet above the plinth, or a few feet 
below the upper edge of the roofing slabs. This also is a 
peculiarity common to all the Gupta temples that I have seen. 
The temples of SAnchi, Udayagiri, Tigowa, Deogarh, and Path- 
aora, all have this string course at a few feet below the roof.

I searched diligently for other stones which might have
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formed part of the outer roof, but could not find even a single 
fragment. Had the roof been a pyramidal spire, many of the 
carved stones would have been still there, as they would have 
been useless for common village-work. But, on the other 
hand, the stones of all flat roofs would have been at once avail
able for all kinds of purposes, for the walls, for pavements, or 
for seats. I conclude that the villagers got upon the flat roof, 
cut out the iron cramps of the outer layers (the holes still 
exist in the two sculptured roofing stones already described), 
and then threw the slabs down. All the middle stones were 
too massive to be easily moved, and these still remain in situ.

Inside, the roof is formed by cutting off the corners of the 
sanctum by three successive overlaps until the fourth opening 
could be spanned by a single square slab, which must be 
about 10 or 1 1  feet square. The lower surface of this slab 
is carved with a large lotus flower. It is 23 feet 4 inches 
above the floor of the temple.

The lingam of Somn&th is 2 feet 2 inches in diameter, 
and 4 feet in height. It stands on a square pedestal, 6 feet 3 
inches each side.

Outside, the temple is 34 feet by 24^ feet, and the sanctum 
inside is 13 feet 5 inches by 12 feet 7 inches.

A very diligent search was made for inscriptions for two 
days, but the only result was one very long record too much 
injured to be read, except in a few places : see A of Plate* and 
a short line on a pillar reading S r i Bhdsam Bod'aa tapaswi. 
The large inscription is 5 feet long and 1 foot 2 inches high. 
A third inscription was found by a barber, standing on end 
and half sunk in the ground. It is 3 feet long and 1 foot 
broad. The upper part, or left end above ground had been 
used as a sharpening stone for so long a time that a great 
part is now worn away. It is incomplete also at the right 
end. The characters are similar to those in use in the 9th 
and 10th centuries. In the 1st line I can read the words 
Vigraha Chedi, and in the toth line K alachuri Nripa. It is 
certain, therefore, that the record' belongs to the Kalachuri 
kings of Chedi.
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Many of the stones of the SomnAth temple also possess 
masons’ marks of about the same age as the great inscription, 
but they appear to be simply the names of workmen, such as 
Chhitara, Bhote.

A few miles to the north of Bargaon at Nayakhera I found 
a slab 5 feet long and feet broad, covered with round “ cup- 
marks, ”  from i inch to 3-$- inches in diameter, to which the 
boys of the village were still adding fresh ones. I counted 
136 marks. The whole of these cup-marks were said to have 
been made by the boys. In fact, I saw a boy making one 
during the course of the day, and several of them looked very 
fresh.

14.—KUNDALPUR.
The famous Jain temples of Kundalpur are situated on the 

northern end of a range of low hills, on the left bank of the 
Bearmi River, 20 miles to the north-east of Damoh.

There was formerly held here a very grand melA, which is 
said to have lasted for the greater part of the month of Chaitra. 
The Deputy Commissioner, owing to the constant mortality 
that attended these meetings from the heat and great c rowds, 
got the leading men to agree to hold the melA some time in 
MAgh, during the cold season. The proposal was accepted, 
and an agreement was signed; but when the time came for 
holding the melA, the people stayed away, and no melA has 
now been held for thirteen or fourteen years.

The Jain temples are all square blocks, with dome-roofs 
and pinnacles at the comers. They are all whitewashed, and 
look very like Muhammadan tombs.

The principal temple contains a colossal image of MahA- 
vira or YardhamAna, and is known generally as BardhmAn. 
The pedestal is 4 feet high, and the figure is 12 X 1 1  feet, 
seated, with lions on pedestal.

There is an inscription of twenty-four lines of the time of 
MahArAja-dhirAjA Sri Chhatra SAla, dated in Samvat 1757, 
Magh badi 15  SomavAsare (Monday 3 1st December A.D. 
1700). In the 4th line I find the name of Sri VardhamAna 
and in the 8th line the terms Jina MArga and Jinadharma.
I he temple is 16 feet square inside. On a small temple in



the courtyard there is a short inscription in large letters of two 
lines, as follows:—

S a m v a t  1 5 0 1  v a rsh e  P au sh  su d i 2.
G u ra u  d in e  vA S r i  G u ru  N & kln i saht.

The week-day by calculation is Saturday, and not Thurs
day, as stated.

There are, altogether, 50 Jaina temples, of which 20 are 
on the hill, and 30 at the foot near the VardhamAna Talao. 
A newr temple, No. 5 1, is now building.

After some search two old Brahmanical temples were found 
at the foot of the hill near the VardhamAna talao. They are 
both of the single slab and flat-roof pattern, and are, of course, 
small. Both face the north. One of them is empty, but the 
other still holds a standing figure of Vishnu.

These temples are similar to the flat-roofed shrines of Uday- 
agiri, SAnchi, and Tigowa, and possess the same peculiarity of 
a band of moulding running round the body of the building 
at the level of the roof of the portico. The pillars of the por
tico are indented at the angles, and the plinth is surmounted 
by a simple and bold moulding, but the walls are quite plain.

The larger temple is only 13 feet long by 7 feet broad, and 
the other is a few inches less. They are weather-stained and 
mouldy, and look very o ld ; but there is nothing to show' their 
exact age. They probably belong to the later Gupta period, 
about 600 A.D., but the figure of Vishnu does not appear to 
be so old— see Plate X LII for a plan and elevation of the larger 
temple. The slab wralls are 9 inches thick in both temples, 
and the roofs arc formed of two large slabs, one covering the 
sanctum, and the other the portico. The construction is simple 
and durable. Temples of this kind would, in fact, last for ages, 
if not attacked by violence, or the roots of trees. This is 
deary shown by the great numbers of these small slab tem
ples which still exist in Gwalior and Malwa, as well as in 
Bundelkhand and Rewa.

15.— HINDORIA.

Hindoria is a large old town, 10 miles to the north-east of 
Damoh. It possesses numerous Sati pillars, of which the old-
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cst that I could find was dated in Sam vat 1 1 13, or A.D. 1056. 
There are also many carved stones and remains of temples. 
The jambs of a temple doorway were found built up in the 
entrance gateway of a Chatri, with the original sili of the 
door placed on the top as a lintel. The jambs have the 
figures of the Ganges and Jumna standing on the crocodile 
and tortoise, as usual.

As Hindoria is in the open country, leading from Damoh 
to Kundalpur and Hutta, and so on vid  Nagodh to Allahabad, 
it could not escape the destructive zeal of the Muhammadan 
kings of Malwa, who would appear to have been quite as 
tyrannical as the fanatical iconoclasts of Bengal.

16.— DAMOH.

Damoh is a large old town, situated at the foot of a high 
hill, 45 miles to the east of Saugor. Every old building has 
been destroyed, and there now remains only the shrine of the 
Muhammadan saint Ghazi Miah, and the fort bui t of Hindu 
ruins.

1 got a fragment of a large Sanskrit inscription of twenty, 
five lines, but the date is gone. I got also copies of the inscrip
tions from two Sati pillars, dated respectively in Samvat 1336 
and 1341. The latter one gives the name of Damoh-sthdna at 
the beginning of the 2nd line, in the time of Rau Sri Jaya 
Sinha.

Standing at the Kacheri there is a Muhammadan inscrip
tion, which was brought from the fort, and is said to have 
been originally over the western gate. It is dated in the year 
A.H. 880, or A.D. 1475, in the reign of GhiAs ShAh, of MAl- 
wa. The following is the text of this record with its transla
tion, which has been kindly prepared for me by Maulvi Ata 
RahmAn.
J1; j Jo ) J 2  3!

JU ixI-l 4s

J l J I l j i  U2L  j  j U? ilfioU

JL. u* yi Sy-vi t+ f
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« U ) W * r M  > " — i
O j>  j G a  ,  .  ± a * Jb  j  i L -  ^

J l p l

r .  O  G o d  ! M a y  th is  la n d  o f  D am o h  rem ain  s a fe  in th e w o rld  
u n d er a ll c irc u m sta n c e s , an d  p ro te c te d  fro m  d is tu rb a n c e s  a n d  th e d is 

g r a c e  o f  d e c a y .
2 . T h e  d o n o r o f  th e  a fo re s a id  tr a c t  o f  land , th e  fr ie n d  o f  the 

c o u n try , w ho h a s  p u lled  up b y  th e ro o ts  th e  so u rc e s  o f  a ll e v il.
3 .  T h e  m a ste r  o f  le tte rs  a n d  b a n n e rs , th e  w ie ld e r  o f  the s w o rd  and  

th e  p e n , th e  d e s t ro y e r  o f  in fid e lity  a n d  in iq u ity , th e  g iv e r  o f  m ines 

o f  g o ld  a n d  o f  w e a lth ,
4 . T h e  ch osen  o n e  o f  th e  p e rso n a l a tte n d a n ts  o f  th e  k in g  G h iis -  

u d -d u n ya , th e  ru le r  o f  th e  w o rld  fro m  horizon to  h orizon , a n d  th e  m ost 

c o n sp icu o u s o f  m onarch s.
5 . O p p o s ite  th e  w e ste rn  g a te  o f  th e  fo rt th is  b re a s t-w o rk  has 

b een  b u ilt  b y  th e a b o v e  donor,
6 . In  the y e a r  8 8 5 , on  th e 24th  o f  S h aw A l.

7 . O  R a g h & n i (P o et) d o s t  thou t r y  to  s in g  th e  p ra is e s  an d  p e 

c u lia r  v ir tu e s  o f  th is  k in g !  H is  p ra is e  c a n n o t b e  c o m p a sse d  b y  th e 
d e sc r ip t iv e  p o w e r o f  la n g u a g e .

1 7 .—BIYA-KUND.
Biya Kftnd is a hot spring in the small state of BijAwar in 

Bundelkhand. It is just 40 miles due south from the canton
ment of Nowgong.

The Kind is really a cave, and a rent has been made in 
the rock to let in light. The pool is 50 feet long and 32 feet 
broad. Rude irregular steps have been cut in the rock; and 
shelters have been formed in different places, by raising 
pillars in front of overhanging rocks.

A great m6la is held on the 15th of MAgh badi, when 
several thousands of people are said to assemble.

I had repeatedly heard of this famous Kflnd, and of a 
Bhim-lAth, or monolith, near i t ; and I was much disappointed 
that there was nothing of any interest at so holy a place.

Near Dargoa (or Dargama), on the high road leading up 
to the Ktind, there is a very long cave, but not lofty, as 
people are obliged to stoop constantly in going along it



There are several pools of water. A Fakir formerly lived in 
this cave. It is several hundred feet long, but very narrow 
and very winding, and irregular in shape.

18.— SA U RA I.

Saurai is a large old village, which must have derived its 
name from the Sauras or Sauaras, as there are still sixty 
houses of them in this one place. It is 27 miles to the west 
of ShAhgarh, and 9 miles to the north of Madanpur.

It possesses three stone temples, which are said to be of 
the Chandel time, and are all attributed to Baniyas. The 
largest one is a  Jain temple, dedicated tc AdinAth, whose 
image is still inside with a bull on the pedestal.

The other two temples are Vaishnavi, with Vishnu over 
the middle of the door.

The best preserved of these temples is a Jaina structure, 
facing the north. It has a small portico in front, 10 feet 
2 inches square, the whole temple being only 21 feet 6 inches 
long by 13 feet broad. But, in spite of its small size, it 
is a fine building, as it is richly ornamented outside with two 
rows of sculptures, of which some are the usual raked stand
ing figures, of the Jains, while the rest are Brahmanical 
figures. On one face of each bracket capital of the portico 
there is a human figure carved, with his head downwards. 
These figures are sunken and appear to be of later work.

In the village there arc two slab-built temples dedicated 
to Vishnu, whose image is over the middle of the doorway, 
with those of Brahma and Siva at the sides. The slabs 
forming the walls are 8 inches thick. Both temples have 
porticoes. See Plate X L II for a plan of the larger temple.

On an upright slab at a well there is an inscription of 
six lines as follows:—

1. Samvat 1707 varshe, Jeth sudi 7, saumavisare;
2. -Nripa Sri SAhi JahAn nrnal, Sri NawAb Sar—
3. -dAr KhAn, Parigane DhAmoni, mojr Saurai, Chaudhari
4. Hari Chandan Lodhi ThAkur; tasya pit. Chuudliari A-
5. * va * DAs Kua banwayo. Likliitam MAdho-
6. -patvAris. Bhavatu Mangalam.
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"  In th e S a m v a t  y e a r  17 0 7  on th e  7th o f  th e  w a x in g  moon ol 
Jy e s h th a , on M o n d a y , d u r in g  th e  re ig n  o f  th e  k in g  S r i  Shfth Jah A n , 
an d  u n d e r th e  g o v e rn m e n t o f  S r i  N a w ib  S ard A r K h A n , in  th e  P a r-  
g a n a h  o f D h im o n i, a n d  tow n o f  S a u r a i ,  th e  son  o f  C h a u d h a ri H ari 

C h an d an  L o d i, C hau.dhari DAs, m ad e th is  w e ll .  W r itte n  b y  MAdho 
Patw A ri. M a y  i t  b e  fo r tu n a te ."

The date corresponds with Monday 27th May A.D. 1650.
Saurai must once have been a very flourishing place. It 

is well situated, on the high road leading from JhAnsi and 
Lalitpur through the Madanpur Pass to Saugar.

19.—MADANPUR.
The town of Madanpur is situated at the head of one of 

the principal passes leading from Saugor to Lalitpur, Jhansi, 
and Gwalior. It was formerly a place of much consequence, 
as it possessed the best stone quarries in this part of the 
country, and several very fine temples. To this point the 
army of the ChauhAn Prince, Prithi Raj, advanced after his 
conquest of Mahoba, and carved his name on the pillars of 
the great temple as the conqueror of ParamArdi, King of 
JejAbhukti, or Jajahuti.

There is a lake of some size, formed by throwing an 
embankment across the valley on the north. The embank
ment is from 76 to 100 feet thick, and is covered with numbers 
of Muhammadan tombs, generally formed of carved flat slabs.

Madanpur is said to have been founded by Madana 
Varmma, the Chandel Raja of Mahoba; but there is at least 
one inscription of Samvat 1 1 1 2 ,  or A.D. 1055, which is older 
than Madana Varmma, who reigned from 1129  to 116 5  A.D. 
It seems probable, therefore, that he only renamed the place, 
and that the old site, now called “ old Madanpur,” wfas the 
original city under another name, which was changed to 
Madanpur by Madana Varmma. This old city was situated 
on the ground to the north of the village, in the neighbour
hood of the Jain temples. There are traces of former habita
tions in numerous fragments of tiles and pottery scattered 
about the field. This site would naturally have been deserted 
for the more convenient position of the new town at the end 
of the lake.
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There are six temples at Madanpur, all more or less ruined. 
The oldest of these are three Jaina temples situated to the 
north of the town, where the original town is said to have 
stood. Two others are at the north-west comer of the lake, 
and the sixth at some distance to the north-east of the lake.

A. The principal Jain temple is only 30 feet 8 inches long 
by 14 feet 2 inches broad, including the porticoes. The sanc
tum inside is 8£ feet by 8 feet, and contains a naked stand
ing figure with an inscription on the pedestal. The roof is a 
plastered dome of modem work. Outside there is a broken 
pedestal with a fish on it and an inscription dated in Samvat 
12 12 , or A.D. 1155 .

B. Close by on the west there is a second Jain temple 
facing the last. It also has a plastered dome. It contains 
five statues, of which I recognised the following:—

1 .  A dinA th, w ith  a  bu ll on th e  p e d e s t a l ;
2. C h andraprabhA , w ith  a  c r e s c e n t ; and
3 . Sam bhunA th , w ith  a  h orse  on  th e p ed e sta l.

Near these temples there are two Sati pillars, dated in 
Samvat 1522 and 1528, or A.D. 1465 and 1471. One of 
them gives the name of the king Sri SulitAn Mahmud SAhi 
Khalchi, with his two chief forts of Mandugarhd&rg and 
Chanderidftrg, and that of the governor, Phate KhAn.

The long inscription in the temple consists of eight lines. 
It is dated in Samvat 120 6 , Vaisdkha Suds to, Bhautne, or 
A.D. 1149, Wednesday, 20th April, in the middle of the 
reign of Madana Varmma.1 It gives the name of Swasti Sri 
Madanapura. But the rest of the inscription seems to be taken 
up with the names of Jaina pilgrims, who came to offer their 
adorations. There are several inscriptions dated as late as 
Samvat 1692.

The two Brahmanical temples at the north-west comer 
of the lake must have been very fine buildings. The sanctum 
of both temples is gone entirely, but many stones still 
remain to show that they were highly decorated. Both face 
the east They were most probably dedicated to Vishnu

1 T h e  week d a y  should b e  T u e s d a y , Bhaumt, but th e d ate  V a is ik h  su r i to , 
g iv e s  W e d n e sd a y .



and Siva, as a colossal boar and a life-size bull are lying 
close by. The mandapa, or hall, of the larger temple was 
40 feet square, and that of the smaller one 18 feet square. 
The floors of both were raised 13  feet above the ground, but 
the whole of the outer facing of these lofty plinths is now 
gone. The unfortunate proximity of the temples to the stone 
quarries, no doubt, led to the appropriation of the stones, both 
cut and uncut, which were lying so handy for removal.

The large temple with its spire must have been at least 
100 feet high, and the smaller one about half that height. 
I noticed a few slightly curved and ornamented stones which 
must have belonged to the outer face of one of the spires ; 
but the clearance of the fallen stones has been so complete 
that not even a guess can be made as to the style of the spires.

The roofs of the Mandapas are still in fair order. They 
are quite flat, like the roofs of temples of the Gupta period.

The colossal boar is 6 feet 2 inches long, with six rows of 
small figures carved on each side. The pedestal is broken, 
but one hind foot still remains. Below there is a very large 
NAga, or snake, to represent the ocean from which the boar 
raised the earth, Prithvi, represented as a woman, whose 
two feet still remain.

The bull is recumbent, 3 feet 10 inches in length. There 
are also two large lions, each 4 feet long and 4 feet high.

There are several short inscriptions in these two temples, 
of which some are of real interest and importance, as they 
give the date of the victory of Prithi RAj ChauhAn over the 
Chandel Prince ParamArdi Deva. The three records in the 
large temple I have already published ;• but as they are very 
short they may be repeated, as a mistake was made in the 
name of the conquered country, which, owing to the break in a 
single letter, was read as "  JejAkasukti," instead of “ JejAka- 
bhukti.” These three short inscriptions are as follows :—

A . N o . 9— S r i  ChAhum Ana v a n s y e -  
-n a  P r ith v i R a ja  bhu- 

-bhujA P aram A rd i n a re n d ra -  
- s y a  d e s o y a  m u d a v a sy a ta . •

•  Archaeological S u rv e y  of India. V ol. X ,  p. 9$ , Plate X X X I I ,  N o .. 9. 10 . and 1 1 .
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Here we have the names of Prithvi Raja, the ChAhumana 
Raja, and of his antagonist ParamArdi, the Chandel Raja, 
coupled together.

B . N o. 10 — A um  ! A ru n o -rA ja sy a  p nutrcn a S r i  
S o m c s w a ra  SununA  Je jA k a -  
-b h u kti d e so y a m  P r ith v i rAjenA 
lun itah  S .  12 3 9 .

In this record we have the genealogy of the ChauhAn 
chief given as the son of Someswara, and the grandson of 
Aruno Raja, with the name of the conquered country JejAka- 
bhukti, and the date of Sam vat 1239, or A.D. 1172 .

C . N o . 1 1 — A u m  f C h a n d ra se k h a ra , B h aw A n iya,
T ry a m b a k a  T rip u rA n ta k a ,

C lia k sh a  V id yA d h aro  D e v a  
T w a m  nauti p ra n a ta h  s a d a .

Here the names of Chandrasekhara, the “ moon-crested,” 
Bhavdniya, the “  husband of BhawAni,”  Tryambaka the 
“  three-eyed,” TripurAntaka, the “ conqueror of (the demon) 
Tripura” are the titles of Siva. I conclude, therefore, that 
the larger temple, in which these inscriptions are recorded, 
must have been dedicated to Siva.

In the smaller temple there are two long inscriptions 
of different dates, of which the later one gives the perfect 
reading of the name of the country as Jejdkabhukti manda/a, 
with the same date of Samvat 1239. It reads as follows:—

1 .  A u m  ! Jy a m  hisenA C h an d clam  vyam A nc Jc jA k a b h u k ti
m a n d a la sy a  S r i  C h ahum A nA nw aya K fr t t i C h a n d ra
P r ith v i N a -

-re n d ra sy a  ja y a  p ra sa stih  ||S. 12 3 9 .
2.

The other inscription, which is only four years earlier, 
reads as follows :—

1. Aum! Sam. i235SrAvana badi i Bikaurapathake Ma-
hArAjaputra Sri Alhana Deva Sri Aditya masam

2. Pratidatta 2 | angrepi SonadAsya tasya mAtA
Garddabha gfikshanti |



The village of Bikaura still exists as Great and Little 
Bikaura, on the left bank of the jAmini River, 5 miles to 
the south-west of Madanpur. It possesses some small 
ruined temples.* Alhana Deva must have belonged to the 
royal family of the Chandels of Mahoba.

The temple to the north-east of the lake is a very small 
one, compclctcly surrounded by jungle. It is a small slab- 
walled building, with a spire, only 7  ̂feet square. Apparently 
it was dedicated to Siva, as there is a bull lying on the ground 
in front, with a group of MahAdeva and PArvati, and on the 
back wall there is a figure of Siva with ten arms, and on one 
of the sides a figure of the skeleton goddess KAli, with ten 
arras. There is also a row of small figures with dancing 
girls in the angles. The temple is rather pretty, in spite of 
its small size. The upper part of the spire is gone.

20.— LA LITPU R .

Lalitpur is a large town, about halfway between JhAnsi 
and Madanpur, and 20 miles to the east of Chanderi. It is 
pleasantly situated on the left bank of the Sajad River, a 
tributary of the jAmini. Its name is said to have been given 
to it in honour of queen LalitA Devi, of whom a story is told 
which 1 have related in another place, with several variants 
from different localities. On this last visit the story was 
somewhat varied as follows :—

“  R a ja  S u m e r S in g h  had  th e d ise a se  c a lle d  Ja la n d h a r, o r  “ d ro p s y ,"  
in h is  s to m a ch , a n d  a s  h is  c a se  baffled  th e  d o ctors, h e  s ta rte d  on 
a  p ilg r im a g e  to A ju d h y a . O n  th e w a y  he an d  h is  R A n i sto p p ed  a t  a 
pool, on  th e p re se n t s ite  o f  L a litp u r . H ere  th e  R A n i d re a m e d  th a t if  
h er h u sb an d  would e a t  so m e o f  th e  kAi {conferva;) o f  th e  pool, he w ould  
b e  c u re d . H e  a te  so m e  a c c o rd in g ly , an d  w a s  cu red . A g a in , th e  R A n i 
h ad  a  d re a m  that th e re  w a s  tre a su re  bu ried  u n d e r a  tre e  on th e  e m 

b an k m e n t o f  the ta n k . A  h o le  w a s  d u g  u n d er th e  tre e  a n d  th e  t r e a 
su re  ta k e n  up. T h e  R a ja  th en  c a lle d  th e ta n k  S u m e r S A g a r, o r  T A 1, 
a n d  found ed  a  to w n w h ich  w a s  n am ed  L a litA p u ra  a ft e r  h is R A n i.”

In the town there is a small masjid, 19 feet 4 inches 
square, built entirely of Hindu materials, or, perhaps, it is part
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of a Hindu temple, only slightly altered. It is called BAsa 
and bears an inscription in NAgari letters of the time of Firoz 
Shah. The erection of the masjid must, therefore, be later 
than the date of this inscription, Samvat 14 15 , or A.D. 1358 
Feroz is called (line 6) R djadhirdja p a ti S r i Surat dn Peroja 
Sdhi. The destruction of the Hindu buildings in this part of 
the country would appear to have been due to the zeal of the 
Khalji rulers of Malwa, who ruled after Feroz.

The pillars of the masjid apparently must have belonged 
to three or four different temples, as they are of very different 
sizes, as well as of different patterns. There are six fluted 
pillars of sixteen sides, which are very fine specimens of Hindu 
work. Close by, in a ParwAr Baniya's house, I saw four more 
of these fluted pillars. Some portions of fretted eaves now 
ornament the outside of the masjid; but the flat-roof is 
hidden by a common battlement.

2 1. — SU RAH AR.

Surahar is an old town on the high road between Lalitpur 
and Chanderi. It possesses a small temple, only 12 feet 8 
inches square outside, with three figures of Vishnu in niches 
outside. The door faces the west. There is also an old 
Sati pillar, on which occurs the name of the village.

22. —JH ALO N I.

At Jhaloni, 16 miles to the north of Chanderi, the road 
to Gwalior passes over a low range of hills with a lake at foot. 
On the top of the pass there is a tall slab, 18 feet in height, 
called ehira, or “ the slab,”  with an inscription in seven lines 
of NAgari letters, dated in Samvat 1351 and Saki 1216, or 
A.D. 1294. The letters are very badly formed, and I can
not make out the purport of the record.

23. —T E R A H I.

Terahi is an old village, 5 miles to the south-east of 
Ranod. ft possesses two temples of considerable age and
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importance, as they probably date from the beginning of the 
10th century. Both temples are small, but one of them 
possesses a richly ornamented Toran gateway in good pre
servation. The larger temple, inside the village, is only 19 
feet long by 14 feet broad, including its porch. The smaller 
temple, outside the village, is only 15 feet 6 inches long by 
12 feet 3 inches broad, including its porch, but it has a fine 
Toran gateway in front at a distance of 18 feet, which, being 
20 feet high and of the same breadth as the temple itself, 
adds much to its dignity.

There are inscriptions on two prostrate pillars close by, 
both bearing dates in the 10th century of the Samvat. One 
is g io  Bhddrapada badi 4 Sprtau, or Saturday, 29th July, 
853 A  D. On that day the M ahdSdm antddhipati of Madhu- 
vana, named Sri Guna Raja Unda-Bhata, a great warrior, 
made a gift to the temple of Sri Chandiya. Madhuban is 
clearly the old name of the district in which Terahi is situated, 
although the name is not known at the present day. The 
Mohwar River, on which Terahi and Rajapur are situated, 
probably preserves the old name. Ranod, which is only 5 
miles distant, is in the same district, and was no doubt the 
residence of the chief. At KadwAha, only 1 mile to the 
south of Terahi, there are four standing temples, and the 
ruins of nine others. This place gave its name to a parga- 
nah in Samvat 1380, or A.D. 1323. But there are short 
records of pilgrims on the temple pillars with the dates of 
Samvat 1124  and 1162, or A.D. io6 j  and 1105.

The date of the second inscription is doubtful. It looks 
like 920 BhAdrapada badi 14, Sanichare. But the week day 
does not agree with this year, nor does it agree with any 
other decimal year of the 10th century. It records a gift 
by Sri Ru * * * Bhata to the goddess AmbikA. The 
name of the donor is much injured, and has no titles, as in 
the first record. But the latter half of the name Bhata 
would seem to connect him with the first record.

These temples were accidentally discovered by my 
draughtsman Jamna Shanker Bhatt, when searching for a 
village named Makhoba, which once possessed a temple with
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a long inscription. A small hamlet of this name was found, 
but it had no temple, and apparently never had one.

34.— r A j a p u r .

Another discovery was made by the same man at RAjapur, 
only a few miles from Terahi. RAjapur is a large village 
situated on the Mohwar Nadi, 6 miles to the east of Ranod, 
and 4 miles to the south-west of Mayapur. About 1 mile 
to the north-east of the village, and on the bank of the 
Mohwar River, a Buddhist stdpa in nearly perfect order was 
discovered. The stApa is built entirely of stone, and chiefly 
of small stones. It stands on a square base, or plinth, of 60 
feet 9 inches side. On this rises a cylindrical drum 43 feet 
8 inches in diameter and n  feet high. Above it rises a 
second cylindrical drum, 35 feet 8 inches in diameter and 11  
feet high, and over this rises the dome of the sttipa, 27 feet 
8 inches in diameter and 22 feet high, the upper part being 
a simple hemisphere. The whole building is, therefore, 49 
feet 6 inches in height. It is perfectly plain, without even 
a hand of moulding.

The people call it Kothila Math, which may be translated 
as the “  Tower Temple,”  but they have no tradition as to. its 
purpose or the name of its builder. This stflpa is, I believe, 
the only remaining trace of Buddhism in the wide tract of 
the Northern Gwalior territory. There are numerous Bud
dhist remains at Besnagar, Bhilsa, and Udayagiri, on the 
southern border of the Gwalior state; but I have not seen, 
during the long course of my wanderings, any traces of 
Buddhism in the northern parts of Sindhia’s dominions.

There is a strange legend attached to the Kothila Math 
which would make it a monument erected over the remains 
of a brother and sister who had become man and wife in 
ignorance of their relationship. A BanjAra’s wife having 
died, leaving two young children, a boy and a girl, the father 
made the boy over to one friend and the girl to another. 
The two BanjAras having died, the boy and girl were mar
ried to each other by the friends. After some time the girl
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observed a mark on her husband’s head, and told him that 
she formerly had a brother with a similar mark. He then 
remembered that he had a sister very like her, and the two 
having become aware of their relationship prayed that their 
sin might be forgiven. Then the earth opened beneath 
them, and they were swallowed up. The Kothlla tower 
was then built on the spot out of the wealth which the 
brother and sister had left behind.
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